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Be kind, 
for everyone you meet is fighting a great battle. 
-Philo of Alexandria 
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ONE 
And then it was dark, full dark, midnight, and heat like that should ha\ e 
disappeared. Then the bombing started. Those poor souls, the poor fucks of the cit\'. 
didn't even know we were watching from the rooftop of the tallest building; six sets of 
eyes in the night, calling in and correcting any errant rounds from the AC-130 Specters 
which circled the city. When they fired too close to the city's edge we'd make a call for 
them to steer awa\ a little, to move further out into the desert, into the uninhabited. 
When the firing veered too far out over the desert, and the cit}' couldn't feel its forced 
shudders anvmore. we made another call. It was the tightrope, the balancing act. a 
burden we adored. 
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Fizer and Heath were in the stairwell watching and listening for an\ sign that 
someone had entered the building. We were all paired up with what the arm\ called our 
"battle buddies": Fizer and Heath. Cooper and I, and Santiago and Zeller The ocean was 
supposedly out there in front of me, some five miles away, but I couldn t see it. I 
watched the city to the east, the ocean's side. It was a long way down from the 
seventeenth floor, and besides the light of the stars there was nothing to illuminate the 
world below. Night Vision Goggles gave me a headache so I wasn't wearing mine. 
Cooper was at my right, looking out over the southern part of the city. He kept turning 
from the planes in the distance back to the darkness in the street below. Lieutenant 
Santiago watched the west, but for the most part he strode back and forth between all of 
us. He stayed low, crouched over so that those below wouldn't see his silhouette if they 
happened to look up. They probably never looked up in such a city. Perhaps Santiago 
thought that's what leaders do, walk back and forth between positions, overseeing, yet 
sharing in the sympathy. 
Santiago slapped me on the helmet as he passed behind, "Stop thinking so much." 
Hunched over, he walked away. He was always telling me this. It was a mantra he tried 
to instill in me. 
A car turned dovm the street that led toward the building. One of its headlights 
was out, and the road was full of holes, so it winked and bobbed along before tmally 
turning onto a side street. Killers, clans, and armies wouldn't move around at night with 
their headlights showing the way m front of them. The danger in trying to see was also 
the danger of being seen. All you had to do was aim at the headlights. No one with anv 
knowledge, or a history, would want an enemy to see them. 
"Stantz," Cooper said. 
"•'/'eah," I answered. 
'".Are you afraid, Josh'^'" He was trying to be as quiet as possible 
"Just a little," I said. 
Santiago called over the squad radios tor a radio check. V\"e called in from high to 
low in rank. I was first, then Fizer, Heath, Cooper, and Zeller 
I took out my bmoculars and tried to tlnd the ocean in the distance. I couldn't see 
anything but buildings. If a cool wind escaped the ocean's surface, rising up out of the 
deep, I couldn't feel it in the midst of all that city just startled out of sleep by the 
bombing. As far as I knew I'd never seen the ocean before. But there were those early 
years of childhood that I couldn't always account for, so maybe I had. What a sight the 
ocean must be, I thought, chasing itself and the land all day—sea and shore chasing each 
other to be one. Sitting on that rooftop, with all that heat and dark, the air was anything 
but fresh. The city smelled like a sarcophagus. With such a scent, if someone told me 
the world was flat and that monsters slept just over the edges. I would ha\ e believed 
them. 
I peered over the edge of the building. I w as smart enough to be afraid I  kept m\ 
eyes on the darkness below If anything shifted or turned I'd be prepared. I wasn't the 
one that would be caught off guard. I couldn't make out the old van parked up the street 
that we'd used to sneak into the city We were the spotters on the roof, recon on a 
building in a city controlled by warlords and their clans. We'd rigged the stairwell and 
the \an w ith warning enough if someone tried to sneak up on us. 
At the brietmu we 'd received just before sneaking into the city xuth :hc  \an. the\ 
warned us of what they called all the possible threats. There were still landmines 
everywhere, they said, hidden m potholes and crevices that other vehicles and pede-tnans 
hadn't quite explored yet. There was no police force or localized government in the area. 
Everything was controlled by different clans and the clans \vere lighting each other and 
everyone for control of the city. We hadn't come across an\ checkpoints on the way m, 
but intelligence told us that checkpoints were commonplace. \t these checkpoints, there 
was a fee to pay, which offered a source of revenue for the clan members that ran such 
points. This is why we had Cooper druer in, m disguise as a ci\ ilian. because he knew 
the language and some of the culture so that he could have talked us through any such 
points. We'd hidden in the back They told us that most of the inhabitants supported one 
clan or another because they had to, but as a general rule, they really didn't have an 
allegiance to anyone but self and family The clans were well armed, as far as clans go 
We were the desert to scare them into surrendering their weapons and their portions of 
the city without a fight. 
Santiago stepped up behind me. Because he w as there I tried to relax for a 
moment. I closed my eyes. The wind was nauseating and felt as though it were being 
blown into me through some sort of strange kiss. The smell covered me like a blanket, 
unwavering, and I couldn't imagine being allowed to crawl out from under it. It held the 
thick scent of shit, the sharp odor of piss, scents of the li\ mg, and then there was the 
sweet corruption of death, forcing its w ay into my body, tr> mg to break m> heart and life. 
I heard Santiago walk toward Cooper, so I opened m\ e\es again. 
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We'd arrivedjust before dawn that moming^ During the day I'd uatched the 
school across the street, children went in and out. and a few adults went with them. I 
don't know if it was really a school, but jovial and jostling, children came and went, so I 
took it for a school. What could they teach them there that was more imponant than w hat 
they saw when the clans drove by. w hen people strolled about with swollen bellies'^ 
What was more important than the scent of their ever\' da\ "' 
""Drink some water,"" Santiago said, walking up behind me. 
We'd brought more than enough water. We'd each brought two canteens, a two-
quart canteen, and three or four water bottles which bore Arabic writing and rainbows 
None of us could guess where these foreign bottles were from. There was something 
about their mystery, a touch of the exotic that made the water inside e\ en more delicious. 
They might have been from some secret oasis, I wanted a drink but I knew it wouldn't 
stay down. 
"How are you domg?" Cooper asked, crawling to the comer between his side of 
the building and mine. 
I moved further toward the corner to meet him. "Fm here." 
"Do you need another he asked. 
"Not now," I said. I took a small sip of water as a sign of goodw ill and because 
my mouth was dry "I need some sleep." 
""How long has it been," he asked. 
"Close to two W'-eeks." It was true. I'd been too scared, too ner\ous. too excited 
to sleep. 1 hadn't had a dream in the past two months and I was starting to worr>' that 
mavbe dreams had something to do w ith sanity and happiness .\nd all of this had 
something to do with why the world was a thick. stick\ mess that I mo'. ed throuyn. and 
why 1 was lost in the dark suffocation of something akin to burmng tires. 
"You know you can't die from lack of sleep," he said. "You just go until \our 
body shuts down, forcing you to sleep." 
•'Sounds gorgeous," I said. When your body fmalh forced \ ou to sleep, it must 
be a lot like the moment when the square peg finally fit snug into the round hole, home at 
last. 
' 'My stomach's still a mess." I said. 
"It's the sleep,'' Cooper said. 
I felt like I was upside down. I couldn't even keep water down, which was scar) 
because the sun was trying to kill us. It was a hundred and twenty in the shade. I was 
shitting everywhere, and I was afraid the shits might roll over me without warning. M\ 
pants weren't bloused because I figured why not let it stream down my leg and out of mv 
pants to the ground, than walk around with shit in my boots like a fool. 
if you fall out," Cooper said, "it's on me." 
We'd received minimal desert traimng. We were mainly a cold weather unit, the 
10^ Mountain Division, out of Fort Drum, New York. And tfiere wasn't a mountain or a 
snowflake as far as I could see. People in other platoons were falling out left and right 
because of the heat. People called out beautiful things as the heat finally forced them to 
race, face first, to the dirt and sand. Lopez, from first platoon, called out. Where 's rhe 
kews^ before he went down, a victim to the sun. Nobody carried ke\ s into combat, I 
asked Lopez, ll'hat the hell was that all about, when I visited him at the hospital. Hcil 
kfunr, Lopez said. But it was a mantra that stuck with me. Il'here 'v the keys^ 
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1 wanted to call out somethinL' beautiful if the sun cha-ed me out the da} 
The city- shook under a heav>' barrage of fire. Dogs how lea all around us All of 
the city's dust was rattled into the air. The sun had baked the scent of death into the 
city's bricks so that it rose even at night, rose with all that dust. Such bricks longed to be 
sand again. People stood in the street looking at the sk\' and into the distance. We'd put 
dark camoutlage on our faces so that they couldn't make out the outline of a face if the\' 
looked up at the building top. 
"Do you think Santiago's afraid?" Cooper asked. 
"I think we all are," I said. 
"But he has all of us to worry about." Cooper said. 
"We know what weTe doing," I said. 
Cooper looked up at the sky "I know," he said. "It's got to be hard on him." 
"He'll live," I said. Santiago wasn't known to be the most stable person on earth, 
but I trusted him. I'd been on guard duty m the barracks back at Fon Drum when the 
MPs brought him from his house to stay in the barracks because his wife had filed 
charges of assault and abuse against him. He was trying to live too hard. He'd made 
decisions in training that most would question, but they always seemed an effecti\e way 
of dealing w ith situation. 
Thev'd moved to a larger caliber and the several aircraft were concentrating and 
timing their fire better. They were striving for a great opening night. The\ were 
desperate for the citv's submission, and to save as man\' li\ es as possible. The\ were 
desperate for perfection. The armv was out there, gathering on the edge of a distant 
town. We were to gauge the show offeree and tell those higher up whether or not the 
city was subdued and awed enough into accepting the L'N's offer of food and hc.'p in 
forming some kind of government. 
Santiago stepped up behind us. "Specter Six-Two, Specter Si.\-Two," he called 
on the radio to one of the planes. "Specter Six-Two. Specter Six-Two, adjust tlr^ ten b\ 
ten north." He settled the handset back on the radio's receiver. He stood behind me for ,i 
moment, watching my section of the city. He was careful to stay awa\ from the edge, 
away from the view of those that might be below looking up. I peeked o\er the edge just 
to see. I couldnT make anyone out in the street below. 
"How long do you think weTl be here'!*" Cooper asked Santiago. 
"Don't ask me that,"' Santiago said. "Forever. Hell, I don t know the answer 
What's it matter to you anyway'.^ What have you go to go home to, " and he walked awa\ 
before Cooper could form a response. 
"Just wondering," Cooper said. "Why not, I guess. " Cooper was probabh 
thinking about his virgin life and his virgin girlfriend that he said desired to be his wit"e. 
It was such a lonelv idea, such a lonely notion on the rooftop. 
"Can you imagine so many cities so close together that \ou won't be able to see a 
single star for all the light'^"" He took his Kevlar helmet off and used the wall around the 
ledge as a headrest. "I've been there. Think about it,"' he added, as Santiago walked 
over, "you won't be able to go answhere one day to see the stars."" 
Santiago turned to the bombing. "You"d still be able to see it from out on the 
ocean."" He put his helmet down for a moment. 
"If \ou got enough money to get out there,"" Cooper said 
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If I could have shared the names of ail of the consiellai:ons and the nar:^- of ail 
the stars and the warriors, gods and poets that the\ immortalized. 1 would ha\ c rattle;^; 
them away one af ter  the  o ther  for  thei r  amusement  and thei r  benet l t .  But  what  are  we id  
the stars'^ Wher^ 's the keys ' 
Cooper and I took over for Heath and Fizer who were pulling guard dut\- in the 
building's only stairwell. The darkness was such a strain on the eyes that I thought I 
might go blind. I was trying to see too much. I was trying to see something where most 
likely there was nothing but my imagination waiting. Looking over the railing, staring 
down into all seventeen floors of darkness, 1 tried to see the ground floor 1 wanted to 
think I could see the front door. Finally, I put on my N\'Gs. It was a broad, wide 
stairwell with enough room that you could see clear to the ground floor. They didn't 
make them like that anymore, I thought, maybe the\ never did. ma\ be this one uas an 
accident. 
We'd set up trip flares on the fifth tloor and grenade simulators on the eighth and 
ninth. Santiago made us repeat this information aloud several times to prove that we 
understood e.vacth' where the traps were set. Fifth floor flares was a tongue full. Er^ht 
and nine simulators was easy to repeat and remember. 
'^Do vou believe in ghosts," Cooper asked. 
'T don't know, whv""" I was trying hard to listen to the darkness, but I knew that 
Cooper was only trying to lighten the mood, so I let him talk. 
"T don't know," he said, "just that it s night. Don't you think \iolent places hold 
more ghosts'^" 
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"Maybe." 1 said. "I don't really believe in them. Ma>he 1 ha\en"i -een crn;UL'h to 
convince me otherwise." 
"I just thought rd ask," he said. "I'm just scared. I guess I could belie\e 
anything right now." 
""Ghosts seem like an insignificant thing to be scared of," I said. 
"'Yeah," he said, sounding like he was further awa_\ than the stainvell. 
"Cancer," I said, '"that's something to be scared of. Sitting in this building is 
something to be scared of," 
"Actually," he said, "I guess I was trying to be scared of something else other 
than this." 
""Sure," I said. But then I was embarrassed for him. I was al\\a>s letting m\ self 
get embarrassed for others. It seemed a worthless admission on his part, but one 1 knew a 
friend would only make to another friend. He had a heat rash on his neck which 
resembled a severe case of acne and which made him look a little younger than he 
actually was. He was nineteen with dark brown eyes and dreamed of going to college 
and getting a degree in architecture. When he laughed he was all teeth and slaps on the 
back. When he laughed he put his hand out to touch those around him. to let them in on 
the joke. Cooper was the only virgin I knew. Or the only one that admitted to it. He was 
religious, or at least more so than the rest of us. This had something to do w ith his 
virgimtv He'd already assured me that I wouldn't be at his wedding, and that no one 
outside his religion would be allowed at his wedding. Otherwise, he said I'd be the hest 
man. It was a nice gesture. He had a girlfriend that he was waiting to marr\, waiting to 
be with, and he took his role as a religious man senoush Cooper told stories about how 
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he and his friends could get anywhere in N'ew \'ork by going undergrounu 7 hey knew 
every tunnel, everv hidden passage, everything ab<5ut underground New \'ork. lie'd 
promised to show me what he meant if I came to the cit\- with him one weekend. We 
were always making plans to go, but then something else came along, something like 
going to Quebec for the weekend because someone told a storv about its women and bars 
Cooper was the oldest in a family of eight. His grandmother had raised them after his 
mother and father were murdered right before he came to America. 
I listened to the night, waiting. Darkness and silence settled in the stairwell when 
Cooper finally leaned back and was quiet. There was a lull in the bombing. All the dogs 
of the city were quiet for once. And it was so still that 1 could hear the hum of rn\ body 
There's no such thing as silence, 1 thought, straining to hear silence, then straining and 
pretending to hear it, I stood and looked over the edge of the railing, struggling to see a 
few floors down in all that darkness. I thought of the cave that I wanted to tell Cooper 
about. The stairwell curled like a tail into the dark and finally out of sight. I felt like the 
night was being pushed into me. I wondered how much more I could hold. Fear was in 
my eves and in my ears. Mosquitoes filled the air. I slapped at them long enough then 
fmallv gave it up as futile. Cooper fell asleep—and I let him. He was the only friend I 
had at the moment. .All cities are populated by the sleeping and dreaming at night. I was 
in a foreign citv and wanted to know the thoughts that ran about their heads. VX'omen and 
children, 1 thought, step right up and tell me your story Because I was voung, and alone. 
I wondered whether any of the girls I knew back home were dreaming about me at that 
precise moment. I was eager to fall in love. Fm alwaxs falling m love. Leave me alone 
for a moment and Fm falling m love with the verv idea of a woman. But we lov e what is 
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lost to us. 1 couldn't see anvlhing in the stairwell. I stood and looked o\er the edge 
again.  I  s t re tched.  No mat ter  what  I  d id ,  there  was  s t i l l  the  not ion that  I  s \as  bur ied  a l i \  e  
Finally, I made myself stop and listen to the night. I thought about how our mothers must 
miss us. 
At first, I thought it was the wind, but then I could distinguish voices. Someone 
was whispering at the bottom of the stairs. I don't know how I knew it, but I knew that 
they were starting up the stairs. Their steps were like the soft tap of the tongue lightly 
against the roof of the mouth when involved in a secret. They sounded far away, yet 
inside of me. They were careful to be quiet. There was more of a threat in their silence 
than could ever be spoken. 
I touched Cooper lightly on the shoulder and he was quickly awake and aware 
enough not to speak or even make a noise. I didn't have to say anything. He stood and 
stepped to the door of the roof, opening it only a sliver so that a tiny stnke of light 
appeared across the floor before he knew enough to let it go shut gently, I keyed my 
squad radio over and over so that they would know outside that something was wrong. 
They knew enough to say nothing on their end of the radio. Someone keyed their 
microphone twice. 
The stairwell filled with the silver light of the tnp flares. Cooper opened the door 
and motioned the others into the stairwell. Santiago pointed for Cooper to stand where he 
was, and then Santiago started down the stairs two steps at a time, us rushing behind him. 
We stopped on the ninth floor, waiting. I pointed out the tnp-lme for the grenade 
simulator on our floor. The grenade simulators went off on the floor below us and 
something red and burning shot past my face. It looked like a melting piece of metal, or 
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maybe a bummg piece of paper. Santiago pomted for Heath and Fizer to sta\ w here the> 
were and then we started down the steps, two. three at a time. We could make out their 
shapes by now, two of them. I saw the shape of a gun in the darkness and dove to my left 
down a hall. The figures were retreating down the stairs. Then there was a blast from 
behind us and Zeller lit into the darkness, his weapon rattling to life. M\ ears filled with 
a tremendous ringing. I started down the steps after Santiago who cleared the distance 
between himself and the figures quickly, firing full mass into their center. It was nothing 
but the red light of tracers by now, because I couldn't hear. Rounds ncocheted off walls 
and I worried I'd get hit by one of our bullets. One of the figures went down and 
Santiago pointed Zeller to the person's aid while the two of us moved past it, hunting the 
other figure. The other one was runmng fast down the stairs. As we moved past the 
fallen figure I told myself not to look, to keep going. If you looked at the fallen you 
paused long enough to join them. I followed Santiago, clearing with him to the next level 
of stairs. He was pointing crazily at the running tlgure. Santiago took a knee and aimed. 
It was a hard shot, the body was moving fast, but he dropped it. As we moved toward the 
figure he'd shot, Santiago waved me past, pointing for me to clear to the bottom of the 
stairs in case there were others. My ears were ringing. I could barely hear. There was 
still a long way to the bottom and I didn't want to separate myself from the others just 
yet. I walked down a few flights then stopped and put on my N'VGs. There was nothing 
there. I looked up the stairwell and could see Heath and Fizer moving toward me. 
"What the fuck happened," Heath asked. 
"We got to hold the front door," I said, pointing them down the stairs. 
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"We yot to get out of here." Heath said. He shook his head and the two of them 
started off again down the steps. 
Then I was looking down at the body. It was small for a man. It was pushing 
Itself across the floor with its feet, Santiago bent o\er the figure with a compt^und press 
opened and unrolled, the loose white ends dangling beside Santiago. He stood and said 
something that I couldn't hear over the ringing in m\ ears. Then he was screaming and it 
came to me in slices, getting louder, then duller, until I finally got it, ""They're goddamn 
kids." 
"T saw a gun," I said. 
""It's a stick," Santiago said, pointing at a stick on the tloor, 
"This one's dead," Cooper said over the radio, 
Santiago called Cooper down because the one he'd shot was still alive The kid 
didn't even make a noise. He just kept inching toward another exit. 
""You and Zeller bnng the gear," Santiago said, pointing toward the roof. 
Running up the stairs 1 slipped in the mess that Zeller had made of the other child 
1 stood slowly and walked carefully I told Zeller we were to grab everything. 
They were all standing in a circle around the wounded boy when Zeller and I 
came back with the gear. My hearing had come back enough that I could hear the others 
breathing heavily 
""Goddamn it," Santiago said to Heath and Fizer, '"\ou two should ha\e sta\ed at 
the front door. I'm not going to lose my squad because \ou two can't fucking listen. " He 
pointed them back down the stairs. 
The child had a hole in its chest. Cooper applied pressure to the wound. 
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"We got to go. Cooper."' Santiago finally said, grabbing him by the shoulder and 
lifting him to his feet. The bandage came away with Cooper's hands and blood pumped 
out of the body with each beat of the heart. One, two, three, 1 counted because it only 
seemed natural to want to remember. 
Then we were down the stairs and out in the street. Standing m the street, in all 
that open air, it was like we'd set off a chain reaction. Machine guns echoed in the night 
in answer to the shots we'd fired. It was like they were dogs calling out to us, finally let 
loose of their chains and able to forget that they were ever muzzled. People seemed to be 
firing at the sky. down alleys, and all around us like we'd given the signal. The van was 
gone. 
can't believe this," Santiago said. 
People were standing about in doorways. They watched us lazily as we moved by 
at a jog. They weren't in a clan, and they didn't own a gun. so they didn't really care 
about us. They were just like the inhabitants of all big cities when something disastrous 
seems ready to strike: some were eager to stand on the porch and watch their neighbors 
suspiciously; others anxious to bear witness to that which might happen next. In a city 
like this they'd seen everything before. In a nation where people were hacked apart daily 
with machetes, shot in the streets by clan members, or dying of famine and disease, we 
might as well have been elephants on parade. We would have received only a little less 
attention, but far more love, I imagine. People with Kalashnikovs passed by us, moving 
in the direction where we'd just been. They didn t even seem to notice us. We might as 
well have been ghosts to them, haunting the wrong time and place. We could ha\ e been 
Ponce de Leon in search of the fountain of youth for all they cared. When \Ne heard 
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vehicles moving toward us we hid in doorways or tucked ourselves deeper mto alie\s  
Once we hid in the front yard of what must ha\e once been a great mansion. We stood 
where a beautiful garden must have thrived in the midst of that desert and that cm 
We stopped near a fountain, the only decoration in a massive plaza. The youth of 
the city mulled about, doing laps with lovers and friends. The fountain was empty It 
was still hot in the city, still unbearable, yet I shivered from the wind. The plaza was 
packed. Mixed with the teenagers were hundreds of children. Turn over a rock and 
you'd probably find a child underneath. Why did they keep bringing them here'^ It was a 
city for desolate and abandoned children. I longed to be their leader. What an army 
they'd make. Third world dogs roamed hungrily into the plaza, three, four at a time. For 
the most part, people ignored them, but a few kicked them in the ribs to hurry them aside. 
There were vendors everywhere in the plaza. Santiago walked over and bought a beer 
from one. We each walked over and bought a few more, putting them in our rucksacks. I 
felt like a tourist in a forgiving land. 
Leaving the plaza, we hid in a doorway when an old truck with a Russian anti­
aircraft gun rattled past. It was ludicrous, a junker of a truck with a giant gun attached. 
Another truck followed with about fifty people packed in its back, hanging from its sides 
and roof, waving weapons and their anus—there was even someone perched 
acrobatically on the driver's side mirror. They were prodding the citv' for somethmg they 
could not have known. We waited for discovery or disguise. 
We hid in the interior of the stadium. We sat silently in seats about halfway up. 
watching an imaginary game unfold. The roar of the city behind us was the dissident fan. 
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the approving fan, the approaching goal, the passing shot, h v\ai> the lu.-^t of orYen-j ano 
defense united. 
""Give me the radio," Santiago said. 
He tried the radio and there was nothing. It didn't make a noiso 
""Is it broke'^" Zeller asked. He already knew the answer. We all knew the 
answer. 
"You mean we only have our squad radios." I said. We were the only ones who 
could hear us. We were well on our way to ruining the world. 
We sat back in our seats. I put my legs up on the chair in front of me. Santiago 
took his Kevlar off and lit a cigarette. You could see a burning cigarette at night from 
miles away, I wanted to tell him. It was a lesson Santiago taught us before we left, 
illustrating one night in an open field the luminescent nature of the world. "1 am the light 
of this world," he'd screamed in sing-song at us from across a field, a cigarette held out 
in front of him to make the point. "This little light of mine," he sang. "'Fm gonna let it 
shine," and he waved the cigarette around. Everyone was stupid in Santiago's world, i 
am Ponce De Leon, I wanted to scream at the empty stadium. I wanted to whisper it in 
one direction and have it echo all the way around and back to our link in the circle It 
was time to start believing in superstitions and ghosts. 
""VVTien thev can't get us on the radio." I said, ""they'll come looking. They know-
to find us here." Which was true. This was where we were to gather if anvthmg went 
wrone If we got separated, lost, or disillusioned, ue were to meet back at the stadium, 
and the L'N, with all its might, would come looking for us. 
"We smoked the fuck out of those kids." Cooper said, staring at the field. 
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' 'Yeah," f said. He said smoke as  though it held imphcations of  rhe spirit world, 
as  though i t  was  an  offer ing or  a tonement .  WTiat  can ue  do but  endure  aff l ic t ion and 
anticipate affection in this world. Yeah, we smoked the fuck out of some kids. It made it 
sound like a light show, or a magic act. a matter of smoke and mirrors. It had 
connotations of an illusion, a trick that you could pull the curtains on. 
Two dead children. I tried to picture their faces, but I couldn't. It was  the same 
with love, rd once been told. When you are away from the person you love, the girl who 
took my virginity told me, if you can't see her face, that means it is love I thought of the 
indifference of such thoughts as absence makes the heart grow fonder. I wondered if the 
world might grow fond in our absence. We'd need to keep busy for a long time to keep 
these thoughts out of our heads. 
The bombing stopped. I wondered whether or not it would really work. Maybe 
you could scare a city into submission. We'll just wait here, I thought, and they'll be in 
town soon enough. The army will be here soon enough and we'll see. 
I S  
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The city never returned to sleep. It seemed to pace until davvn like a watchful dog 
whose claws you could hear scratching and hissing on across a wood tloor. The bombing 
had stopped hours ago. We'd made our last radio check at midnight and we were 
wondering whether or not they would ever miss us. 
As dawn approached, we moved up into a press box below the announcer' s  booth. 
The door was gone and the room had been gutted. Looking out over the tleld and the 
stands 1 felt like a man at the controls of a machine or a beast that broke down and fell 
behind the pack. I remembered hearing in a briefing that they d once held the Goodwill 
Games in this cit>. There were the remains of a track and a soccer field ^^clou us. 
Football. I thought, they must have called it football 
The soccer tleld was in miserable condition. Of course, who was there to take 
care of it' ' I'd hate to be the groundskeeper with an oncoming war, V\Tth two warlords, 
the desert, and an approaching army, it didn't seem the most desirable job. It was 
probably hard enough to get grass to grow in such a place. VVTien the sun came out there 
wasn't any shade to be had. Maybe the LTm could stage a match for the cit\, Italv \ersus 
Germany, or America versus no one because we were never any good at soccer the wa\' 
the average youth of Italy or Germany would be. The\ "d pass around and between us 
They'd kill us in all that open space, using it against us. 
"Why aren't they here, yef^" Heath asked. 
We were spread out on the tloor. Our rucksacks piled about us. I sat in the 
comer. I wanted to fall asleep. It could have been a wonderful place to take a nap. The 
windows had been broken and a cool morning wind filled the booth. It cooled down for 
maybe five minutes a da\, just as the sun broke the surface, the earth cooled for a 
moment before giving itself over to the desperate heat again. 
"'Maybe they're waiting on the light," Fizer said, turning to Santiago for 
confirmation. 
Santiago nodded. " ProbabK" 
Santiago called for an ammunition and food check. Each of us still had at least 
seven full magazines of M-16 ammunition. Fizer had four belts of SAW ammo Cooper, 
Santiago, Zeller. and I each had two MREs left. Heath had one, and Fizer didn't ha\ e an\' 
because he'd eaten all three of his on the rooftop. 
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"Think they're looking for us'^" I asked. 
•"Two dead kids," Santiago said, ""they're looking for somebody " 
"Maybe they won't figure it out," Heath said. 
I tried to think of the parents begging forgiveness on our behalf. But I knew that 
wasn't the way the world worked. If you killed children, I thought, they came looking 
for you. The two boys' parents had probabh' never gotten along before. Your child is a 
bad influence. Things like that always went back and forth as the parents battled for 
control of their children's life—battled to guide them somewhere, to get them across 
childhood safely to a point where they could make their own decisions, that moment of 
longing to go forward to adulthood, but haunted at the thought of leaving the dream of 
childhood behind. I could see the faces of the parents ugly and gnarled with anger and 
grief Wailing and keening would make up their next few days. Thev were probablv 
moving through the streets, two litters with dead children, a rally, a call. It was the last 
thing this country needed. It was the only thing that a country that never really got along 
with itself needed. It was the alcoholic's illusion, it was the necessar\' justification, and 
the necessary sabotage. 
The slap of a UH-60 Blackhawk rotor beat in the distance. I'd been m the cavalr\ 
long enough to distinguish the sounds of different helicopters. The L^H-60. it was heaven 
and it was hell, life and death, depending on who you were. It was calling to us. talking 
to us, begging a dialogue. We held our breath. The city stopped, intent, mterested m the 
low hum, the loud slap. It turned and tlew away in another direction. Receding, its slap 
and thump followed m its wake, a retreating \\a\e. I thought m\' heart was going to beat 
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Its way out of my bod>. tired of the chains of my tlesh. perhaps longmg to takj i t s  -hou 
on the road. 
There was another one now, a lone Cobra. The\' were gathenng. Then there were 
several of them circlmg and moving toward us. We all stood m the tower Santiago 
called to put our rucksacks on, and to get ready to run the steps to the field below W'e 
could see them from the booth. The\ were rooftop high, cutting fast through the cir\ It 
was gorgeous, it was beautiful, it was ever\thing we longed for. 
It unfolded like a sad ballet. The helicopters turned, then the opening of an 
antiaircraft gun, an RPG sailed past the first L H-60 and it turned sharply, clumsily—it 
hadn't expected that. Another Blackhawk tried to bnng itself into the stadium and we 
started down the steps. From one of the long corridors that led to the field, which the 
home team might pour out of, another RPG sailed. The Blackhawk settled into the 
middle of the field. Santiago sent Fizer and Heath, the quickest, first. Vv e laid down 
their covering tire. 
They had the ground between us and the helicopter covered, but we had to make a 
run for it. Cooper moved out tlrst and I followed. spray of blood came from his chest 
and he doubled over to the ground. I picked him up and drug him back to where Santiago 
and Zeller were. The stadium was filling with smoke VVhiche\er clan we were fighting 
had lit something dark and noxious on tire. 
An RPG flashed past the tail of the Blackhawk and into the stands behind. The 
explosion sounded small and weak. It tore a seat out of place, but other than that, there 
was nothing, just a little puff of black smoke. .As if to join the small amount of smoke in 
the seats, a puff of black kicked out of the engine of the UH-^0, it seemed to cough and 
shudder, and it pulled back up, out of the stadium, the door gunner tiring the minigun. 
Heath and Fizer were in the helicopter next to him, tiring their \seapons as well. The 
helicopter had to get out of the stadium, it was shaking violent)). There was a hole in the 
tail of the aircraft, and dark smoke coughed out of the engine. There was a large caliber 
gun npping at the helicopters now. It was firing from out of the tunnel. They were there 
They were in the stadium. They'd backed one of their trucks m quickly .A Cobra set its 
nose at the target, tired, and a rocket crashed into the corridor. That pan of the stadium 
sagged under the weight of the explosion. I could feel the dull chop of the helicopters as 
they turned and tried to come into the stadium again. The air was full of smoke and the 
taste of burning metal. The stadium was filling with dark black smoke The three of us 
grabbed Cooper and made our way toward an exit. It was easy to mo\ e and hide m the 
smoke. We passed within inches of others. 
I could feel the chant of people over the rotors of the helicopters. The 
helicopters turned away. I could feel their fading. The\ "d left us there. There was 
nothing they could do. I felt the thud of their rotors, they were in the distance, hovenng 
over something. People were still coming out to find us. The stadium looked like the 
world must have looked after the tlood. Dead bodies e\ er\ \v here, in every position 
imaginable and unimaginable. Some of them looked to be playing cards, others looked as 
though they were making love: discreet, shy, demure in the presence of others. .A w oman 
that had been firing at us drug herself along, her intestines folding out behind her like a 
long puzzle that no one could remember enough about to ever fix her back together. I 
wondered who she loved. We should have shot her. Ne\er lea\ e the d\ ing alone long 
enough to remember what theyTl become. 
THREE 
The first hotel we carried Cooper to the man told us that it wasn't a hotel we'd 
found. The proprietor didn't speak English, but one of the other guests did. We looked 
about at all the doors with numbers on them and people looking out at us. We looked at 
the desk and the bell, but the man kept insisting that it wasn't a hotel. It was something 
else, he claimed, but what, we couldn't understand without a conscious Cooper. We 
looked at what appeared to be the bellboy, perhaps the proprietor's own son. lounging in 
the comer, staring out at us from a set of mirrored sunglasses. The sun was up and it w as 
unbearable again. "'Not a hotel.' ' Santiago said. "Fair enough," and there was hate m his 
voice. I don't know if he feh it, but I could feel the world slipping away from us. So we 
nodded at the man and we nodded at the would-be son, and we went aw a\ 
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At the next hotel we had to wake the owner with lots ot poundin'j and shoutinL' 
then suffer his impatience when he finall\ appeared. At first he treated us as though we 
were figments of his imagination, or perhaps scraps of his sleep, that could be shouted 
back into the street or some receptacle of sleep. Anned. and wearing our Je'-er. BDLs 
with the American flags sewn on the right shoulder, we were the ultimate clowns. The 
proprietor assured us that he spoke English. He said that he d gone to Berkele\. Then 
his mood changed. He stopped and looked us over, then demanded to know hcn\ we 
planned to pay 
"Maybe he has a phone that works," I said, my weapon trained on the front door 
Cooper was getting heavier by the minute, as though every that w as draining out of him 
was being replaced by something a little more solid, a little weightier. 
Santiago leaned on the counter and stared at the man. The man stared back at him 
without blinking. The whites of the hotel keeper's eyes were \ ellow 
"A room," Santiago said. 
The man nodded. "American'^"" he asked. 
"But of course." Santiago said, pointing to a few of his patches. He looked tired, 
horrible and defeated. "The American ,Army will reimburse you." 
The man looked us over. He was looking for something that he could use, that he 
wanted, that would serve a purpose, or w aste a day 
"Cash," the man said. 
We'd spent ail our money on the beer m the plaza. 
"Fuck me for not bringing m\ wallet," I said, but nobod\ laughed. 
"We carry our dog-tays and our identification cards." Santiago -aia "ril ne ^lad 
to give you either one to hold for reimbursement. " 
""Those are nice and all but I'd rather ha\e some cash," the man said. ""Ever.one 
knows about you by now. Fm taking a risk by even talking to you." 
"What do you mean everyone knows about us^"" Santiago asked 
""Everyone knows you killed all those children," he said. 
Santiago stepped behind Zeller and opened Zeller's rucksack. He took out 
Zeller's Walkman and pulled out a few cassettes after it. 
"Gift'^" the man asked, stretching his hands eagerly toward Santiago. 
•"Gift," Santiago said. 
""What kind of music is this'^" the man asked. 
"\M1 kinds," Santiago said. He looked down at the tapes. ""Country " 
""Country," the man said, sounding like he was trying to remember, 
""Country," Santiago said, '"Is there any other kind"*" 
We asked for a room on the top floor and he gave us a ke_v He didn't tell us 
anvthing so we left for the top tloor. The numbers on all the doors were missing, perhaps 
thev'd been torn off, stolen, or maybe just blew away We started at one end of the 
balconv, trving the kev in every door. Children crowded the hall. They were playmg 
hide and seek and didn't mind us m the least. They used us as shelter, disguise, and 
blocker. Thev reached around us to tag at their friend before the>- made it to home The\ 
worked through several games while we \sere searching for our room. There realh 
wasn't anvw'hcre to hide. One of the rooms was wide open and the children were using it 
as a place to hide, Santiago tried the kev- in the lock, and sure enough, it was our room. I 
was happy to be inside the hotel room. Nobody dies m hotels. Santiago pulled j chil^ 
from the closest. I found a young girl with an especially long facc next to the bea. She 
wore a shirt that was far too small and barely covered her nakedness. It onl}' took a 
moment before she was m love with me. She might have been two or three. She started 
climbing on me and it was all I could do to force a smile. She smelled like piss and 
onions. 
There was a mattress in the middle of the room which was covered in dark stains. 
Someone had a magnificent weekend with somebody they loved on that mattress. 
Someone had done some damage on that mattress. Someone had spent their hone\ moon, 
the first days of their love on that mattress. Someone had murdered their w ife in the last 
days of love on that mattress. Someone had ass-raped their only child on that mattress. 
Someone had given birth on that mattress. It went on and on in my head. We put Cooper 
on the bed. I gently put mv gear down in a comer of the room. I noticed that we all did 
out best to keep our gear as far from the next person's as possible 
"Can you get rabies from these things'?" Zeller said, poking a child away from the 
door. They were laughing and pointing at me. 
"They like you, Stantz," Santiago said to me. 
Thev were barking at me like dogs. I was another dog. Children disguise 
themselves in funny games. I told the girl to tell me if anyone else w ith guns appeared. I 
told her to scream. She practiced screaming for me in between laughs. "That's nice. " I 
told her. She didn't understand, but she had an audience. 
Wc left the door to the room open. Zeller sat in the doon\a} pulhn_' 'j 'jard. 
Children stood around in the hall outside looking mto our room. Thev'll ah\a}s be there, 
just outside the room. 
There was a bathroom, or at least a room with a pipe in the tloor and shit on the 
walls. It smelled like the end of the world, so we closed the door on it. 
Cooper asked if we'd open a wmdow for him. I tried but the only one in the room 
was stuck. Zeller pushed me angrily aside. He struggled with the window before it 
finally shook loose and opened. 
We were luck\ Cooper got shot. He showed us where the enemy was hiding, 
where the enemy was waiting. The press on Cooper's chest was black with blood and 
dirt. He looked like someone he loved was whispering to him, the look on his face one of 
satisfaction. He looked smitten. 
Blood came out from under the edges of the compound press on his chest. Blood 
rolled down his arm as well, in thick balls that collected the dirt as it moved toward the 
mattress. I was reminded of the dams that mv brother and I used to create in our dirt 
driveway growing up. We'd turn the hose on at one end of the dn\ e and build stream 
beds and dams to contain the tlood. I remember most the wav the w ater balled up w ith 
the dirt, the dr> edges curving, and the balls of dirt looked like mercur\-. V\ e couldn't 
build a damn to keep Cooper s flood at bay He was seeping slowlv into the mattress. 
Zeller watched the hall. Santiago paced the room while I sat in a comer on m\' 
rucksack. We took our helmets off They were so hea\ \ The band m mine was stained 
a dark brown from all the sweat 
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"What do we do now^"" Zeller asked. 
SantiaL'o shook his head. "You got me "" 
All the windows vv e re  open, but all of the light seemed to fall on the ceiling, so  
that no matter where you moved you weren't sitting in the light. \ou were still sitting m 
the darkness. I found the rules of engagement inside my Kevlar. I wanted to read over 
them again. I wanted to see what it said about shooting children. I v\ anted to know if I 
might hang as an accomplice. I couldn't think of anyone in histor\ that had died at the 
end of the rope. Still, I knew they were there. All I could thing about was Pinocchio m 
the book that's nothing like the movie—Pmocchio at the end of a rope. 
I hadn't shot either one of the children. 
Poor Cooper, I'd heard of gangrene. I'd heard you could follow the path of an 
infection from the wound to the heart by looking at the veins which turned a dark, horror-
movie red under the press of an infection. I thought I could smell the wound as well, 
although it was hard to tell over the scent of the citv Poor Cooper wasn't responding. 
The poor tall fuck needed to get better so he could fuck his \irgin wife all around the 
world. 
"I don't know." Zeller said, he was looking at Cooper's fingers. The> were 
swollen and purple like grapes yearning for the winepress. 
"Fuck this," Santiago said, turning from us to look out the window 
The room was becoming unbearable. I begged for a wind to blow, to smell the 
ocean that I could see in the distance. But the wind was coming m from the desen and it 
didn't promise any relief I imagined our future was one of famine and tire, trapped m a 
Cfnmtry that held us tight, unwilling to let us escape. Dogs wore barking ail o\er the cit\' 
They were never quiet. 
I checked the bolt in mv M-16. The Oiled weapon had attracted all of the sand in 
the city as far as I could tell. So I broke it down and took out mv cleaning kit. I 
imagined my luck, the weapon locking up at the moment I needed it most. There were all 
kinds of stories to support such moments. 
"Fm going to go ask the owner about a car," Santiago said. "We've got to get out 
of the city. It'll get worse before it gets better, and I don't think Cooper can wait. He's 
going to die any minute now. You two stay here." 
When Santiago left, Zeller asked, ""Where would we go 
"Anywhere but here," I said. 
"How far away do vou think the army is'^" Zeller asked. 
"T don't know," I said. 
""We could get some disguises," Zeller said. 
As I cleaned my weapon, I looked up every now and then at Zeller. He was 
staring at the ceiling. Because he was black I imagined he had a better chance of making 
it alone in the citv I was white, Santiago was Hispanic, and Cooper was d\ing 
I finished cleaning my M-16 and put a light coat of oil on the bolt and assembly 
before closing it up. When I locked it back together, 1 made sure the safetv was on before 
chambering a round. 
Zeller was still staring at the ceiling. I wondered whether he was as tired as I was 
""You can sleep for a little bit." 1 said. 
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"Ttjo tired to even sleep," he said. Zcller was from Tupelo. Mississippi. He 
dreamed of Southern Belles and Ole Miss. He d been recruited to pla> football at 
of the big time schools, Nebraska, Miami, Arkansas, and Ole .Miss. But Zeller had the 
misfortune of being from a family that viewed military service as a requirement betl'rc 
college. His family had some money—not a lot, but enough—and to sta} m his 
grandfather's will he needed an honorable discharge from the army He was almost as 
big as Santiago. Unlike Santiago, he hated to work. He loved to smoke cigarettes. 
When we went to the field at Fort Drum, New York, I would often see him wake up in 
the middle of the night and smoke a cigarette. Of course. I don't even know if he w as 
really awake. 
T heard they hate us," Zeller said. "Black Amencans." 
"Why," I  asked. 
"I don't know," Zeller said. "That's what James at HQ told me." He took out a 
cigarette and lit it. "I kind of wanted to ask one of them when 1 got the chance." 
Zeller threw me a cigarette after a minute. 
"Probablv just a rumor," I said. "We're always saying things like that about 
something we don't know about. How the fuck would James know .'" 
Zeller laughed a little. "The mother land, " he said, smiling. "That's what Cooper 
said when we left for this place. He said Africa's the mother land and we'd ha\e a grand 
old time. Said we're going back to the mother land. Motherfucker '  He stared at the 
tloor. Mavbe he w as thinking about that as his own little piece of the motherland, about 
how' it alwavs seemed like we owned more than we realh did. It hadn t turned out like 
we thought. We'd killed children and the ann> hadn't been able to extract us A 
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welcome parade seemed like the last thing that might happen an\time soon. 'A'e a 
long ways from out of there. We were a long \\a\s from reflection, but we found 
ourselves drowning in it. Maybe Zeller was really tr\ing to tlgure out who he was. and 
how he fit in this place. Hell, I know I was. Maybe he wanted to know uho we all were, 
and why it mattered. "You heard him talking about it. didn't \ou."" he asked. 
"Yeah," I said. But I hadn't. I just knew that he wanted to talk, and that he 
wanted me to listen. If we were going to tell stories about Cooper. I thought that I had 
one to share. 1 wanted to tell Zeller about the time Cooper went to a ca\ e as a child and 
when they were at the bottom of the cave, with a tlick of a switch, they were in total 
darkness. And Cooper said when they turned the lights back on the guide told them to 
notice how they didn't see any spots before their e\es. Total darkness did that Cooper 
said. He'd told me the story our first night on guard duty in Somalia. 
Cooper was dead by the time Santiago came back. We hadn't e\ en noticed when 
he died. He was already too far gone for this world when we checked into the hotel. 
Santiago spread a T-shirt over Cooper's face. Cooper and his laugh, I thought. The way 
he had to touch someone when he laughed to let them know that they could be in on the 
secret as well. .As Santiago spread out the T-shirt, I tried not to recognize the room in 
which I found myself. I didn't want this moment, or any items to remember. I never 
wanted to be there again. 
Zeller watched from the tloor in front of the door. He lifted his head for a 
moment then let it back to the tloor and rolled it just enough so that he could keep an eye 
on the hallwa\ 
"1 don't know anything about this,"" Santiago said, leaning o\er Cooper "I don t 
know anything about this."" 
Say it again, I thought, and maybe it'll all go away Say it again. 
The heat was growing worse, surrounding us in that room. Strangeh' enough I 
felt better than I'd felt on the rooftop, Fd forgotten about my minor ailment. I felt like I 
could sleep for a week. Still, the atmosphere, the everyday air of he place felt thick, and 
as demanding to move through as water. I tried to feel bad for Cooper, but instead I felt 
embarrassed for him again, as embarrassed as I felt for him in the stairwell. I always felt 
embarrassed for people when they did the wrong thing or when the wrong thing happened 
to them. I could see the two children. I didn't know whether to feel worse for Cooper or 
the children. Cooper had been, for the most part, a slack soldier and prick. The children 
had been nothing to me. But still, they were children. But Cooper was here. Cooper and 
his fat purple fingers begging to burst. Cooper and that cave he'd seen in his youth. 
' 'Okay," Santiago said. "'He doesn't have a car, but he said that there are busses, 
trucks that come by and pick people up for a charge. He said that we can give him 
something and he'll give us enough money to ride to the end of the cit\- " He started 
looking through his bag. "We got to have something for him." 
He looked at me and then my bag. "Fm sorry."" he said, and he started walking 
toward it. I onlv had a few books m there, the man wouldn't want books. I thought. 
Santiago stood above my bag. Then he turned and looked at Cooper's bag. "I 
guess we could take something out of his bag." He waited, "T'm really sorr\' Coop. Do 
vou know what he has in here, " he asked me. 
"'Same as everybody," I said. "Walkman. ma\be a ma;iazme, 1 thinr. he has j 
watch." 
Santiago found Cooper's watch m the front pi^cket. It was a normal arm> uatch. 
the one with the hands that glow in the dark. Santiago gathered Cooper's tapes. ""Thj.s 
should work," he said, "Jesus Christ, look at all this shit music." He laughed a little 
"How could one man listen to such crap?" 
It was true. Cooper had horrible taste in music. He'd spent too much time with 
his grandmother and he listened to grandmother music. It was something that I'd always 
bothered him about. He'd tried to listen to music that I and a few others copied for him. 
but he could never get into it. 
I looked out the window and a man in the building next to us waved. I ducked 
quickly back behind the wall. "There's somebody over there. He wa\ed at me." 1 
looked again, he was still waving. 
"Are you sure he's looking at us," Santiago asked. 
"He's fucking waving at me." I said. 
"Bullshit," Santiago said. He stepped to the window and looked out. He saw the 
man. "I guess you better wave back." 
When I looked out the window and waved, the man held up a sign that read. / 'm 
with v(nL 
" Apparenth he's with us," I said. He motioned for me to come across the street. 
"Guess vou're our man," Santiago said. "We'll keep an eye on your from here." 
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I walked into the courtvard with my 9mm. Nob(.*d\ was out. It the h(jrt^':-t 
part of the day. The man was standing in the doorway. He nodded as I walked into the 
room with him. He had an army issue Colt 45 
"Come on up/" he said. He had a southern accent. I followed him toward the 
stairs where he stopped and pointed a few steps up, "Fishing line."" he said. "The sound 
of someone falling is more than enough to wake you up." He turned and smiled at me. 
He must have known about the trip flares and the grenade simulators. 
We walked to his room which was across the street from ours. A ,50 caliber 
sniper ritle and an /VK-47 were on the floor. He was probably with Delta Force One of 
those men they didn"t acknowledge or recognize if they went missing or dead. He wore a 
pair of dirty old khakis and a blue short sleeve cotton button up, probably to match the 
dress of the city. "Rum travels fast,"' he said. 
I didn't know what to say to this so I just nodded. He motioned for me to sit so I 
did. "Do you have a radio'^"" I asked. 
•'Don"t need one,"' he said. "Do you know that you could literally shoot anybodv 
in this place except for the kids,"" he said. "I could have shot you in the window, I could 
have killed everyone m that room." 
"Yeah,"" I said. 
"Fm just fucking with you,"" he said. "I wouldn"t have shot vou.'" 
"Your friend is dead, right'!'" he asked. 
"He"s dead,"" I said. 
"He must have been hit by that big anti-aircraft gun,"" he said. ".\n .-\K-4~ \\on"t 
go through Ke\ lar."" 
""I know/' I said. I always say things like that, even if km unsure of tne truth. I 
wouldn't want appear as though I didn't know the truth or get the jtAe. The ua\ he 
looked at me I was afraid to move or nod. 
"You've had a hard time of it." He picked up his sniper rifle and placed it m the 
window so that it pomted up the street. Someone was walking up the street. I could hear 
the sound of their footfalls on the stone. "You just can't catch a break. There's no luck 
to be had in this place." He led the target down the street. Everybody needs a hobb\. I 
thought. He probably needed to feel like he had a hand m everything. He needed to 
believe that there were choices to be made by him and him alone. He held his finger 
firmly against the trigger and his breathing seemed to come to a standstill. 
"Are you following us," I asked. 
"I'm here for someone else," he said. He took his e\e from the scope and turned 
his attention to digging under his thumbnail with a pocketknife. There was blood under 
the nail. He'd smashed it somehow. "1 just wanted to tell you to get out while you can. 
The army's not coming for you. Do you have a safety pm'^" 
"No," I said. 
"Not even across the street'^" he asked. 
"Sorry," 1 said. 
"The army and the UN won't be back into to the cit\- anytime soon. It's going to 
ram. It's going to ram a lot for a long time. And you boys don't have what it takes to 
live out the ram." 
Ram. I wasn't afraid of the rain. What kind of person v\as afraid of the ram .' 
"Did vou shoot either one of those kids'^" he asked. 
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"N'o," I said. 
•^Good, " he said. "That's good for you. " 
He was done talking. He ignored me and led a \ehicle up the street I walked 
down the stairs, careful about the fishing line, and out into the street. I imagined the wa\' 
he must have led me back across the street. I could feel the weapon tramed on m\- head, 
the weight of his tlnger against the trigger. 
"^Who was that." Santiago asked, when 1 walked back into the room. 
"A sniper," I said. 
"I thought I saw him following us." Santiago said. 
"1 bet," 1 said. 
"If I said I saw him," Santiago said, "then I saw him." 
' 'Check," I said, but I wanted to tell him that he w as full of shit. That he'd never 
seen anyone behind us. That you never knew what was following you. "He said we need 
to leave before it starts raining." 
"Before it rains," Santiago said. "That's a bit cryptic." 
"What do we do with Cooper." Zeller asked. 
"What do you want us to do^" Santiago asked. "Take turns carrying him on our 
back." 
"We take him with us." Zeller said. 
"Like we're not in enough shit and \ ou want to go dragging a body around." 
Santiago said. 
•'Maybe we can ge t  some clothes to wear ."  Zeller contmued. like he hadn t hear i  
Santiago, "'we can pretend we're reporters or somethmg. We can pretend like we lost one 
of our own in the city." 
""Without any kind of reporter gear." Santiago said. "And uhat'll we do with our 
weapons." 
"I don't know," Zeller said. '"Hide it with Cooper." 
"We're leaving Cooper here," Santiago said. "'You get into a whole different set 
of rules governing war when you start going about in disguise." 
""We're not m a war," I said. "'And as long as we get out alive, what does it matter 
what we wear'^" 
Santiago walked over to the doorway and looked up the hall. He was shaking his 
head. Zeller walked over and sat on the bed next to Cooper, he was bra\ e. 
•'What about never leaving anyone behind," Zeller said, putting his head in his 
hands. 
••Somebody else can come back and get him." Santiago said. ••Somebody can 
come for him when the army finally gets here. We'll pay so that the\- don't let am one 
else have the room." 
"•Look—Zeller said. 
•"We leave him here," Santiago said. •'We'll get him later," 
••Qkay," Zeller said. ""We leave him here. But what about this, what if w e say he 
shot the kids." 
Things were turning away from us. You didn't make deals with the lions while 
\ou were still lost in the lion's den. 
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""What do you mean Santiago asked. 
"I mean he shot those kids."" Zeiler said, '"^'ou don't think the\-"r5 nin going u-
look mto this. Somebody's going to want our world if they tlnd out. I mean, we all 
killed those kids." 
•'I didn't t'lre a shot," 1 said. ""This is crazy , let's just worry about getting out of 
here." 
"The fuck it matters if you fired a shot." Zeiler said. ""You were with us. " 
"It was an accident," Santiago said. ""'What about Heath and Fizer." 
""We'll say thev must have gotten it wrong." Zeiler said. ""They crucify people for 
mistakes like this." 
"They'll look into it," Santiago said. "You start King and it gets messy" 
"They don't jail vou for mistakes like this," I said. 
"How do you know'^" Zeiler asked. 
I could tell by the way that Santiago walked to the w indow and looked out that 
either Zeiler was winning him over, or at the most, he'd planted the idea m his head. 
Zeiler's face was as empty as the next day looked like it might be. 
Santiago shook his head. We d never been friends. I couldn't stand him or the 
rest of the people in charge of me. I was constanth thinking the\ were ignorant and 
unavoidabK plagued bv bad luck and poor lite decisions. 
"I'm still in charge here." Santiago said. "Wc tell them what happened." 
""We need to fix this," Zeiler said. "We need to get our stor} straight. " 
"There is no story," I  said, "Just two dead kids and Cooper." 
"We tell them what happened," Santiago said. 
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I didn't believe what Santiago said. The\ seemed like the> were past listening 
They were making alliances and grand plans in their minds. So I didn t say anything 
else. 1 didn't want any part in their mistakes and errors. The> were isolating themscKe-
on an island. It was like they were talking about burning the ship that brought us to 
shore. Santiago was aiming to keep control. Zeller thought he was trMng to sa\e his life. 
It was the wrong time to start making deals \Mth yourself It v\as the wrong place 
to try and make assurances. It was the last room in the world where you'd want to search 
out the center of your soul and the tiny dot that kept > our body ali\e and \ our memory 
from stonning into the rest of you. 
I stared at Cooper all that night. I couldn't turn awav from him. The moment I 
closed my eyes 1 imagined him springing to life and giving me a goodjolt. I'm a srupid 
man. Afraid of stupid things. I endure superstitions because I know that those around me 
endure them as well. I let this life get the best of me most days, and spend the nights 
awake and angry with myself for not being kinder to my brother and others as a child, for 
not doing more to save others as they went down into the swell onK to get lost under the 
waves. 
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FOUR 
As a group we only had one MRE left. We found it m Cooper's bag. He also had 
a canteen of water. He wasn't going to be contributing anymore. It was worthless to 
think about him then and there, but there was nothing else to do with him. his bod\ 
turned toward the wall. Cooper couldn't wnte home an\more. couldn t walk in the front 
door of the house he grew up m and kiss his mother an\ more. hug his father, or enter into 
a room where he'd first pla\ ed with toys, discovered puberty, and probabK' e\ en lo\ e, 1 
felt guiltv when I thought about drinking his water. I felt embarrassed for him because he 
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couldn't say anything anymore. Santiago said he'd ask the man about water before we 
left. We had several chlorine tablets between us. 
The MRE was a number 11, a ham slice with au 'zrann potatoes, crackers, pearut 
butter, and a bag of M&JVls. Fuck M&Ms, I thought. I could hardly stomach m} third of 
the meal. We had nothing else to do, so we pulled out a pack of cards and pla\ ed a game 
of spades for the M&Ms. Santiago won. A jet flew over the cm^ Relativ ely low but 
incredibly fast. The air cracked behind it. It did nothing for our spirits because what 
could it do for us? Santiago told us to get a few hours of sleep. "WTien one of us woke, 
he'd take a nap, he said. Soon, Zeller was breathing easier. Then Santiago fell asleep as 
well. Cooper had more room than any of us, and he didn't even need it anymore. 1 told 
myself that a convoy was on the way. That they were gathering to ride into the city and 
rescue us. The cavalrv- was on the charge. But I knew it wasn't true. I knew the\ were 
waiting on the border. I knew that they weren't coming into the city for at least two 
weeks. They'd wait until sufficient forces had gathered. They expected us to help 
ourselves, to make our own way out. I tried to think of something happy, the wav you're 
told to think of Hawaii and puppies if you're dying of hypothermia. I remembered an 
eyelash on every page. When I was in basic training, and when I first arrived at Fort 
Drum, Lura used to send me letters, and I swear that ever\ time I opened one of her 
letters there was always an eyelash hidden inside the folds. Such things might not be true 
through. Yo\i never know ^vhen you're in out of love whether you're remembering it 
correctly. 
It was too hot to sleep. And I was too scared and hungrvs But I forced mv e\es 
closed anvwav. 
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Zeller punched me back to life. He was  on top of me, kneeling on m> arms, 
hitting me in the face and neck. I couldn't roll him off He slapped me once, open 
handed. It was worse than any punch. Finally Santiago lifted him off. My face felt like 
it was on fire. I was sure that my nose. m\ cheek, and m\ e\es were all broken. I rolled 
toward Cooper for protection. 
"What the fuck is wrong with you," Santiago asked Zeller. But Zeller didn't 
know He couldn't remember what had happened. Then he told me I'd been tearing at 
the waking world again in my sleep, I had a tendency to throw my body about when I 
slept like a man tossed on an ocean or someone in the grips of an epileptic fit. Christ 
would have hurled my soul into a pig's body if he'd have witnessed my suffering in 
sleep. 
•'Fucking asshole," I said to Zeller. My face felt like it was on tire, my head 
hummed like a hive of bees. 
"Fuck you," Zeller said. 
"ril tell them you shot the kid," I said, angry. 
Zeller jumped for me but Santiago had him by the neck. ""Don't touch him." 
Santiago said. He shoved Zeller hard into the wall. Zeller tried to move, but Santiago 
was fast. He had Zeller in a hold quick, and Zeller couldn't breathe. Santiago held him 
there, letting him suffer. 
There was a knock at the door. Santiago pushed Zeller a\\a>' and went for his 
9mm that was still on the tloor. I took up m\' M-16 and Zeller took up his and we trained 
them on the door. 
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"Maybe you kill yourselves in therethe man from the front JcNk askcJ throu-'h 
the door. Santiago pushed the door open for him. He walked in and looked around the 
room. Santiago shut the door behind him. He sat on the bed next to Cooper, with his 
back to Cooper s body. Another plane, or the same one. flew overhead in the distance 
"You know all it takes is for one of these people to go tell one of the warlords that \ou re 
here," he said. He looked at me for awhile. I could tell that he liked me. ""You don't 
look so good," he finally said. 
•'My head hurts," 1 said. 
He told us that his adopted American name was Michael and that he'd wanted to 
be a great banker. That he'd wanted to make money in this world. 
"'Who doesn't." Zeller said. 
He told us that he liked Americans and that he'd help us as much he could. He 
promised us water and a little bit of food. "I'll help you as much as I can." Michael said. 
"But things are so difficult and e.xpensive over here." He looked around the room at our 
bags and the few items we had spread out: blankets, coats, and the radio. "".A weapon 
might be easy to get rid of The monsoons are coming." he leaned forward onto his 
knees. ""Soon it'll rain for a month." 
""What do \ ou mean." I said. "Tt hasn't rained here m Years. That's wh\ we're 
here. Because there's a famine." 
"It rains here ever}- year," he said. 
"'No wa\," Santiago said. 
""It rains tor a month. We ah\a\s get the monsoon." The man looked hombK 
tired, bored b\ our presence. In all of our bnetlngs they never said it ramed. The>- talked 
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of fire and famine. They said this was the future of the \v  orid unless we took s teps  to  stop 
it now. 1 was learnmg that their briefings were as trustworthy as the e\ enmg news. 
"You need to be gone by tonight," Michael said. "Somebody will tell the warlord 
youVe here for the reward " 
"How much are they offering for us, " Santiago asked. 
"Enough, " Michael said. 
"When does the sun set," Santiago asked. 
He gave us an appro.\imation of time. He said it wasn't important. "People don't 
get happier here at night. TheyTl kill you if the\ find you. They know you killed the 
children. And if they find out you didn't make it out of the city they'll tlnd vou. The 
warlords will know tonight that you're still in the city." 
"'What did they do with the kids," I asked. 
The man looked at me for a moment, "I don't know." He stood up and stretched, 
he was a man waiting for something to come to him as payment. "The warlords carried 
them through the cit\ to get people against America when it comes," He stopped looking 
at us and just rocked back and forth on his heels. I thought about telling him that there 
was a sniper next door that seemed a little unpredictable and that Michael might want to 
stay low He said, "This used to be a good city. Now you're robbed e\er\\\here you go. 
Will you make it so much better'^" 
"Why haven't you turned us in'^" Santiago asked. 
"WTiv would I ' '" Michael said. 
"Because \ou said you like .Americans." I said. 
"It's all talk," he said. "I realh' don't care I just don't like to see people dead." 
4.̂  
Santiago walked over to Cooper s gear and toi:)k out his 9mm. He pushjc the 
magazine release and the magazine fell out. Then he dislodged the chambered round and 
checked to make sure the weapon was empty. He handed it to Michael. Michael held it 
indifferently, as though it were nothing more than a radio. It was probabl_\ cool to the 
touch, the way metal is when it hasn't been touched or used m awhile. Michael nodded. 
It was an act that he'd probably been a part of before. \ 'ou paid with whatever \ ou could 
give m such a city. Sometimes you paid with whatever could be taken away. I looked at 
the stains on the mattress. Michael rose and left the room. He hadn't looked at him the 
whole time. He probably thought he was asleep. How embarrassing. 
Santiago didn't know what else to do m a hotel so he went looking for somebody 
to fuck before we left the city. He didn't say this, but when he stepped out into the hall, I 
could tell. It wasn't even really a hotel anymore, but still, he went out and walked along 
the balcony. I was smoking a cigarette in the doorway when Santiago walked back from 
his ad\enture. The children were all hidden awa\. Perhaps it was nap time. Santiago 
said he traded a woman the pack of M&Ms for a blovyjob. 
"Tt's too bad that we all don't have a pack," I said. 
"That was the smartest thing r\e done all day." he said. 
"Nice." I said. "If we only had a truckload we could fuck the whole city" 
"You want some." Santiago asked. "Fm sure she's game. You probabK don't 
even need to offer her anything " 
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"No," I said, sickened at the thought of putting m> dick w here his had been, 
sickened to hear the same hushed whispers and moans that he had heard, sickened to 
arrive at the same end. sickened that I might find the same dehght. 
""Zeller'^" he asked. 
"Why not," Zeller said. "You only hve once." he picked up his 9mm. "so you 
might as well fuck a few of "em." 
"Sure enough," I said. "It's not like there's a fifty-percent aids rate here." 
Santiago stepped out into the hall and pointed Zeller to her room 
"You feel alright?" I asked when he walked back into the room. 
He leaned back against the bathroom door. He looked about fifteen years older 
than he had when he'd walked back into the room. Age was quickly o\ enaking him. "'I 
think ril be alright if we can just make it out of here. If I can just tlgure out v\ hat went 
wrong." 
"It happened so fast." I said. "What could \ou do'^" 
"Keep it under control," he said. "And now it's all going away We're so far 
gone I can't feel myself anymore. Michael's right we've got to get out of here, nobody's 
coming for us. What am I doing'^" 
"Don't start that," I said. ~"You don't know where you'll end up or what you'll 
come up with." 
""We've got to get ourselves gone," he said. 
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FIVE 
Standing over Cooper's bodv I decided that we were luclcy Cooper died, because 
he showed us where the enem\ was. and that they had the ground between us and them 
covered. I was fatigued by all the rumors of death Td ever heard. E\ er\ thing I'd e\er 
read or heard about death visited me again. I wanted to sta\' and tlnd out \\ hether 
Cooper's bodv would give off a quickened scent of death in the heat. But we had to get 
going. With the lifting of some of the heat, I felt like the decisions w ere ours to be made 
and to manipulate. I shouldered my pack and thought of all the choices that it contained 
Ever\' Item in there was an item I could lease behind. I hadn't brought a raincoat, and I 
was hoping that Santiago wouldn't ask about it if it started to rain. Who'd e\ er heard of 
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rain in the desert'j ' I was a rat on the sinking ship. Shou me a sign to the j\it. Sa;. a 
prayer for the passage. I was e.xcited that \ve would make choices that took us out or" the 
city and that they wouldn't be made by the sun or the city, the mhabitants. or Cooper's 
needs. I gave myself up to Santiago's decisions to show that I had all the faith m hun that 
there was possible to muster in this world. 
Santiago tore off Cooper's nametag and the patches that designated him as a 
member of the United States Army. He tore off his patch that designated him as a 
member of the 10^ Mountain Division and he tore off the American flag on his left 
shoulder. He handed all these scraps to me and I didn't have a clue as to what he 
expected me to do with such things. I held the patches for a moment, looking at the 
threads that hung from their edges where they'd been sown onto Cooper's uniform. I 
stowed them in my rucksack because I knew that I wasn't supposed to throw them away 
or lose them when nobody was looking. 
"What religion was he?" I asked. " I mean he was really religious." 
"I don't know." Santiago said. 
"Look at his dog-tags," I said. "I know he was a \ irgin." 
Santiago looked from Cooper to Zeller then to me. "You want to touch him'^" 
"Youjust did." 1 said. 
"I touched his sleeve." Santiago said. "I'm not putting my hand down his shirt." 
I looked blankly at the tloor. ".Alright," Santiago whispered. He gingerly lifted the T-
shirt under Cooper's BDL's and pulled the chain out. "Lutheran," Santiago read off the 
dog-tag. "What are you'^" he asked me. 
"Catholic," I said. 
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""Yiju?" he asked Zeller 
"Southern Baptist,"" Zeller said. 
"What about you'?"" I said to Santiago. 
"Unaffihated," he said. 
"What'j*"" Zeller asked. 
"Means I don"t have a religious preference,"" Santiago said. 
"I guess somebody else will prav for him,"" I said. I  didn"t feel like we had the 
right. 
"Sure,"" Santiago said. "Somebody else."" 
Still, we stood around the body for awhile, because I think we really wanted to 
say something. Finalh , Santiago said that maybe we should borrow some other clothes 
for him. Maybe the owner of the hotel would get in trouble if they found a dead 
American soldier m one of the rooms. Maybe they'd desecrate the body But maybe by 
taking him out of unifonn, I said, we d void his will or his life insurance or something 
ludicrous along those lines. There were rules of engagement, rules that go\ emed the wa\ 
we lived, and I told them there were probably rules that could forteit the legitimacy of 
our death. They didn"t argue with me because we heard rumors and stories like that all 
the time. The government was always looking for a wa\ out of its obligations. 
Santiago changed his mind about us going in disguise as well and said that most 
likely we shouldjust stay in uniform. History was full of examples that supported his 
decision, I told him, wanting to instill m him a sense of hope and meaning for what was 
ahead. If he was calling the shots I wanted him to know that, e\en if I didn"t, I had all the 
faith and respect in the world for him. It couldn't hun. 
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We walked downstairs to talk with Michael. He told us that it probaM_\ \sasn't 
the smartest idea in the world to try and steal a car m this cit\ He said the bus was 
guaranteed to bring us better luck. "Do you know how to get out of here." he asked. 
"Out of the city'?'" When we shook our heads, he waved us toward the front door with a 
flick of his wrist like he was tossing something into the trash. Ail aside. I think, he 
genuinely liked us. We didn't tell him about Cooper. 
"'We need your car." Santiago said, again. 
"You mean you're taking my car," Michael said. He twisted his hands, folding 
them together, where they seemed to tear at each other. They were covered in short gra\ 
hairs. He kept turning them, rubbmg them violently together "I could have turned you 
over for the reward. You killed children and others. It's all over the cit\ The\ "re 
looking for you everywhere. They'll find you, even if it 's not here, even if\ ou go home. 
They'll learn your names somehow and find you out there. It's a sick city '  He wasn't 
threatening us. He was only making an observation. We'd heard the stor\ before, 
trouble always followed >ou home. It was getting old. So w as the stor\ of our infamy. 
"They know you're still here because they watched the helicopters turn back. They shot 
one of them down and killed those that were still alive." He didn't look up at us. The 
wav his fingers twisted, I thought he was going to knot them together. 
I wondered who was on that helicopter. It might have been Heath and Fizer 
I wanted to tell him that there were only two children and that it was all an 
accident and that I had nothing to do with it. Tell your friends. 1 wanted to sa\, that I had 
nothing to do with it. 
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He told us we'd never make it in a car. There were checkpoints all ov er the cit> 
where the warlords stopped any vehicle and forced it to pa\ a toll. He said wed be dead 
as soon as they saw us. He said we could put on other clothes but when they spoke to us 
and we didn't answer they'd shoot us. "'You'd ha\e better luck taking the bus," he said. 
"People leave you alone when you nde on the trucks and busses here. Besides," he 
looked up from the hands he was tormenting, "T sent it with a friend because I knew 
you'd ask." 
"Which one of your neighbors has a car," Santiago asked. 
""Do you know which way to drive'^'" Michael asked. "There are mines in most of 
the potholes that lead to the outside of the city. You don't just dnve west in a town like 
this." 
"I've got a map, " Santiago said to Michael. Then he turned and looked at me, 
shaking his head as if he wanted me to know that we weren't, despite appearances and 
the situation, amateurs. And because of all of that who did this guy think he was. I'd 
seen the look before, when Santiago was drunk, and trying to pick up a woman to take 
home from the bars. He never made it to closing time. He never got the girl, 
"Your army's moved," Michael said. "They re moving to a small cit}- north of 
here to wait out the monsoon." 
""What's the name of it," Santiago asked. 
"'Hobyo." It sounded exotic, exciting. The kind of place where the\ had resons 
that served a magnificent brunch with link sausages in the morning. Wonderful things 
happened in Hobyo. Adventures unfolded and even-'one made love. Our fellow soldiers, 
our fellow citizens, everyone we loved met in Hob> o and had an orgy of biblical 
proportions. People ate and drank and waited out the rain m Hob\o one ue hate J 
was guaranteed a good time. Everyone we loved suffered the injustice of other;. Ev er, 
woman I ever desired was giving and enjoying my enemies. I uas \ oung- so it was euij. 
to think of the world m such terms. To see the world divided into portions of love and 
fucking. 
"I don't have a map of the whole country ," Santiago whispered to me as we 
walked out the front door. 
We found an old car hidden m a back alley. Packs of dogs dashed about, 
roaming, controlling that part of the city. They all looked the same. Wl the dogs in this 
city looked the same: eager, anxious, sick, and sly in their movement and menace The\ 
exuded the same passion. There was a chain through the steering wheel that ran through 
a large hole in the dash to another large hole in floor of the car. Santiago looked at it for 
a long time like it would fall away to his will power. This was something that the army 
did as well, chain up there vehicles, which is why it was unusual and unnerving. 
Santiago was a large man. A hunter of large game. .A. killer. He looked at the car with 
menace. Fd once seen a buck that he'd called with a knife. He hid m a tree and waited 
for the animal to move under him. It sounds absurd, \ es, but I saw that the only mark on 
the animal was where its throat had been opened b\- his knife and his hand. Santiago was 
uncontrollable. To be feared. I couldn't bear thinking about the wide-e\ed animal's 
fright at that moment. I couldn't help but feel for the animal, the absurdirs- of the 
situation, the unbelievable nature of its killing: a man in a tree w ith a knife. \ ou could 
laugh vourself to death in such a world. It was the worst looking car in the world. The 
inside was all tore up. like it had been stolen fi\e hundred times before. Perhaps it was 
the communal car. It existed for the honor s\stem. The cham was held together b> one 
of the largest padlocks I'd ever seen. It looked like something that Houdini vs ould ha\e 
used. It should have been in a museum with a note underneath about how this was the 
one lock that the American iconoclast, the true American hero, couldn't break because it 
was a lock that he himself had pieced together out of all the locks of his failures. People 
loved stories like that. Santiago told us to turn around and watch the alle>' To cover 
him. Like he needed to tell us anything. I was so scared that at any moment I thought I'd 
be able to see through walls and people alike. Santiago shot the lock. Zeller and I turned 
to see what he'd done. There was a dent in the lock and a hole in the transmission where 
the bullet had exited after ricocheting off the lock. He fired another shot, blindly. I leapt 
away, not knowing where this one would end up. He fired four more. The city was 
taking note. I caught site of the chain and lock flying through the air They d taught us 
to hotwire cars in survival school, so it should have been easy. Santiago reached into the 
mess of dash and into the steering wheel and pulled out a tangle of wires. It looked like 
someone had stuffed the car with extra wiring to ward off thieves. 
A man came running up to the car. None of us could understand him. He pulled 
at Santiago, trying to get him from the car. Santiago kicked him in the knee. The man 
struggled to stand, tugging at Santiago and calling out. He was warning the 
neighborhood. He was screaming into the night about whom and where we were. 
Santiago swung and hit the man in the chest with his M-16. The man grabbed onto 
Santiago's arm so Santiago kicked him in the midsection. The man fell backwards. The 
man stood and grabbed at Santiago's M-16, trying to wrestle it away. Santiago pushed at 
the man and then shot him. The man looked at us like w e'd just offended him. He fell 
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int(; Santiago He wasn't going to let us take his car. Some things \vere just too 
important. 
•Just give us the fucking car you idiot," Santiago said. ""You stupid fuck."" 
Santiago kicked the man off of him. We ran past people gathering m the alle\ A 
few of them threw rocks at us. We ran until we didn't know where we were or how we'd 
ended up there. 
"'I didn't mean to shoot him," Santiago said. ' 'I was trying to aim away, just to 
scare him, but he kept jerking the gun around."' 
Some people didn't know when to leave well-enough alone, I wanted to tell him 
as we started to run again. Some people couldn't avoid the tragedy that was coming. We 
are all addicted to the tragedy. I'll see someone, and I'll know that they're the worst 
thing that could ever happen to me, but I'll chase them until they devour me. I thought 
about the fool in the alley I thought about the insignificance of a car. and now his life. 
The man was stupid to try and tangle with us. We were desperate. I tried to tell myself 
that the man didn't have any emotions. Some people were too stupid, too deprived and 
void of religion and spirituality to enjoy their emotions. Some people were animals. 
The city was massive and dark but tlnally we found an old hospital that appeared 
empty. My face and head were on fire, I was sure that I was going to die from the heat. 
All the hospital beds were gone, but Santiago made me he on the floor. He made me 
drink an entire canteen of w ater He told me to drink another, handing me one of his. but 
I couldn't hold anymore and vomited up nothing but water 
"You look like shit," he said, "You're dehydrated again. If vou get heat 
exhaustion we're through, " 
There was an upside dovv.n stainless steel barhtub in a comer oFrnc room and 
Santiago and Zeller flipped it over. Santiago said that it was cool. He ;ook all of m\ 
gear, except my 9mm. and helped me into the bathtub. He set mv M-16 on m> chest, like 
1 was preparing to tloat ashore somewhere. Keep it high and dr>'. I thoua^t. trvmg to 
imagine the ocean cold around me. The metal was cool against ni> skin. 1 thought of a 
dog rd once owned. George, who liked to sleep on the tiled floor ot the bathroom, or in 
the bathtub itself during the summer heat. My parents had to put Mitch to sleep because 
he couldnT walk anymore. He was a large dog, part Doberman, part German Shepard. 
and weighed close to a hundred pounds. So he wasn't the kind of dog you could carry-
out to the backyard when he needed to relieve himself But. by god. that dog loved to 
sleep in the bathtub. Everything in the hospital was covered with sand. It wasn't the 
kind of hospital you'd want to come to with a health problem. There were sandbags in 
the windows where the former occupants had tried to protect themselves and, perhaps, 
their patients. Glass crunched underfoot as Santiago and Zeller walked around the room 
opening cabinets and drawers What had those of us who'd come here before complained 
of, stayed for, and forgotten to leave because of^ I speculated everything horrible and 
indifferent. Cancer and broken bones. Parasites and infectious diseases. The 
possibilities were endless. Just ask Cooper, I thought. Just look out over the city and ask 
the wind. I couldn't see over the lip of the bathtub. I felt like a tortoise safe in his shell. 
I was low in the bathtub, m> eyes closed, listening to Santiago and Zeller talking about 
what to tr> next to get out of the city. They were laughing about the complexir\- and 
absurditv of ever> escape we'd tried to make so far. 
"I don't think we're supposed to lea\e." Zeller said. 
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But v'vc knew we couldn't stay. 
Then it wasn't either one of them talking, it was someone else I couldn t 
understand the language. 
•'Easy," Santiago said. "Stay down Stantz."" 
And then it was like the world itself broke open and there was alwa\s violence 
and chaos shuttering under the hospital floor. Everything the hospital had tried to protect 
Its inhabitants from tore into the room. And just as quickly it stopped. 
"Goddamn this," Santiago yelled. All we knew to do was cuss at the likelihood of 
existence in an uninhabitable and betrayed cit\'. Santiago was leaning over the bathtub, 
f^e held a hand over his neck and blood leaked out, striking me beside the e\ e. It spread 
out and dripped down from his fingers. "We got to move." He put his other hand over 
the wound as well, like that would hold it back. Zeller and I helped him to a table where 
Zeller applied our last compound press. 
There were two bodies on the floor One of them was still breathing, blinking 
hard to see us in the night. I kicked his weapon further away than it had landed m case he 
suddenly came up with an idea that could save him. He'd been shot m the side. I took a 
T-shirt out of my rucksack and tore and balled it up on top of the man's wound. He was. 
perhaps, as old as mv father. He kept shaking his head and muttering. It s a waste. I 
wanted to tell him, but I didn't know how. It was horrible not to be understood at the 
moment you died. Santiago walked over and leaned over the man. 
"I wouldn't get their blood on you," he said. 
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He was right, so manv of the citizens had aids or hepatitis or other Ji-ca-es in 
their blood. I took my hand away from the wound and the balled-up shin fell to the 
floor. Heat rose from the man like he was gomg to go up in flames at an\ moment 
"We got to get out of here." Santiago said, choking out the words. He pounded 
the table with his fists. The entire room shook. He was _\elling. choking, bnghiermg the 
bandage. He walked out of the room, leaving his pack, every thing but the weapon that he 
clung to behind. His helmet, everything in a pile on the floor. I didn't want to earn- it 
either. If 1 were a larger man, I would have been able to carry all the weight in the world. 
It was clumsv to leave it behind. They could look through it and find out who we were. 
Maybe he had addresses in there. They could send somebody to .America to kill his 
famil\ and friends. We'd heard aimors of such things in other wars. \I\ name had to be 
in there somewhere. And 1 didn't want them to know who I was Michael had warned us 
about such things I looked at the bag for a long time but then I heard them leave the 
stairwell for the street and hurried after them. 
We knew the sea was in the distance so we started toward it. It was dark by now 
People sat m doorways and gathered around tires that they'd started in the streets. I 
couldn't understand why they'd start fires, because it was still so hot. We came out onto 
a long boulevard, bushes and trees had sprouted out of the middle of it. Everything was 
the color of sand, the color of desert, even at night. .A woman emptied a bowl of what 
might have been piss and shit into the middle of the street. She watched us vacantly as 
we passed. 
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SIX 
We stepped over a sand dune and there was the sea, solitarv and murmuring 
before us. We stopped on the other side of the dune, the ocean side, and looked back to 
make sure that we hadn't been followed. We were too tired to care, but still it was 
important. We watched for God only knows what. People hustling from building to 
building, I guess. Personally, I watched for headlights. But there was nothing. It was 
too dark to care anymore. The moon was a slit in the night. Stars were e\ erAA\here I'd 
never known the world was full of so man\ stars, 1 thought for poor Cooper dead m the 
hotel—each one shining like an army's camptlre on a mountainside. 
We collapsed into the sand. We v-vere otficialK out of focjd and water ^antia;ii3 
and Zeller were on their last magazine of ammunition. We dmded up unat was lef: of 
the ammunition so that we each had three full magazines of M-16 ammunition. 
The wind was cool coming in off the ocean. But I was so hot. I had ^(^ose bump--
all over my body, but I was still on tire. 
"1 guess we should just follow the beach north," Santiago said. "Out of the cit\ , 
we'll have to come to something. All those pilots like to tly along the edge of the ocean." 
Which was true, they did. Td learned to fire the .50 caliber a few weeks before 
from a helicopter as it flew along the edge of the ocean. The crew chief had tapped me 
on the back as a signal and I tired into the oncoming \\a\ es. When we had turned to fl} 
back, following the same course, poor Cooper fired out the opposite window 
We followed the ocean's edge—sometimes walking in the sand, sometimes in the 
foam left by the retreating surf, and at others moving far up shore when rocks or reef 
interrupted our travel. There was a wall around part of the city. As w e walked under it I 
imagined it was full of eyes staring down at us, preparing to call out its discovers Then 
we came to an abandoned industrialized portion of the city We found an old shipping 
yard. It was huge. There were old military airplanes of Russian make decas mg in the 
dark. One airplane was planted in the ground b\ the nose, the tail of the aircraft pushing 
up for the sun and moon. It looked like a child's to\ half sunk in a sandbox. We stood 
around and stared up at it. I'd hate to be the poor fucker that had to bail out of that craft. 
Santiago said. Large pieces of machinery rusted all around us, .An old ship half-sunk 
peered at us from the ocean. It was the largest ship I'd ever seen. It was a tanker of some 
kind, rd hate to be the fuck that had to abandon that sinking ship, I thought. A ship like 
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that and a port hkc this were never new. They aK'va\s needed paintinL' Thev were built 
to be discarded. We got lost on a maze of boardwalk and found oursehes at the end of a 
pier, where wc had to turn back to start again. I felt like the figure in a puzzle that has to 
be led through the maze to the pot of gold at the end. Finally, w e found a road that led 
back down to the beach again. It turned back, under the docks, hugging the shore, but we 
crossed off the path and back onto the sand. The sand w as thicker, deeper on that side of 
the pier. I could feel it draining the energy from my body. We walked down to where 
the ocean rolled up and hardened the earth, making our path sturdier. \Iy feet were 
soaked. Then we were in the suburbs, small houses, but still houses, or at least the 
makings of what might signify a house. There weren't any lights on in an\ of the tin\ 
houses. Dogs barked after us. It sounded like a pack of them w as forming to take chase 
and put us to flight. I looked suspiciously in their direction. There was no end in sight. 1 
wanted to panic I wanted to give up and stay where I was. Let the army find me, I 
thought. Let them come to our rescue. We might even ha\e friends in the city that might 
run across us. The army might be rolling toward the same shore, denizens of screaming 
machinery , and silent guns at their read\ . They were coming to sa\e us. because how 
could they possibly afford to lose us. 
"It's a hell of a city," Santiago said, after we must have walked fifteen miles. 
"How's your neck." I asked. 
"Can't feel a thing." Santiago said. "'What do \ou know about ships." asking no 
one in particular. Neither Zeller nor I said anything. "L\e always wanted to build m\-
own boat." Santiago said. "Out of wood. \'ou know, those boats that you can take 
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around the world. Only I don't know shit about working with wood or boats. Still, the 
occupation is the saint. " 
I couldn't understand how he was able to talk with his throat torn open like that. 
He should have been a memory. 
Slowly the city turned to shacks that looked like ammals crawling into the night to 
die. There were lights on, here and there, in some of the shacks. Dogs were barking in 
front of us. There were fires in some of the allev's. None of them seemed to be tended 
from where we stood. 
"Look at that,"' Zeller said. "A flaming trashcan." 
And sure enough, there it was. We stopped and stared at it for a moment. 
Transfixed. "That's pretty good," I said. 
Far out over the ocean I could see lightning. We stopped and turned toward the 
ocean, letting the wind feel over us. The night was turning the color of mud. 
'T guess that guy was right," Santiago said. "It really is going to rain." 
Soon the dogs stopped barking and we heard a few people yelling in the cit\ 
Santiago said he was exhausted and needed a moment. He fell into the sand. He fell 
asleep quickly and I looked at the wound on his neck by moonlight as best as I could. He 
was covered in dirt. Here and there, the blood or sweat had pushed the dirt aside. The 
bandage was loose and didn't even cover the wound, like he'd loosened his necktie at a 
party. Even in the moonlight I could tell that the bandage was covered in filth. The 
mixture of blood and dirt looked like tar. 
We heard yelling that seemed to be getting closer We tried to wake Santiago but 
he wouldn't move. He was in the deepest sleep I think I'd e\er seen anxone. He began 
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snoriny, loudly It matched the rhythm of the vva\es almost to perfection. His chc^t rose 
and fell heavily One moment the yelling sounded like laughter, the next it became br:er 
and resonated with what sounded of hate and jealousy. Zeller told me that it was m\ turn 
to go see what was going on, that he'd stood watch at the hospital. He assured me that he 
couldn't carry Santiago anywhere all by himself, so not to worry. the> weren't going 
anywhere. 
'"What if something goes wrong," I asked. 
"I don't know," he said, he was watching the lightning. I wondered whether or 
not he was listening for the thunder and whether or not he'd count aloud or not as soon as 
1 walked away, so that he could gauge the distance. If it were onl\ that easy to tell how 
far from harm we were. "Fire a shot or something," he said. 
"Like in the movies," I said. ""Won't the\ know where I am^"" 
""Look, would you go running around in the dark if someone was firing a gun ?" he 
asked. 
""If I had a gun and was with a lot of other people, I would " Besides, we hadn't 
scared anybody awa\ yet. I outranked Zeller, but I went anywav I wouldn't fire a shot 
if anything happened. Ld let them take me awa\. .Maybe I'd make the news. I hoped 
that my mother would give them a nice picture of me; not the one from basic where I 
looked like a space monkey—anxious for the launch in mv goon suit. The stupid haircut. 
The stupid expression of surprise and feigned manhood on my tace. Every one else 
scowled out like w arriors. I looked out of my picture like somebody surprised to tind out 
that there was a moon. 
Through the alleys and along the edges of buildings I moved as th(;)ugh ! were 
crawling into the voices themselves I wrestled with their shape and pitch as the\ stroked 
about like fire. A man and a woman were dancmg. The entire crow was all movement, 
but then they stopped. It was a rather lopsided carnival with sex en men and two women. 
A tall man kept hitting the back of the head of a man that was all jutting teeth. The tall 
man hit him with his open hand and the man that was all teeth began dancmg with the 
woman. The couple held each other stiffl\, pushing each other back like children at their 
tlrst dance. There was no music and the others didn't make a sound. They kept their 
wastes as far from each other as possible. You could hear the ocean far off in the night. I 
wondered whether or not they could hear Santiago's snoring. Maybe the\ were dancing 
to the barking of all the dogs. The couple stopped dancing. Then they w ere all arguing. 
The dancing couple looked at their feet as if they e.xpected their feet to remember the 
steps of some dance even if the mind couldn't remember. They looked at their feet the 
way you might look at a friend w ho's decided to leave \ ou alone at a part\ of strangers 
The tall man slapped the man that was all teeth and said something. The man w ith jutting 
teeth didn't move. He looked too tired to dance anymore. I could feel for him. I was as 
tired and beat as he looked. Perhaps he was waiting for the others to join m or take over 
The men that had been w atching the dancing backed the man with jutting teeth against a 
wall. The dancmg woman joined another woman, maybe a friend, and they cowered 
back, away from the men. Se\eral more women appeared out of houses. The man w ith 
jutting teeth looked frantically from the ground to the faces of the men that held him m 
place. Then he was talking to the crowd m a fevered pitch. .All the windows up and 
down the street were empt\' of spectators. 
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The woman who hadn't been dancing, the triend. she began arguing with the lall 
man. The dancing woman stood back, awav from ever.one. with her head bowed 
Neither of the women wore shoes. The woman was loud but I could tell that she wa^ 
frightened by the way her body shook, not from conviction, but fear. You could tell that 
she didn't believe what she was saying by the way she didn t look once at the man the\' 
held back, but instead, pleaded with a man that feigned interest. She must ha\e been the 
neighbor come out to help. She was the best friend offering support and protection. 
The tall man stood there w ith that tense, bowed expression, full of hate and furv 
the way the third rail sits quiet yet electrified. He was waiting to come alive He was 
longing to be touched. You could tell that he wanted to do some damage b\ the wa\ he 
stood. His body begged to break into movement. He wanted to crucity himself and the 
world. By watching, I think that if he knew, at that moment, that whatever violence he 
intlicted, whatever damage he caused would come back tenfold on him, it would have 
onl\ made him angrier and more vicious to break the world apart. His body was too 
tight, coiled, as the dancing woman approached, then reached out and touched him on the 
arm. It was a mistake. I almost screamed at her to keep her hands awa) from the cage, 
but she would alwavs touch him. and she would always want to touch him in that 
moment. She had to know. And he broke loose. He hit her, once, twice, hard on the face 
before she could even touch the ground. Her head echoed agamst the ground. The man 
with the jutting teeth against the wall made a break for it but tAx o of the men caught him 
and slammed him back. 
She either coughed or sneezed, but air kicked out of her bod>- cann ing blood w ith 
it. 1 couldn't tell whether the man doing the damage was brother, husband, or wounded 
lover by this point. She coughed another clog of blood into the air She sat up. Blood 
was coming out of her nose and mouth and ears. 
I wondered what part the man with jutting teeth against the w all pla\ed He saw 
me. He had a quizzical look on his face and said something to the others and one of them 
slapped him. 
I hid against the wall of the building. None of the men looked m my direction. I 
hadn't noticed but there were several children in the alley with me by now. They'd found 
me and gathered about me. They'd walked up behind me and were watching the fight, 
taking little notice of me as if I were one of their gang. 
Two guys held the man against the wall and the tall man ran at the man with the 
jutting teeth and hit him at full speed, crushing his forearm into the tall man's face. The 
tall man's head bounced off the wall and his body collapsed to the ground like all of his 
bones had risen out of him and marched away. They kicked him over and over, mainly 
kicking at the face and crotch. When the man protected one area, they kicked the other. 
Finally he stopped trying and just gave himself over to them. He abandoned his body to 
them, probably just hoping they'd tire of him and leave. I thought of all those teeth. 
The tall man said something to the others as a friend handed him a knife. I could 
see its curve like a slivered moon in the mght. They pulled the man with jutting teeth's 
pants down. They had him pirmed. I couldn't see what they were doing, but I knew A 
small girl put her hand on my shoulder and leaned over me, watching the men from 
behind me. She leaned against me with all her tiny weight. I could feel that she held her 
breath. Her eyes were huge and white. The tall man moved from the other s genitals to 
other's mouth. He slapped up on the man s jaw. You could hear all those teeth clash. 
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The tall man stood up and kicked the man ^M'th jutting teeth sharph m the chest. The 
man with jutting teeth didn't move. I looked but couldn't see anvthmg through the 
movement of men. They left his pants down around his ankles. 
The dancing woman was sitting up bv now. with the help of her friend. The tall 
man walked over to her and punched her in the face with the hand that held the knife. It 
was a move I'd seen before. It was a move they'd taught us—punch, cut. Intlict as much 
damage as quickly as possible. The friend, the neighbor stood back. She ran down one 
of the streets and out of sight. The man tore her shirt and sawed at her chest and nbs with 
the knife. The little girl next to me was breathing again. Her face \\ as inches from mine. 
She looked both mesmerized and horrified. And then all of the men were gone. The 
woman didn't move. They started gathering around the wounded woman. She just stared 
up at the night's sky. I thought it was time to go back. I was sure that Zeller was 
wondering what had happened. Then the women took up stones from the street. I 
thought it might be a ritual or a game that the children might join in, but they watched 
quietly as if they hadn't quite learned the ailes yet. One woman threw a rock at the head 
of the woman on the ground. Crack. Another threw one. Crack. It was horrible, the 
sound of rock against bone and flesh. I couldn't hold or explain such a sound. 
Finallv thev left her alone as well. They hadn't even bothered with him. Then the 
kids went out and looked at the damage. I walked out there with them. I had to see 
We're always attracted to the tram wxecks. 
The kids followed me when I started back to the beach. The girl was holding m\' 
hand bv that point. I didn't know what to do. so I let her. It was nice, the \\a\ the\' didn t 
talk. Thev just followed. They reminded me of the children m the hotel. I lost a few 
ti" 
along the way. They must have turned to go home I motioned for the r.L^t of :hem to 
stay where they were when I started closing in on the beach. Children had parents I 
motioned for them to disperse, to go home. They looked at me for awhile Then most of 
them walked away, disappearing up alleys and into houses. The little girl wouldn t \ca\ c 
me though. I tried to make her understand that I had to go but she just stood there. "Go." 
I said, like she was animal. "Go home." I walked back among the shacks. I sidetracked 
here and there so she wouldn't know exactly where I needed to return. I ran up streets, 
running as fast as I could to lose her. Every time I stopped, there she was. She thought it 
was a game. She was laughing. It went on and on. I so tired I wanted to cp. I ran by 
people drinking from beer bottles and dark containers, they cheered me on, and she 
followed. We were hound and hare dashing through the streets. 
I turned and chased her but she loved it. FinalK', I had to stop. She was laughing 
uncontrollably by this point. Then she must have seen the change come over my face and 
her tiny mood turned a little more senous as she took a deep breath the wav children do 
when they've run too long too remember breathing. She leaned against mv leg, smiling 
at the buildings, the moon, the night, the people that were evervwhere and watching us. I 
extended my arm and pointed my palm at her. the way you will with a dog when \ ou 
want It to stav, the universal symbol of stay. I tensed and arched mv bod>- so that she 
would know to stay. It was a new game. One where you disappear—never to be found 
again. Not in this world. I felt for her as I backed a\\a\ , some of us lo\e it when we're 
discovered, when someone finally comes across us in our hiding place. We've failed and 
vve'\e succeeded. The repetition of children's games chases us through life. She didn t 
know how to stav , she just kept following me. So I took a role of duct-tape out of mv 
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back and smiled at her as she let me put a tv^ist of it around her ankles. I show ed her how 
to hop and she laughed the entire time. And then I took off running. I stopped and 
looked back, we have to, and the look on her face was hard to chase awa\ as I made m\ 
way down to the beach. 
Zeller and Santiago were both asleep. Neither of them heard me. They were out 
in the open. You could see them in the moonlight. You could see the shapes of their 
bodies some five hundred yards away. They looked so tiny under all that night and sk\. 
The sky over the ocean looked brown, muddy, blocking out the stars. The night over the 
cit>' was clear and bright. 
I sat down next to them. Somebody should have stayed awake but I couldn't 
stand to wake either of them. And I couldn't stand to be alone, so I closed my eyes. 
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Seven 
I woke up first. It was still dark. I felt like Fd slept my way mto another world. 
I would have given anything to go back m time and never join the arm}, There's never 
the same lambency in sunset as in sunrise. So, finalh, because sunrise and sunset look 
nothing alike. I knew that it was morning and I remembered where we were 
The sky and the ocean were the color of mud. We started w alking. The cit\ 
stirred slowK' around us. Zelier looked at his watch and said it was Sunda>' Sunda\ s 
had always been a source of disappointment in m\ life. I'd ah\ a\ s expected more of 
them, only to recen e the cold shoulder. It w as a day I neither understood nor a ritual in 
which I was allowed to participate. I felt too much like the man that throws rocks at 
children as we trudged along the beach. That v\atched as others were castraiej I ' d  h a d  
enough of love in the last few days. I wanted it all to go awa\ , to fuck something else, to 
break something else, and to never tell me the truth again. V\ e passed shacks and 
shanties and it  came to me that this was one beleaguered place to spend a Sunda\-,  Had I 
ever seen a worse Sunday? Sunday has to be the saddest da\ of the lot. ""Sunday is one 
sad sack of shit," I finally said. But strike it up. I'll never be here again, this is the worst 
Sunday you'll ever spend, I told myself 
"Sunday," Santiago said, and that was all he added. He held his hand over the 
wound in his neck. 
All was spread out behind us now. All that was left of the cit\ was a multitude of 
multicolored tents which looked like a thousand balloons. Their beauty could have been 
the moment captured in a jigsaw puzzle. I tried to muster sympathy for those poor fucks. 
You had to be bad off if you couldn't afford a house m Mogadishu. Your luck will 
always turn for the worst. 1 wanted to console them, congratulations. 
The world w as the color of mud. Santiago was the color of mud. The blood of 
his wound the color of mud. If it wasn't the color of mud. why give it a look. We needed 
to find Santiago something to break or fuck, or he'd probabK die soon, I thought. That's 
the way men like him suffered to stay alive. He was bom to suffer. He loved to suffer. 
And like the rest of us he was addicted to the tragedv, and to going it alone. When we 
weren't friends for a week, he told me at the end of that time, as though to make it better, 
to make a little sense of it, Y(ni have a little Santiago in vou, and 1 have a little Stanti in 
me. And that was supposed to make it all better. But what do \ ou know, we all ha\e a 
little Santiago in us. We're all wound and suffering. 
"1 
We passed a man fishing the ocean. He vvalked into the waves, up to his waist, 
and cast, with all of his might, his body leaping up from the waves as he added to the 
momentum of the lure with the pendulum of his body I thought the whole contraption 
and the whole act was going to drag him out to sea. We sat down to watch him fish. He 
cast that lure as though he were casting the city and its curses out of him. There was 
garbage all around us. I hadn't noticed it before, which was strange. But it lined the area 
between the beach and the city and, in places, it came down to the beach and out into the 
ocean itself 
1 could just make out an island on the honzon. I wanted my own island. I wanted 
to be alone on my island. I deserved one. I deserved to watch the seasons change on my 
own island. Til go there one day, I thought. And Til make it a paradise. 
The ocean smelled a little better than the center of the city. Still, the water frothed 
with shit and piss. A sewage dumping plant was right up the way, I could see its great 
cogs, its pipes jutting out over the ocean. That plant wasn't pumping anymore, but tent 
city was dumping everything they had into small creeks that emptied into the ocean. 
With all the sewage and trash, the air was heavy with flies. They were huge and fat, a 
majestic purple. The man caught three tish m a row. They loved feeding m the waste. 
There are those that long for what makes the rest of us sick. Some of the piles of garbage 
smoldered. Smoke rose from their centers. 
The fisherman lined his fish lazily up on the shore in front of us He looked up at 
us, the pink orifice of his smiling spotted with rotten and missing teeth. One of the fish 
was deformed where, perhaps in its youth, something had taken a bite out of it. The man 
held it up for us to examine 
" What a beaut' " Santiago said. "God my neck hurts. ' Which uas a huge 
admission coming from him. He had two black eyes and blood had dried under his nose 
The white's of his eyes were full of blood. He put his head back on the dirt. 
•'We still have the medical kit," I said. "We re out of compound presses but I 
could try and clean that out better and put some stitches in there." I looked closer at the 
wound. The bullet had torn through his neck but there wasn't much of an entry or exit 
wound so it should have been easy to close. 
"Don't fucking touch it," he said. He pushed the compound press back up and 
over the wound. 
The fisherman walked back into the water. He worked the ocean like a conjurer. 
Wherever he threw his line he caught a fish. He was pulling them out left and right and 
tossing them to the shore. If a fish took his bait, he'd bait the line again with a bloody 
mess that he kept pulling out of a bag around his neck. The man pulled a fish off his line 
that had been halved, and was still bloody, by something else in the water. The man held 
it up to us, smiling at the novelty he'd caught. He tossed it to the shore and began 
walking out of the water. Then he disappeared, and appeared, twisting and turning in the 
water. 
Zeller and I stood up and ran toward the shore. Blood was in the water around the 
man. The water was so muddy that we couldn't see anything. Zeller tired a few shots at 
a flash of gray. The man bobbed in the water. We both must have thought that the other 
should go in after the man. He hadn't even made a sound. His body was drifting away 
from us, wailing in silence. He bobbed again, like something was tugging at him. He 
disappeared and reappeared as the swell moved him out. As the body was pulled funher 
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out. part of the body and some of the msides rolled ashore on the ua . lik^ an old 
jellyfish. 
We turned and looked at the city. Nobod\' uas pa\ mg an\ attention to us. We 
loaded the fish into Zeller's pack and started moving again. 
Finally there was no more city. It just stopped and the desert began. We walked 
away from the beach and up a hill away from the beach so that we could see the full 
desert. There was a clear division where the city stopped and the desert began. There 
were horrible and gnarled trees and bushes that stuck up out of the sand as far as w e 
could see. The trees weren't any taller than a man. It didn't look like much of a place to 
hide or find an anny. It looked like more nowhere. 
We walked a few more miles and then stopped. Santiago took out his bayonet 
and started cleaning the tlsh. He brushed them open with his bayonet. "Thank you," 
Santiago said quietly to someone, most likely to the fish. I didn't ask and I didn't really 
care. I didn't want a life ruled by superstitions. 
Zeller and I went to look for wood and kindling. We found dried out seaweed 
along the shore and we picked up a few small, dead, gnarled trees. 
And then it started raining. Huge, fat drops full of dirt. We looked up. I took out 
mv canteen cups and they trilled quickly with water. The water smelled like rotten fish. I 
dropped in some chlorine tablets. If \ou drink a place's water, it'll sta\ with you. I 
thought. That place will be in you forever. Another superstition. Still. I though, when I 
died the water would be dried in my bones like the rings in a tree. Someone could 
e.xcav ate me one day and cut off a section of bone—.vct rhis line, he w as rhere. and on 
and on out from the center of birth to the edge of death. 
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1 handed Santiago one of the cups. "People _'ct all kinds of disease - from thc^c 
things," I said, pointing to the fish, the water, and finally at our \er;. surrounding.-? 
Everything around us was a source of d>ing and disease. 
He laughed at that. "Least of my worries." he said, looking down at the cup. He 
looked at the water like there was something in there for him to read. He looked at it for 
a long time. "I 'm shot in the neck and you just made me afraid to drink the w ater." He 
put the cup down and found a cigarette in his pocket. "So stupid." he said, looking out at 
the ocean. 
The fire went out and we couldn't get it going again in the rain. V\ e tned to light 
the fire under the cover of the trees but the rain poured off of them to the ground and 
struck out every fire we tried to light. The trees weren't even tall enough to provide 
cover. We tried to tie off a poncho, but the wind was too much by now. 
"People eat sushi all the time," I said, looking at the large uncooked fish tlanks 
that Santiago had prepared. 
We looked at them for a long time, the rain falling all over the hal\ es Santiago 
cut a small piece away from one of the fish. He held it under his nose and smelled it. 
They were the color of mud. They blended in perfectly with the sky He held the fish 
away from his face and drew and exhaled two large breaths, and then he put the chunk of 
fish in his mouth and swallowed it whole. Zeller and I watched hjm. "I've tasted worse," 
he said. He cut off another piece and did the same, but this time he gagged afterward. 
He put his hand to the wound m his neck, like he could push the pain back down. "It's 
just the texture." He started bleeding again. The ram thinned the blood and it ran down 
his neck and it was a bright red before it mixed with the old lay ers of dm and blood and 
water. I couldn't imagine anything worse than being uounded in the ram. That uirt\ 
water stinging the wound. The rot of everything it touched. 
I was starving, so I cut incredibly small chunks off and swallow ed them whole, 
washing them down with mud-colored water. The water was worse than the fish so I 
finally gave up and just swallowed the tiny pieces of fish. The rain and wind kept up and 
soon enough we were all cold. Zeller and Santiago put on their raingear. I wrapped 
myself m my poncho and put a T-shirt around my neck. I hated it when the fat, cold 
drops landed on my neck. I imagined if there was a devil, and he wanted to know how to 
torture me for eternity, all he'd have to do is drop one cold, fat drop at a time down the 
back of my neck. 
I let my canteen cups fill again. Then I poured them into my canteen, where I 
dropped m another chlorine tablet. We only had four chlorine pills apiece, and we used 
three of them, one with our first cup, and one for each canteen, which left us one each. 
Michael had said it would ram a month, I tried to imagine it. The aftertaste of fish and 
water was unbearable. Santiago handed us each a cigarette. We cupped them with our 
hands so they wouldn't get wet. 
'Tt was either eat or die," Santiago said, trying to console us, but himself the most. 
I think. His teeth were chattering. 
The fish and the water made us sick. We disappeared into the desert, one b\ one. 
calling out to make sure we wouldn't come across the others. We'd walk back after the 
fits and try and laugh about what had just happened. Then it would wash over us again, 
and soon we couldn't control our own bodies. 
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I hung my pants on a limb and la\ on the ground. 1 was too si^k to uorr\ aot 'Ut 
scorpions, centipedes, or snakes—they had to be at home an\ \\a\. afraid the} might be 
washed away by the rain if they went outside. Sometimes I leaned, doubled over against 
a tree. I took up whatever position seemed like it might offer relief The waste streamed 
down my legs. I hadn't known that I had so much in me My skin felt like it was on tire 
I was freezing but 1 was sweating up a storm. Finally I was so cold I just put my pants 
back on, leaving them un-bloused. 
I don't know how long it lasted. I crawled back to the beach and sipped at my 
water. My body shook with spasms. 
"^Somebody doesn't like me," Santiago said when he sat down ne.xt to me. 
Zeller came back and collapsed next to us. 
"'We'll stay here tonight," Santiago said. 
I took out my poncho liner and wrapped myself up for the night. The ocean was 
as tlat as a pane of glass. There were light, soft, muddy clouds directly o\ er the ocean, 
and above these, dark, ominous clouds that looked like dark clots of earth. Between these 
two covers of clouds was a cut of the sun, so that it looked like sea and sky had been 
tlipped. 
1 couldn't hear anything over the fat drops of rain. I did my best to listen all 
night. 1 listened for helicopters, Humvees, tanks, anything that might stand as a sign of 
our forces. 
In the morning wc feh a httle better. V\'e found a high\\a\ and tollo\\ed it when it 
was parallel to the beach. Walking was so much easier on the pa\ed surface W e sta\ :c 
away from potholes and the ditch. 
Soon we saw a ribbon of black smoke rising from the stretch of highwa;/ in front 
of us. We spread out. putting more than a body's length between us. Santiago then 
Zeller Hip the safetv off on their weapons and it sounded like the click ot insects. 
Santiago pointed us off the road and down onto the beach a hundred yards a\sa\. 
We came to a portion of the road that had been washed away from the rest. 
leaving a huge chasm of slow moving w ater emptying into the sea. W e carefully made 
our wav through the knee-high water and a few hundred \ ards up the beach we found the 
cause of smoke. A UN semi-trailer charred and black, gutted by tire, w as smoldering 
beside the road. Sacks of rice were scattered behind and about the trailer bleeding their 
contents onto the road. The ram washed the ash of the wreckage to the side of the road. 
Black puddles mirrored the wreckage and our passage. The shine of chemicals in the 
water added a mix of color to the mudd\ sk\ and our forlorn expressions. Zeller and I 
each put one of the heav\ bags of rice into our rucksacks. We looked cautious!} left and 
right and about us as we moved through the ghost of an ambush. What had Cooper said. 
1 tried to remember, that places of a tragedy w ere notorious for ghosts. If an\one had 
come to the aid of the soldiers in the truck, either to rescue them or retneve them for 
burial, they w ere long gone. V\ e looked for signs of a con\ o>. tracks of the enem\'. 
anvthmg. but found nothing. So we moved in the direction that we deemed forward. 
\n\ w here away from the citv' was moving in the right direction. 
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We found an abandoned upside down cab(j()sc (jn the beaeh. We nau n^j icca ho\^' 
it came to be out there m the middle of nowhere Perhaps dropped from the sk\. max re 
washed up by the ocean, but all aside, it was a strange thing for someone to misplace 
Cabinets, bunk beds, and a table were bolted to the ceiling, which should hase been the 
floor In the floor, which should have been the ceiling, uas a single light bulb that was 
still intact. Looking at the light bulb, I wondered how the\ could see m there with so 
little light. You couldn't have read or written home in such a shadowed condition. 
We used our e-tools to break a hole m the ceiling of the caboose. Moths were 
everywhere. Thev kept getting confused and d\mg in the tangles of m\- hair. There were 
hundreds of them. If the ram touched them they turned to mud. When we slapped them 
against the wall or even out of the air they turned to dust. E\ ervlhmg was sogg\ and 
soaked, so that it was hard to get a tire going. All the windows m the caboose were 
shattered, so the smoke exited at every orifice—it must have appeared as a funny sight if 
you could see it from the outside, smoke rolling out of its e\ es and ears and mouth like a 
comic genius. We heard AK-47s in the distance now and then. 
Soaking the rice in ram water, we scrubbed at it and tried to wash it as well as we 
could. We boiled the rice in our canteen cups. .•X film of dirt rose to the top of the 
boiling rice, and we kept skimming it away Then we took turns drinking the boiled 
water We'd skim the top, and leave the bonom because, essentially, we were trv ing to 
get to the middle la> ers as best as we could. We belie\ed this was where all the nutnents 
were hidden. 
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We slept a lot, and wc finallv lost track of t ime One of us  alua;. s  t r ied  to >ta \  
awake  to  pul l  what  guard  duty-  ue  deemed necessar> ' .  which  wasn ' t  e ' . en  rea lh  juarJ  
duty .  I t  was  only  a  mat te r  of  l i s tenmg to  the  way the  ram fe l l .  We l i s tened  for  :he  
substantial and tried to feel a redeeming sound m us. like the sound of a helicopter, but 
there was nothing but rain. You could alwa> s feel a helicopter before \ou could see it. 
One night I woke to find Santiago staring out the door. I staved, wrapped in m> 
poncho on the floor. But I asked him if he heard anvlhing. 
He said that he heard children. 
I listened but heard nothing. 
I wanted to tell him that I often made m> self listen, made mvself reallv feel the 
night, my whole body an ear, electric and trembling, feeling the night and ram for 
something coming to save us, and how you could hear just about anything out there, 
armies passing by just on the edge of your senses, a helicopter's rotors smacking at the 
waves and desert just out of reach, and everyone you ever loved, a parade, a procession. 
""I swear to god," he said. "I heard the sound of children playing outside." 
1 stood and looked, hoping that my eyes might bear witness to what m\ ears 
couldn't, but still there was nothing. I was reminded of something Cooper alwa\ s said. 
"Believe only half of what you see and none of what you hear. 
"They weren't e \en there." Santiago said. "T looked but the\ weren't e \  en  there. 
M\ head's going awa\ on me." 
"That's not true," I said. "'You're as right as \ou were \esterda\ " 
"You don't hear them do \ou?" he said. 
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"Just don't answer them," I said. "'Don't think about it. " All I could see w a s  his 
silhouette in the doorway. His back was to me I felt like he was ready to mo\e again, 
like that's what he was going to say next, that he needed movement and maneu\ enng the 
way most men needed air and sustenance. He never could sit still. 
""Kids," he said, softly. "You might as well shoot them in the head the day they re 
bom than bring them up in a place like this." 
Seeing him in the doorway, I felt like I was m the stairwell again, waiting on the 
seventeenth floor, unable to see. I felt that scared again with him talking. I felt trapped 
and buried. 
"The ocean's wrong," he said. "It's out of tune." And he stood and went out into 
the rain. And I let him go. But I stayed awake all night, wrapped in my poncho, and 
huddled as far back into the comer as I could squeeze myself 
I was working on the radio, thinking about how worried my parents must be. 
News of our adventures would surely be everywhere by now. Will they make if"* Will 
they come out alive, the media asked. Bookies were taking bets, relying on the rhythm of 
defeat. I wanted to call them, to write them a letter: your little boy is fine. He's receiving 
three hot meals and he has a cot each day: three hots and a cot, that's all we need. Is 
worse than being a parent? Dear mom and dad, I'd say in my letter, your little bov is 
fine. He loves you much. If's a beautiful place, the world. I wouldn't really send that 
though. Africa is fine, I'd say. It's never scarv. And 1 never feel alone. 
Listening to the rain, I thought of something my friend Shane once said. He said 
that if you looked through a telescope and you could see clear to the end of the uni\ erse 
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that you'd see  the back of your own head as you h3oked through the te lcbcope  He saio 
that he'd read this somewhere, in some scientific magazine that promised enh;jhtenment 
and proof of God or laid vulnerable our principals of belief 
My head was humming and I couldn't stop thinking about the faces of :he  dead  
Without me, leaving me behind as if I were an empty slate. m\ mind scribbled a\\ a\ to 
rediscover the resting place of those we left behind and of those u e left in our tracks. 
And the ocean was so off tilt that the w orld struggled, clicking and grinding against its 
cogs, vibrating up through me and invading every layer. And things were getting worse 
because I was starting to believe Santiago. 
The rain was the only presence that resembled anything of stability. When it 
changed its shape, the direction it came from, its variable, its drumming, it moved all at 
once, like a body in motion, like a flock of birds. 
it 'll ram forever," I said. 
They ignored me. The smoke had driven most of the moths away, but those that 
were left were dying in the comers. 
I went back to working on the radio. Fd taken it apart to clean it and to dry it out. 
I knew a little about radios. They were my brother's hobby. Grovving up. he ahva\ s had 
four or five radios rising up from the bo.\es m which the parts had amved. We aKva\ s 
looked forward to reading the addresses, to see where, and how far, they had traveled 
from. He saved his allowance, Christmas money, and every dollar he made mowing 
lawns to spend on radios. My grandfather had been like that, the kind of man that could 
work with his hands, and that could hold his bodv stead\ long enough to use a soldering 
iron to put a wire or a transistor into place. He was the kind of man _\ou found hunched 
s: 
over his work table, magnifving glass held iteau\ on a stand abo\e a circuit b>iarj while 
one hand held the part in place, and the other went about its work with freedom and 
indifference. I had none of that in me. I was clumsy, but I was trying. 
Santiago was leanmg in the doorway. 
"Do you have any more cigarettes," I asked Santiago 
"I got a few I'm saving," he said. 
"'How many men do you think it is okay for you first wife to sleep with'" Zeller 
asked. 
"First wife," Santiago said, "^what, are \ou planning on several wives""" Santiago 
laughed. 
It was an unfamiliar sound. I couldn't remember the last time Fd heard him 
laugh. And here he was, smiling, ready for a joke, for a good time. He clapped his hands 
together and rubbed them hke he was ready to punish the next comment that Zeller made. 
When Zeller didn't sa\ anything. Santiago added, "Several wives, now vou're 
talking about a hell of a time." He had a T-shirt over the wound m his neck. He sat 
down in the doorway. Because the caboose was upside down, he sat on the top of the 
doorway. 
Santiago blocked the wind that was coming into the caboose. The caboose 
smelted like rotten fish. rice, breath, and bod\ odor. We'd been living in it so long that 
we'd become accustomed to it. 
"No." Zeller said. "I mean how many men are too many for a wife''" 
"Are you smittenSantiago asked. 
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Zeller shook his head, "No." He thought for a moment .A moth tried to n>e out 
of the corner but died trying. "Four'^ Five'^ You think that's too man\'^" 
•'I imagine it depends on the woman," I said. 
'That and how smitten you are," Santiago said. 
"f mean/" Zeller said, ""you don't really want a wife that's in double digits, do 
you'!'" 
"Who cares," I said. ""As long as she loves you." 
"I have to say I agree with him," Santiago said. "Who cares?" He closed his e\es 
and leaned his head back against the frame. 
There was sand in every crevice of the radio. I turned it upside down and a few 
parts fell out. I looked at them and then at all the sand that fell our as well. The sand was 
ruining all our equipment. Fd taken the bolt out of m\ M-16 that morning and I could 
hardly open it for all the sand that had cemented it shut. It was raining and still there was 
sand in the air. We'd be covered by the drift of sand dunes soon. It would take the skin 
off our bodies and bleach our bones. They'd find us folded in the sand, clinging to air 
and earth because the sand had ruined it all away. 
""How many men did your wife sleep with before you'^" Zeller asked Santiago. 
"Hell, I don't know." he said. ""I never asked." He stood and walked to the door 
of the caboose. ""It doesn't really matter." 
"You'd like to know though^" Zeller asked. 
""Why'!'" Santiago turned and walked to the other wall, then turned and walked 
back to the door. "Besides, I do know, and \ou can't change who she or >ou slept with. 
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ft really doesn't matter. You can't change what' s  done. She'll alua;. s  na ' .  c  slept uuh  
tha t  many men and you ' l l  a lways  have  s lep t  wi th  tha t  manv women,  so  who cares ."  
"I'm just asking," Zeller said. "I just felt like talking about something." He was 
quiet for a little while, but I could tell by the wa\ that his face worked that he couldn't let 
It go. "You sleep with her history though. You sleep with everyone that she ever slept 
with and that they ever slept with and on and on." 
'That's a real theory you got there," Santiago said. 
I thought about telling them the theory of Shane's telescope. There was a lesson 
there that they could use. I didn't know what the lesson was, but I knew telescope, back 
of head, moral. 
I could see that Santiago was growing angry, so I had to ask it, I had to do m> pan 
in instigating trouble. We'd been forced into the caboose for so long that I needed a 
show. So I asked Zeller, "How many women have you slept with'^" 
"Ten, eleven.'" Zeller said. 
"Is that Zeller talk or real talk'^" Santiago asked. 
"At least ten," Zeller said, "with one of them I was kind of drunk." 
Cooper was a virgin, I wanted to tell them. And he wouldn't have liked this 
conversation. His w ife to be hadnT slept with anyone either. Their history added up to 
zero. Telescope, back of head, moral; zero. He w as saving it up for his girlfriend who 
had another year of high school left. The two of them had decided that this would be 
best. He told me all of this one night as I got drunk over the absence of love in m\' life. I 
wish I were plagued b\- a life of too much love. 
",\re vou using imaginary numbers""" Santiago asked. 
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"Look," Zeller said, "vou may not care  who your wife's fucking, but I 'd  Hke :o  
know the details of mv wife's sex life," 
"Shut up," Santiago said. "Just shut up. Let's just sit here in silence and shut the 
fuck up." 
"Whatever,"' Zeller said. 
Santiago was fast. He had his hand around Zeller's neck and was pushing him 
against the wall of the caboose. He had his knife m his other hand. He held it a hair's 
breadth from Zeller's right eye. 
"[ don't fucking care how many men your wife fucks," Santiago said "If you 
don't shut the fuck up I might come over and fuck her for the hell of it."' He slammed 
Zeller's head against the wall, it echoed in the caboose "I might even come over and 
fuck your kids." Santiago let him go. 
"Fuck you," Zeller said, walking out of the caboose. He didn't e\en take any of 
his raingear, and the drops were fat and drunk with dirt and sand. 
I was embarrassed for the two of them. I should have warned Zeller to shut up 
after Santiago's speech the night before about dead children. 
Santiago walked out into the rain without any raingear as w e l l ,  as if to say through 
his \ er>' actions. Fuck v<ni. Zc'llcr That's showing him, I thought. It was a nice touch, 
br imming wi th  d igni ty  and  re t r ibut ion .  We a l l  had  a  par t  to  p lay—wh\  not  p la \  i t  a s  bes t  
vou can. 1 thought of those that had died and realized that if w e were going to kill 
ourselves we might as well make it hurt. Why carry an ordinary cross when \ ou could 
carPv one that weighed twice as much, was spiked, and whipped > ou ever\" step of the 
w a \ .  
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I decided that if I had a choice. I'd take  a Vvoman uith the same cuunt as  mj .  se l r  
Why not choose a stone from the same qiiarn '? I thought of a lo\e letter I might write 
her: Endure affhciion. Anticipati:: ath^ctum. 
The wind was heavy and the sound of all that shifting rain had me thinking about 
love. But it didn't matter. I'd never even really seen a woman naked before. I mean 
really naked; in her room, when she's getting ready to go somewhere without me, and it's 
like I'm not even there, because they're only getting ready for someone else, for others, 
in front of me. I was thinking about Lura again. About how I might lo\e her because I 
thought about her more the longer I was, and the further I was a\va> from her. I'd never 
really seen a woman naked. I'm on her bed, and her rising up from me and what we've 
finished or never even started. And when she leaves it's like someone left a door open 
somewhere. 
I wanted to send Lura a letter so that she would be as haunted as I found m\ self 
We broke up a few months before 1 left for the war. I sent her a letter and it said nothing 
sacred, nothing profane, only; 
Sometime.^ 1 think oj vou. 
That w as it, and that was all, just that one line m the center of the page There 
vv-as nothing else but white on the page because I was sure enough with myself to use 
paper that didn't have any lines. I'd made a special trip to a craft store for the purchase. 
It was as much about what I didn't say, as what I'd said. The true beauty was in 
everylhing that I left unsaid. 
Still, this might ha\e scared the shit out of her. Some don't dwell as much as I 
do. Friends are alwavs telling me not to look so desperate for love. Don't think so much 
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about It, thev say. If you let it ^o. it'll find \ou out. Sounds like shit to me r\e ne\ cr 
thought ol a bear attack, yet a bear has ne'. er found me out. 
I've never made love in a strange position. I've ne\er pla>ed the role of ihe  
jealous lover. I find some contentment knowing that most of us end up w ith someone 
She never wrote back. And because she wasnl home the last time 1 called, I knew she 
wanted to be left alone. It was another note: Bt-'CLiuse xou weren't at home, I hiow that 
voLi wanted to be alone—only I didn't send that one. I was on my way to becoming a 
real Casanova in the letter department. 
I was glad that that Santiago and Zeller left me alone for a moment. I could only 
imagine their contentment in their silly feud. I was sure that Zeller's wife would ne\er 
meet Santiago and his wife and kids. But I was glad they were gone, because lea\ e me 
alone for a moment and I'm falling m love again. 
The whole thing was ridiculous, we were hardly speaking anymore Their 
argument wasn't going to help matters. We couldn't stand each other, and Santiago was 
listening to the sounds of dead children at night. The army brought us together. I wanted 
to think that was all we had m common. But I knew it wasn't. We'd broken the world 
open together. We'd cracked the illusion hke an egg and found that the yolk was soft and 
runnv—deformed and crippled. Life longed to be what it was and what we couldn't see 
behind, which seemed like a lot of empty and dark. Everything w as racing for that long 
dark tunnel. We'd onl\ found that we were able to kill men. women, and children with 
an unfounded equality Why disguise your guilt I thought, it just makes things less 
humorous. When you're guiltv, the world is realK funny Santiago was onto something 
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Santiago. He was the kind of soldier that civihans told stones about. He  was the 
kind of soldier people expected to be in the militar} He was the cliche—a drmkcr 'Ahen 
he wasn't on duty, strong, and willing to take an order; but, don t let this be misci^nstrued 
into thinking that he was ignorant, because he was anvthing but ignorant. Some of the 
smartest people I've ever met were in the militar\' Man\- were people disillusioned b\ 
the reality of America and her ways. They were so disillusioned the\ wanted to see her 
from the inside. There were those that followed blindb/ and stupidly like bleating sheep, 
those that loved the arrogant orders given by those in charge, but the rest of us shuffled 
aimlessly, complying just enough to stay out of trouble, assuring ourselv es that the GI 
Bill might come to something in out life. The GI Bill is the best and worst thing that ever 
happened to America. Never educate your killers, John Stuart Mills might like that 
thought. The ability for highs and lows going up and down: Tm happv, I'm sad, Fm 
raving from my well of depression. 
Before the war, I knew a soldier that killed himself in South Dakota— this 
disturbed me because I was bom in Rapid City, A friend told me the story He had been 
on antidepressants for aw hile, and fallen off of them like a man off the wagon. He left 
behind his family and friends and decided to see Mount Rushmore. just up and left one 
night—his wife said she must have thought in her sleep that he was onlv going to the 
bathroom, in the morning she thought it was strange that he'd gone to work without 
sav me goodbve; then she tracked him by his credit card, that little plastic beacon, bastion 
of lost souls. I heard he killed himself out there, shot himself m the head, I didn't hav e 
the heart to ask the friend that told me this, whether the soldier that killed himself w as 
coming or going. Whether he'd seen the uvo great .American shnnes out there in the 
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wasteland. Fm not a kind man to the Dakotas. and for that. I apologize I  didn t ha\ e  the 
heart to say, jokmgJy, to the friend that told me, "i"\e been on that road before"—I mean, 
the highways that wind through the Dakotas are some of the more depressing stretches of 
road on this earth. Why send someone out there alone'' Why let them go'^ 
I could have gone out to check on Santiago and Zeller, I thought. But I was 
having too much fun in my own mind. Maybe they were murdenng each other. They'd 
probably shoot at the same time; die together, feet apart, trying to put another magazine 
in their M-16s. 
I always think too much in the rain. It's been a curse and a blessing. 
Santiago returned. I finished with the radio. 1 put the batteries back in. I tried it. 
It wouldn't work. I handed it to Santiago so that he could mess with it. 
He took the radio from me and threw it outside. I sat there, watching the radio in 
the ram. It didn't seem a very smart thing to do. Finally, Santiago went out and brought 
It back in. He was all heart. 
"We should have brought Cooper," he said. "We shouldn't have left him back 
there." 
"We can't do anything about him now," I said. 
"This isn't going to end well." he said. 
"Cooper" s dead," I said, "now what do we do'!'" 
He moved the switches on the radio around as if that might help it work, as if it 
were that easy. Even if it did work, we didn't know the frequencies or the sequence thev 
were hopping between. They changed the frequencies daily, no e.xceptions. Perhaps thev 
left a channel open for the missing. 
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"What do vvf do''" I asked. 
He set the radio against the wall and leaned back. "I don't knowHe h.'okcu out 
of the caboose door at the ocean. We were almost out of ricc I vvas thankful for the nee, 
but I was thankful for the promise of a day when w e'd run out. 
It was late one night and we hadn't seen the stars or moon m weeks. We hadn't 
talked to each other in a few days. Santiago was straying out into the world agam, 
disappearmg at night. I woke once to catch him looking into the fire, talkmg to Cooper. 
But it was another night and the rain was still strong. 
"I bet they make a movie about us," Zeller said. 
"Yeah, made for TV," Santiago said. 
I thought about the handsome men that would act out our youth, the beautiful women that 
would act as our loves. 
"'What do vou thmk about those kids we killed'^" Santiago asked one night. 
"Whv '" I asked. He might as well have asked me what chemicals had united to 
make up the floor of the ocean—I would have had as much to say on either subject. It 
didn't matter. 
"You and Cooper, you talked about ghosts." Santiago asked. He was on his back, 
staring up at the upside down table. "Do > ou believe?" 
"No," I said. 
"i believe." he said. "I thmk we're supposed to. I thmk we're gi\en a choice 
when we die. We can go up, or we can go down, or we can sta\- right here Those that 
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stay here arc so goddamned angry about dying they just w ant to :ear  it all out of the 
world. Some are just too angr\ to go. Vlaybe too sad. I guess." 
"That was Cooper's theory too,"" I said. 
•"I know,'' Santiago said. "We talked about it the night before the city." 
"That's all a bunch of shit." Zeller said. 
Santiago rubbed at his forehead like he could rub his thoughts to the surface and 
out of his head. He rubbed at it like he expected a genie to pop out. lt d be easier to 
manipulate the creases and folds of age from your face, I wanted to tell him. He hadn't 
heard Zeller. At least, he didn't show any signs of listening to Zeller. 
"Maybe if the end was too violent," he said. 
'T just don't believe," Zeller said. "T can't " He stopped for a moment, "I believe 
in the soul." 
""What if there's a song for everything," Santiago said. "What if w e all ha\ e a 
song'^ What if everything has a song'^ 1 don't realh' mean a song, though, " he just 
wanted to get it out. "Something, spiritual, 1 guess." Santiago picked up something from 
the floor, perhaps a gram of sand, and threw it toward the small tire 
"T guess I'm following," 1 said. 
Zeller stood up and walked to the door, "WTio fucking needs it." he asked. He 
took up his raincoat and walked out into the night, I watched as he stopped and turned 
his face skwvard, catching the ram in his mouth. There's a song of rain if you onlv listen. 
""I've alwavs been more afraid of something than nothing," Santiago said. "Those 
two kids, that guy, the rest of them—that's a song w e're going to hear for a long time," 
"Maybe,' ' I said. I  walked to the doorway and crouched to look out the opening, 
looking at all that ocean. It was forever to back home. 
Santiago settled to the hard ceiling that served as our tloor He reached out and 
took my poncho Imer. the only thing I had that ser\ed as a blanket ""Just take this back if 
you need it. Fm tired. Freezing." 
""Maybe we got something there," Santiago said. "Hell I don't know VVT-iatexer it 
is, I'm not impressed." Then he was quiet for awhile, ""^'ou think of a song for the 
unimpressed." He raised an arm and snapped his fingers against the palm, "'That's the 
sound of one hand clapping friend " 
""I don't know," I said. And I didn't. But I wanted to make some sense of it. I 
wanted to try. It was too easy to just accept it in silence or on faith, which I imagined 
was the same song. 
""You just keep talking," Santiago said. " A n d  \ ou'll end up somewhere." 
I stepped outside and the rain ran through m\ hair. The ram felt nice for once, 
alive and indifferent. It ran down my face, catching in the comers of my mouth. It didn't 
taste like the rain of home, the ram I remembered from childhood. 
I could barely discern the island from the caboose. It was like a phantom on the 
horizon. It was like the missing limb that still itches long after it's gone. It was the ghost 
of all islands. It was the idea of all islands. It w as the original island from which all 
others sprang. It was once part of the world but now it w as cast away The island was 
something to think about. I populated it in m>- mind. A mad scientist might have worked 
there. Perhaps I was that scientist. Maybe that was real. I stoked the fire and realized it 
was nothing more than imagination. I felt betrayed, angrw and embarrassed by the fact 
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that it was only imagination. Such things were always belaying m\ e.xperience of this 
world. 
Then it was incredibly quiet, and the rain stopped. Santiago stepped out of the 
caboose and Zeller walked up to join us. Santiago went back into the caboose and came 
out with his pack of cigarettes. He handed one to each of us. Then the thunder started, it 
shook all around us. 
"We should move out tomorrow," Santiago said. "We've been here too long. 
Everybody knows where to find us by now." 
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EIGHT 
The next morning, when there was enough light, ue moved out. We told 
ourseK es that we were done traveling b>' night. If anyone was still looking for us, let 
them find us on the move. 
There were thousands of people moving along the highw as The multitude was 
out in force, scavenging the roads, moving about again. Most of them were moMng in 
the direction we were, away from the city. 
Santiago 's neck looked better on the outside, the wound had scabbed o\ er, but it 
was still swollen, an infection hibernated underneath the surface 
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The diet of nothing but rice had left us weak We couldn't walk far betorc w j had 
to rest. Wc were constantly running out of breath. Vv'e'd been walking with our minds 
and eyes content on the pavement. People passed us, unaware, we thought. We were 
alone m the moment and didn't care. 
Then we walked right into midst of them. There was a truck with a Russian anti­
aircraft pulled to the side of the road. .A crowd of people had gathered about at a distance 
from some men with AK-47s that were taking turns with a young girl in the ditch. The 
crowd cleared away as we walked into their midst. We didn't even notice as the\ peeled 
away from us, revealing our shabby disguises. 
They were having there way with her right out in the open for every one and God 
to see. She didnT moan, she didn't cry, she was just there, motionless. 
There were four of them. Who knew whose turn it was next, but the three 
standing turned away from their friend in the ditch, his shiny ass clenching and 
unclenching with each thrust. It was disgusting. I wanted to shoot him for being a fool. 
I wondered what his mother would think. Would he want her to know that he was a sick 
and cruel individual who couldn't keep his dick in his pants'^ The man turned and 
smiled, he wanted the crowd's approval. He deserved appreciation. Then he noticed us. 
He blinked stupidly up at us. His eyes slit moist with pleasure. 
"Easv." Santiago .said. "Let's just keep going. Don't turn around, just step back 
and let's get out of here. These guvs don't want a tight with us." 
The man on the girl stood and pulled his pants up, he watched us intenth. I 
couldn't see the girl's face, which was probabh better. All 1 could see was her naked 
bellv. the curl of her pubic hair which was matted against her bod>'. her legs open, her sex 
shining and pink. If" I couldn't see her face, she wasn't human. She uasn t e \  jn a  
in this world. 
We backed slowly away They were smiling at us. They laughed at our 
departure. They pointed their fnend back to work, but he waved otY the re^t of his turn 
They motioned for us to come back. They motioned that it was our turn now 
"Somebody's going to fuck vou like that one da\, friends." Santiago said, smiling 
at the men. 
Most of them gave up on us and turned back to their little party in the ditch. Onh 
one of them stared after us—probably the smartest one in the group. 
We heard another truck approaching, fast. There were helicopters in the distance. 
They left off their joking and jovial attitude and climbed into the truck. They 
sped bv us, within inches, toward the approaching sound. The one we had interrupted 
smiled down at us from the height of the bed of the truck He was manning the anti­
aircraft gun now He could ha\e shot us. People hurried out of the trucks way to the side 
of the road and into the ditch. 
The two trucks turned together onto a side road that went out into the desert. 
Thev drove back into the thicket of thistles and devil trees. We stood where we were, too 
tired to move I could tell by the sound that they were Apaches. WTien they came into 
sight we began waving our arms and trying to get them to notice us. There were 
hundreds of people gathering around to w atch. The trucks began tiring at the helicopters 
and the helicopters tired back, ^'ou could hear the whine of the big ,20 calibers spinning 
on the helicopter's snouts. He explosive rounds exploded m the dirt and around the 
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truck V / c  cheered them on. We stood m the middle of the road, cheenng our friends 
into the fight. 
The truck with those we knew on it moved slowh , bouncing o\er the dirt road, 
back toward the pavement. The other truck was burning. I could see dead bodies littered 
about it. People lined the road, like us, gawking up at the excitement. The truck 
accelerated toward us, we stepped back to let it glide by The helicopter launched a 
rocket. The truck was only a few feet from us when the explosion lifted it from the 
ground. The blast knocked Santiago back into me and we fell into a group of people 
behind us. 
There was the weight of another on top of me. Blood was dripping on my face, I 
could taste it. Tap. Tap. Swollen and pregnant like the rain we'd seen. People were 
moving all around me. I couldn't hear or feel the helicopters, I couldn't hear anything 
Mv ears were ringing and my head was pounding. I struggled to move, wondering what 
was out there. Instinct, something, motivated my body to move aside even if my mind 
wasn't responding clearly Someone physicalh kicked at my head, I felt their foot. They 
kicked again. It seemed like a whole crowd of people were taking turns kicking at me as 
1 tried to lift mvself from under whatever else was on top of me. They kept kicking. 
Someone took my M-I6, I felt it leave my hand. They were trying to get my ^mm out of 
its holster but couldn't work the snaps. They were trying to take mv rucksack off I 
pushed a bodv aside, and tore at my holster, knowing enough to pull the ^mm out. I 
struggled to stand, but only managed to get into a kind of crouch. The\- were looting all 
the bodies they could find, I fired a shot into the air. I couldn't hear it. but felt the 
weapon's kick. They kept coming at me, the}' wanted the ^mm. The crowd wanted what 
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the dead wore. I shot a man that reached to pull the gun out of m\ hand. He uas an older 
man. He looked small, fragile, as the old will sometimes. The others stopped. Stanng at 
me like it was my fault for not keeping them calm. I pointed my 9iT)m at them and the\ 
finally backed away The truck was burning behind me. I could feel the heat. I stood up. 
I didn't see Zeller or Santiago. I thought maybe I couldn't recognize them among the 
burnt bodies. I seemed to be the only thing that wasn't on fire. The crowd left me alone 
and went about looting the other bodies. Smoke rose from the dead around me. People 
had stripped the clothes off most of the dead so that they were naked. There was a bod\ 
that wasn't burnt so badly. The dead man had an erection. The crowd dug through the 
debris of the flaming truck, disregarding the fire all around it, and pulled the men out. 
stripping their bodies of the weapons and everything else of value. The anti-aircraft gun 
started burping its rounds off They were cooking away from the heat. Someone took 
my arm and helped me to the ditch. I looked back and saw the man that I'd shot. 
I sat in the ditch with several others. They didn't give me any more notice than 
they might the sun. Rounds cooked off from the burning weapon, shots rang over our 
heads with weak whistles. The ammunition can in the truck finally exploded and one of 
the rounds landed next to me, glowing bright green. My luck was like the Roadrunner's: 
bullets could turn comers in this world and find you out. Someone in front of me must 
have taken the entire blast. You never knew where to stand in a war. "i'ou never knew 
where to position yourself in this dance. 
The helicopters were gone. They must not have seen us, or why would thev ha\ e 
fired'^ But if they were here, then there was a base somewhere close by, perhaps, Ma\-be 
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not. sometimes they flew ahead, carrying extra fuel for the long trips. gi\mg up bullet? 
and  bombs ,  g iv ing  up  m weight  what  they  needed in  d is tance .  I  d idn  t  know what  to  do  
I couldn't decide. I couldn't tmd Zeller or Santiago anywhere It was like thev had 
disappeared. 
I left the road and crowd behind. I made my wa\ into the desert, past the bushes 
and brambles and trees of thorns that weren't any taller than me. because 1 knew that I 
should be alone. I had no idea where the threat was anymore We'd only taken to the 
road because we thought it'd be safe with the other refugees. 
I walked parallel to the road for a few miles. tr\mg to turn my mind off I tried to 
remember some of what Santiago said about survival. I looked back on m\ survi\al 
school training. Santiago would have told me not to think so much. That was all I could 
remember. I hadn't really listened to the rest. I hadn't reallv cared. I wasn't meant to go 
it alone. But it always turns out that way. I was tired. How could \ ou always be on your 
guard'!' Yet how could you not'^ 
I found a rock to sit down on. I could see the road from there. I made a lot of 
noise, not enough for those on the road to notice, but enough for an\ animals m the 
immediate area to take note that I was a person, maybe not a large person, but a man none 
the less. .'Vnd people kill spiders and snakes and dogs and tigers. 1 looked about and saw 
nothing or no one, so I took out the clip and counted the fi\e rounds that were left m it. I 
had two more 9mm magazines in my rucksack, and one in m\ ammunition built. I would 
have taken the bullet back from the man on the road if I could. I didn't know what to 
think of him. 1 didn't know v\hat to do with his memorv I'd been threatened. I told 
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m> sclf. I'd been in danger. I told myself it didn t really matier. I slapped m;-self on thj 
helmet to remember to forget any guilt that I might feel. I worried about Santiago and 
Zeller. 1 watched the road for a long time, hoping to catch sight of them. But there were 
only strangers out there. I couldn't have imagined so manv people mo\ ing between cities 
in such a shit country. The\ were going from one nothing to the next. But what did I 
know'^ Maybe they were on the trail of gold. Every road goes somew here. There s 
always a promise of something on the honzon. 1 thought, watching their clothes more 
than them. Red shirts, blue shirts, khaki shirts, red pants, blue pants, khata pants, strange 
colored suit pants, wool pants, cotton pants, who knew what pants, all moving out for 
another abandoned city. The mile markers where in another language, but still they 
promised nothing. Signs pointed and promised nowhere. Nothing realh came and went. 
It only flowed. I was too far away from the wreckage. I wondered if I should have stayed 
longer, lingered a moment more at the edge of all that waste. V\ hat would the people 
passing bv thinkWhat would they recognize" I couldn't imagine how far we'd walked 
since the city center. 
In places the desert was still wet. IVI\ boots and pants were covered in a red film 
of mud and dust. Mv BDU top was covered mainly with dust. 1 slapped mv shoulder and 
watched the red dust nse. There was blood on me in places. It had dried and turned 
black. It was crusty. I didn't want to touch it. I took off mv helmet and wiped at m\ 
face with mv hands. I could feel dried mud and blood and who knew what else on mv 
face. Too tired to wipe it off, I put mv helmet back on and started w-alking. As I moved 
through the bushes and trees between the desert and the road. I watched for Santiago or 
Zeller. 
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Finally. I  made a decision and followed a path through the Jesen  that hoiked  l ik j  
it led back to the city. I thought I might go back to the hotel and hide out until  the annv 
arrived. 
I walked into a cleanng and someone whistled at me. There v\as a house less than 
a mile in front of me. I would have walked right into it without even noticing .\n 
American soldier ran out and grabbed me, guiding me back to a spot hidden from the 
house among some trees and in a thicket. 
"What are you trying to do." he demanded of me, "give away our position ''"" He 
looked at me like I was an idiot. 
1 looked around. There were others there. Their faces painted with camouflage. 
Each had a unique design on his face—one had tiger stripes, another w as made up to look 
like a great serpent, another had the hollow gaze of a ghost mask, a how 1 darkened in 
around his lips. Thev looked at me like they'd never seen a man walk before. I wanted 
to dance for them. You are the fool here, their looks said. 
"Jesus Christ, man," the man in the snake getup said, "didn't \ou fucking see us 
waving at you.'" 
"No," I said, sitting down next to the man that had grabbed me. It was nice to be 
alone in a war. 
"What the fuck happened to vou,"" the man with the ghost mask demanded. Tne\  
were pushv. They were used to genmg the answers they wanted. The>' were made for 
interrogation. 
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"I  got lost," I  said ""With the others " I  pointed toward Sani .agt.^ and  ZeKer in 
one direction, looking in the other at the city I made a feeble attempt to br:ng it nack 
into the circle where I sat. "I think they're dead. " 
""You look like shit,"" one of them said. "'A big shit sandwich." 
They laughed at this. It was their joke. \ 'ou could tell they'd heard it before, 
probably a hundred times. 
Another man, whose face was all in black, dove among us and. pointing at me, 
said, "I don't think dumbass gave us away." He hated me alread\'. I could tell. I was 
always starting off on the wrong foot. I could only apologize for myself so much. 
""You look like shit," he said, leaning close to look at my leg. ""Jesus Christ," he 
said, pointing at what looked to be a long wound that cut through m\ boot and into m\ 
ankle. The blood was dark purple, thick, and syrupy. "\'ou should put something on 
that." 
"Yeah," I said, "I've been meaning to." 
He nodded, 
"What do vou mean you think your friends are dead'^" someone asked. 
"T couldn't find them," I said. 
"Go check for them." one of them said. "'On the road'^" he asked me. 
I pointed at the smoke in the distance. Two of them left, 
"You kill anybody \et." one of them asked, 
""No." I lied. I knew what thev wanted. 
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"That's what we're here for, " he said, turning to look at the house in the distance 
'We 11 vouch tor you. If you need it. If you want us to. You should go in with us 
We're going to tear this house the fuck down." 
"T'd like that," I said. I could use some friends. "Do you have anvthing to eatI 
asked. "Tm kind of hungry ," 
The man that pulled me aside was looking at my leg. He took out a medical bag. 
"We killed an elephant, yesterday," one of them said. "Fucker went down like 
you wouldn't believe. You should have felt the earth move." He looked around him at 
the others. They all nodded. 
"Big boom," another said. "Big fucking boom when that sack of shit hit the 
ground." 
"Thing il remember that for-fuckmg-ever, man," one of them said. 
I wanted to tell them that the dead didn t make a sound. That even if you died 
standing, you should still have the decency and the grace to let your body rest easy back 
to the earth. Those that I had seen die had let their dead bodies float them quietly to the 
floor. They never collapsed. The dead had style and grace far beyond decency Maybe 
animals collapsed though, I'd give them that. Animals don't make great ghosts. I'd 
never killed an animal. 
"Fm Mark," the guy who had pulled me back said. He rolled my shirt sleeve up 
and gave me an IV "'That's Clip," he said, pointing at the man who wouldn't shut up, 
who seemed to want all my pity. "Candid," he said, pointing to the man with the snake 
face. "Jordan," he said pointing at Mr. Tiger Stripes. "Simon and Nichols just took off 
for your friends," he said. Mark cut gently took my boot off and rolled m\ pant leg up. 
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He picked pieces of the pants, earth, and other debris out of the cut, I coulon t feel a 
thiny. When it was all cleaned off. my leg didn't look that bad. There was a long cut, '-^ui 
it was all surface, Mark said. 
"You ever shoot an elephant." Clip asked. 
"No," I said. "Never even seen one. Fm kind of hungr\ ." 
Mark gave me an MRE, ham slice, my least favorite. It was probabh e\erA one"s 
least favorite, the one you saved for unwanted guests. Their hospitalitv was off 
"You mean in person," Clip said. "You've never seen an elephant in person " 
"Yeah," 1 said. "I guess." I chewed on the ham slice. 
"Because seeing is believing," Clip said. 
"What about at the zoo'.^" Candid asked. "\'ou never saw an elephant at the zoo'^ 
Man, where did you go to school'^" 
"Yeah," 1 said. "I guess I did see one at the zoo, a long time ago. Ma> bc there 
were even two." I hadn't been to the zoo in years. The last time I went to the zoo was 
with Lura. I wondered what she was thinking about at the moment. I always know I'm 
in love when I can't stop asking what they're thinking about. As if b\ knowing all of 
that, I could know everything there was to know. 
"Man," Clip said, leaning back against a tree and looking at either his boots or the 
ground. "I sure shot the fuck out ot that elephant. 
"Yeah," I said. "I bet you did." 
But then he looked like he was going to cr> Everything about the place was 
absurd enough that you could expect anything at an\ moment—if someone had said boo. 
or Bambi, we would have all been in tears. "What's with the house"'" I asked 
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"Who the fuck are you''" Clip asked 
"Joshua Stantz," I said. 
"No. ' Mark looked at me for a moment. He was still sitting next to me ""V\"ho 
you with'^" 
Mountain," I said. "You'" 
"Marines," Mark said. "Recon." 
"How'd you get out here," Clip asked. The others had turned around to listen b\ 
now. 
"There ain't no white guys in goddamned clans." Jordan said. "Leave him the 
fuck alone. You're in that group that went missing, right'. '" 
"Alpha Company," I said. "Sure. Maybe I could use your radio'"" 
Clip shook his head. "Radio silence. Candy." Now they were gmng me 
nicknames. "'We're in the thick of it." He smiled. 
"'Who's in charge," I asked. 
They looked at Mark as he raised his hand. 
"If you could just call and get me a ride out of here." I said. "I could even walk 
back and meet them somewhere. You could tell them about the others. " 
"I'm sorry." Mark said. "Orders are orders. I can't break the silence. We don't 
know if anyone else is Iistemng." 
I wanted to tell them that the clans weren't technologicalh advanced enough to 
program a 'VCR. "'What if I was dying?" I asked. 
"But \ou're not." Mark shook his head. "Sorr\ ." 
I tmished m\ MRE. ""Who's in the house'" 
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""One of the xvariords," \Iark said, leanmy back and pulhn'^ his Kj\:ar o\er hi> 
eyes. "Wake me up m a few hours. Someone else get some sleep in this rotation."' 
Jordan offered me a cigarette and pointed me behind a tree for ci.ner I didn't 
want it. I asked for some water. They handed me a canteen. 
"He's got some sheep,"" Jordan said. ""We \e been messing with them. They 
come out and meet us in the morning and m the early evening. We give them food that's 
drugged so they don't care if we slip in amongst them. We're going to use them when 
we go into the compound. When they move back inside, we"ll mo\e with them. Good 
idea, nghf^" 
""Sounds Hke a hell of a plan," I said. "•Where"s the main column at noW^ I'm 
sure I could just walk back there." 
"Can't let you. Nancy," Clip said, ""You're with us now If we let \ou go and 
they get you, we've wasted our time, I hate wasting time. Seems stupid."" 
He had a good point. Still, I thought, they didn't have to impress me Don"t go 
out of your wav on my part, I wanted to tell them, 
"'You're m. righf^" Jordan asked. "Payback time, right, for all \ our dead fucking 
compadres."" We were deep in the trees. The sun didn't even touch us there. It was a 
little chillv, ""It'll be easy," he said, as if that decided it all. as if. with that, I threw m\ lot 
m automatically. 
•""Where's your \I-16, " Mark asked. 
"1 think 1 lost it," I said. 
""Those things happen," Mark said. 
""Yeah," Clip said. ""You're in some deep shit for that mo\e "" 
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"TheyMl take it of your paycheck,"" Jordan said. '"The\"ll make \ou pa\ ror thai 
motherfucker, and it's expensive." 
"More than you make. Susie, " Chp said. 
"How'd you get out here,"' I asked. 
"Humvee," iVIark said, pointing off toward the road. 
"They're excited about something,"" Mark said, looking through the binoculars. 
They had binoculars, night vision goggles, and infrared scopes They had everMhing \ou 
could ever ask for in a war 1 wondered what they saw in all their little deMces. I wanted 
to see, but I was afraid to ask. 
"Look at this mother fucker."" Jordan said, kicking a tarantula into the center of 
the circle where we all sat. 
I stood quickly. Those things could jump. It was the color of sand. Ever}bod\ 
was standing by now. 
"Holy shit," Jordan said, laughing nervously "Look at the size of that thing. " 
It was the largest spider Fd ever seen. It could have been the centerfold for 
National Geographic. Jordan threw his kiufe at it but missed, the handle of the knife 
brushed against the spiders back. I swear it hissed. Clip had a long stick that he used to 
push the spider back into place with. 
Mark threw his knife and missed. Then Candid missed as well. Finally. Clip 
smacked it with the stick and it popped into the air like ball. 
"Holv shit."" Jordan said. 
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Finally, Clip just strode up to the spider and staboed his bayonet through the 
tarantula's fat body. The spider's legs kicked as it tned to move, but the knife was stuck 
firml\ in the ground. Clip pulled the knjfe from the ground genth' so that the spider was 
still stuck on the blade. He turned the knife over so that the spider had nowhere to go 
He took out a lighter and lit it under one of spider's legs. ""Ever give someone a not 
foot'^" he asked. ""Doesn't seem like anvthing anyone ever really did." 
He took up Jordan's knife and used it to push the spider deeper onto the blade 
Then he cut off the legs, one by one all the way around in a circle until it was just a fat. 
plump spider. We all watched. The legs fell to the ground, fluttenng. I thought of 
picking one up, making a wish, and blowing it from the tip of mv finer. 
Mark went back to watching the house. I really wanted to see what was going on 
outside the house. 
"What are they doing'!'" 1 asked. 
""Chewing qat after dinner," he said. "'They bring out a basket of it each night and 
set it in the middle of the table. Then they go off and fuck a few ladies and fall asleep. 
Hell of a life." 
Clip put on his gloves and threw the spider at the trunk of a tree. He w hen 
through the whole pitching routine, kicked his leg high and let the spider go. He missed 
the first time and had to chase after it. The second time he moved closer to the tree and 
put more arm into the throw and the spider popped against the trunk. 
""You get laid while vou were m town''" Clip asked. 
1 ignored him. 
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"There are some gorgeous women in this country ," Chp said. The others uere 
laughing at him. 
"We're getting all the tag we want in this motherfucker before we lea\ e." Jordan 
said. "Some real James Bond pussy. Even the mamed guys." 
"km just asking," Clip said. "Even the astronauts had Tang fucker " 
"You kiss your mom with that mouth,"" Jordan asked. "'Cause \ou got a problem 
with your language motherfucker." 
They were too original. They were just passing time. They were more loneh and 
scared than anyone Fd ever seen. "We're better than \ou they wanted to scream. Thev 
didn't even want to talk about my friends that might have been dead on the road or in a 
ditch or back in the city. 
1 fell asleep for awhile before Clip hit me on my helmet. "You're doing the 
kickm' chicken," he said. He slapped me on the helmet again, the Kevlar was heavy I 
took my helmet off I could hardly stand the protective weight. 1 don't think 1 had e\er 
felt so tired. I wondered if babies were this tired after they were bom. He slapped m\' 
head again, laughing. It was hard to believe that he had a mother that could ha\ e lo\ ed 
him. 
"We heard you killed some kids." Clip said. "That's what they were saying back 
at camp. You said you didn't kill anybody." 
"Who cares," Mark said, turning from the house. 
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"I think we should know who we're helping,"' Clip said. "I like to think I'm a 
noble person. What about you, Stantz^" I never liked it when someone said \ our name 
like it was a dirty word. They were too involved in worrying about life and death for me 
•'What've you got for us, Stantz?'" Jordan said. 
"I didn't shoot anybody," 1 said. 
"It doesn't matter," Mark said. "'Leave him alone." 
Clip put an arm on my shoulder. "I'm sorry. What happens here stays here. 
right? That's why we're all getting laid before we leave," 
"Sure," I said. It made it sound like a vacation. Leave your secrets in Las "Vegas. 
Leave your identity at home. On the ride back to America I could reassemble myself out 
of whatever beliefs were available, some of Zeller, some of Cooper, and maybe even a 
little of Santiago. I never knew those kids, or any of the others, but I was sure that I had a 
little of them in me as well. 
"Who was the last woman you were in love with," Clip asked. 
"Whaf^" I asked. 
"It's a game we play," he said. "To pass the time." 
All soldiers had a game they played to keep them awake, to keep them aware. In 
my platoon it generally entitled knowledge about the promiscuity of the homecoming or 
prom queen. Not all the games were relevant to high school, most of us hated high 
school, most of us loathed those we had left there, still, it was the only thing we had in 
common. There were deviations allowed, such questions served only as a starting point, 
a theme. If vou had a story about getting laid at a funeral or a wedding, it served the 
purpose just as well, often better. 
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I didn't want to tell them about the last woman that I'd loved I oidn t Aant them 
to know any more about me. The\ didn't deser\e an\ knowleJ-'e of her. It was profane 
that 1 even thought of her in such a place. But. most of all. I didn't want them to knt.nv 
anything about her. We do that with certain memones and dreams, with certain pra\ ers 
and superstitions. Some love borders on superstition. If I don't step on this crack she'll 
love me. If I call before eight she won't. Leave it alone. 
"Why last loves'^'" I asked. "Last loves never seem to matter as much as first 
loves." 
"Oh," Clip said. "We got us a genius." 
Mark and the others laughed at this, I just thought it was craz\ to talk about the 
last v/oman you'd fallen in love with when you could talk about the first. I fell m lo\ e 
with a woman I saw v^alking into a library once. I never saw her again. But I spend too 
much time dwelling on her. 
"No," Jordan said, "really, who was the last woman you fell in love with." He 
was excited about this game. 
I lied. "Jessica." 
"Jessica whaf^" Clip asked. 
You couldn't talk to men like this about women. I'd haAe had better luck with 
Santiago and Zeller. 
"Jessica Williams." I said. 
Mark and Candid watched the house. The sun was close to settmg. The\' must 
have been watching for the sheep. 
"She Ines in Boston now," I said. 
" ' Y ( ju  from Boston,' Clip asked, 
"No,"' I said. ""Kansas." 
"Well,"" Clip said, "you ain"t in Kansas no more "" 
They all laughed. It was the funniest joke ever. 
"She from Kans-ass, too'^" Clip asked. 
"No." But then I was talking about Lura and I wanted to back out of speaking 
about her. "I don't know where she"s from, origmally Her father moves around a lot 
because of business. She's in college now."" 
"Nice,"" Mark said, turning back to look at me, as though this raised me up a little 
in his eyes, as though it really mattered where we uere from, what we did before, and 
whether or not we'd ever really been in love. 
I've never loved anyone except myself, really, I wanted to tell them. Even then 
mv love was only fleeting. I had a nice conversation with myself once, before the war on 
a drive from Kansas City to Wichita. I was alone and said something funnv aloud, and 
then 1 said, / like vou. Which made me ask. Really^ And sure enough. 1 did—for most of 
the drive at least. 
"She's pregnant now."' I said. Which was true, again, only 1 wished it wasn't. 
"But it's not mine,"' I only said it because it didn"t really matter to me. It was 
embarrassing for her. 
They all nodded. You heard stones like that all the time m this line of work, 
Nobodv wanted to be with a monkey, as Santiago alwavs said. Put on the monkex' suit, 
t^et the monkey cut, and get your ass to formation in the morning. Sec all the monkev s 
marching in their prett\' line'^ 
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"You must ha\e  did somethmg real good stuff m a past life."" Clip ^aid  ' I  hey 
laughed at this, •There"s consequences to be paid."" They laughed some more- '"Fm just 
fucking with you. Seriously though, that's flicked up. I feel for \'ou. " 
Mark looked at his watch and picked up the radio and made a call. I watched 
him. Everyone watched him. •'He"s not here."" he said. 
That was all. That was the message. 
""TheyTe moving into the city tonight,"" Mark said. "We're taking the compound. 
We're cutting off all his hiding places. Let him take to the streets."" 
The others were excited. They looked anxiously at each other 
"You're with us now," Mark said. "•We"ll get you back to >our company when 
it's over." 
"Maybe I could use the radio real quick'^" I asked. 
"That was it," Mark said. 'That was our window. That was the only moment in 
all of this mess we could call." He turned back to the house. 
"I just want them to know I'm alive,"" I said, "fd like to tell them where the 
others are. Tell them about our mission."" 
"That's nothing to us," Mark said. "T"m sorry, but you're looking at my mission. 
WeYe taking this compound." 
"Sure enough," 1 said. I sometimes have a hard time remembering that I'm not 
the only person alive in this world. 
It was getting dark fast. Every noise had me looking m another direction. NTght 
was the noisiest time of day in that place, and probably in an\ w ar Ever\thing seemed 
ali\e and vibrating, begging for attention. No wonder Santiago believed in ghosts. 
114  
They disguised their faces with more camoutlaye With each touch the> wanteu 
to imbue their body with another layer of cruelt}' Some tribes believe that masks L^ixe 
them special powers. They attach all kind of craz\- shit to their tnbal masks in L^rJer to 
make them stronger, to make them feel stronger, to make the wearer, and the \ ictim, 
believe that the mask is stronger. These gu\s felt as though something as thin as a la_\er 
of skin could protect them from the night. Clip took out what looked like a coin, and 
moved it to another pocket. Like all beliefs, we carried some that were portable— 
pocketsize. They covered their faces to make wav for the animals beneath. The\- took 
themselves too seriously for me. Yet I couldn't take myself seriousi} enough. When 
they passed the camouflage my way I let it go on by to the next man. I asked if they had 
reinforcements coming to help, playing the part of support, or backup. Santiago was a 
killer 1 wanted them to know. Santiago had a lot to go home to and look what happened 
to him when he was alone and naked m the world. Clothing, paint, it 's just another la\er. 
another belief It doesn't really cover anything. It doesn't really protect you from 
anything, even the weather. I asked them again if there was anyone to support us. 
"We're all we need." Clip said. The others agreed. 
The sheep came to meet us halfway Mark said the shepherd was usualh too high 
on qat to do anything by this point. The sheep were happy to see us. Mark and the others 
gave them drugged grass that they'd mixed together back at their base. Someone had 
been thinking about a mission like this for a long time. 
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Mark told us to get low. Someone vvas vvalkmg around the \\all that surroun'jjd 
the house. We crouched among the sheep. .Vly face was mches from'.iiai of a-hcep It 
looked at me. It chewed away on something sweet. It had breath like a bab\'s. 
When it was clear Mark ushered the sheep and his men forward. ! he\ using 
the sheep as cover. I let myself slip further and further back in the crowd until they w ere 
moving forward without me and I was moving back. I turned and ran toward a line of 
trees. I expected to meet someone at ever\ step. I wandered until I tound the cleanng 
where we had been. They'd taken the radio, but they'd left their rucksacks, so I dug 
through each and took what I wanted, which was only food. Let them hunt me out, catch 
me up on that, 
Guntlre broke out in the compound. I hurried about, looking for their Humv ee. 
I'd shoot the lock off, I thought. I remembered the car in the city The\ had a radio, I 
thought, they could always call for another. I'd swear I was crazy by then if any one 
asked, if anyone said I stole the vehicle. People are always getting away w ith less. 
Tracers broke the rught open and went past me. Someone was m front of me, 
firing with an AK-47, I could tell by the sound and bv the color of the tracers that were 
coming at me. I ducked into a thicket. Thorns tore against mv chin. I felt the sting of a 
thorn grippmg my cheek. I fired at the exact spot where the shots had come from. I 
knew I hit my target by the way the night seemed to stop in response. I was nnposmg 
this silence on the world. My heart and brain felt like the> were going to light my bod\ 
on tire. I was scared they were every where. I expected at an\- moment someone to turn a 
corner and kill me. The\ "d been waiting for us the whole time. 1 knew they would find 
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me out in the thicket and kill me. 1 knew I would be anL^r\' and the thorns would vjar a: 
me forever. 
"Fucking' shit,'" I heard. And I knew it was Zeller, He screamed, tlnnij wild)} 
into the night. 
I wanted to scream out but 1 held it back. I wanted him to know that it was me. I 
didn't know what brought him here, how he had found the Humvee But I didn't want 
him to know that Fd shot him. I fought to hold it back 
"I got you motherfucker," he shouted. "Cooper, come in on his right" he called, 
and I almost looked for him, I almost stood up to see if Cooper w as really there "Zeller, 
take his left." He tired wildK in m\' direction. I let the thorns tear at me but I made 
myself as small as possible. There w ere insects in this world that couldn't get as close to 
the earth as me, I tried to believe, to make m\self tlatter, so that an\ shot might go over 
me. "Stantz, move in," he called. "That tucker shot me. Make a mess of him," then I 
heard him spit heavily. He fired at the night. 
I thought about going back and asking those in the compound to call for a med-
evac But then he'd know it was me, I couldn't help him. 
He called out for imaginary medics. He ordered Cooper. Fizer, Heath, Santiago, 
and all the rest to storm my position. "Now." he called, over and over, then he'd tear a 
few more rounds into the night. Soon, he was out of ammunition. All he had left was his 
9mm. They were still fighting in the compound. 
I needed to move. I jumped up and fired a few rounds into the ground at m\ feet. 
"Zeller," I called. 
"Stantz .'" he asked. 
ir 
""[ yot him.'~ I said, "i killed him." I hurried toward him. "We nc^'d to j-jt out of 
here. They're fighting in the compound over there. This is their Hum\ee I sa\ ue take 
it and get you to a medic." 
"Santiago's coming back in a moment,"" he said. ""He went looking for the 
owners."' 
Santiago ran up next to me and took a knee next to Zeller ""What the fuck,"' he 
asked. 
"Someone shot me," Zeller said. " Stantz got him though " 
rd shot Zeller in the midsection. He looked horrible. His face was burnt, 
probably from the explosion. 
"What happened to you back there'^" Zeller asked. "We couldn't find you. " 
"We got separated," 1 said. 
I helped him into the Humvee. It was locked. A thick chain ran up from the floor 
and around the steenng wheel. Santiago felt for the lock. He kicked at it, but nothing 
happened. 
"Just break part of the steenng wheel and take the chain off," Zeller said. 
Santiago kicked at the part of the steering wheel where the chain was. When it 
broke, he slipped the chain off and started the Humvee There was camouflage netting 
that covered the Humvee. Santiago and I tore the netting off 
"You drne," he said. "He climbed into the back with Zeller and worked on his 
wound. 
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I left the Hghts off. We could se_- enough from the light of the ^tars ano the mi >' n 
to guide us in the direction where we thought the road was. We drove -iwa\' from the 
compound, so that was enough. 
Santiago asked Zeller what he wanted to eat when we got back to camp Zeller 
was quiet, 
"You shot him'^" Santiago asked. 
"Yeah," I said. "'He was shooting at me when I walked up So I tired back. I 
didn't know. He was using an AK-47. How the hell was 1 supposed to know^" 
I looked around and all I could see was night sky and dunes. We bounced 
violently along. It didn't feel too bad with the night wind feeling over us. Movement 
was freedom. It was essential to our survival. The promise of forgiveness seemed to rest 
in the hands of our advancing army We tore around the desert for aw hile, following 
patches of ground that looked like roads and turned out to be nothing When I didn t care 
any longer I turned on the lights so that we could see where we were. After awhile we 
found a road. I tried to get mv' bearings. 1 imagined that the army would be nearmg the 
citv soon. They'd be tearing across the desert and over the highways But it probablv 
wasn't such a smart idea to rush headlong at the spearhead of an advancing army WTien 
I couldn't really get a bearing, I just decided to drive I hit potholes w ithout even 
worrying about landmines. I drove through ditches when 1 needed, and tore the engine 
up on the long straight stretches of road, so that it was smoking 
I was looking in the back at Zeller when I noticed an American soldier signaling 
me from the side of the road, wa\ mg a flashlight m warning, trying to get me to 
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rccognize, and I slammed on the brakes. It wasn't in time to keep us Irom hirtin^ the 
back of a five-ton which had its lights off We hit it pretty good. 
The soldier was laughing like I was the craziest person he'd e\er met. ! hat s the 
stupidest thing fve ever seen," he said. 
1 didn't care anymore. "I didn't see you." 
"'You okay'^" he finally asked, leaning into the Humvee. He had a friend standing 
behind him. "Saw your lights coming up the road," the soldier said. "Jesus. You could 
see you guys coming a mile awa\. Bouncing all over the road. It was actually kind of 
funny." 
""'Who you with"*" the other one asked. 
"Who are you vvith\^" Santiago asked, opening his door 
"This is the end of the convoy,'" he said. "We 're the last ones m line. You don't 
look so good, Sir." he said 
"I think he's dead," I said. 
The soldier leaned across me and into the Humvee and snapped the lights off 
"Someone's here," he said, into a radio, like I was someone knocking on a door. 
"I think he needs a medic." the other soldier said, looking at Zeller. "T think this 
one's dead, but better we'd get a medic back here anyway." 
Santiago was out of the Humvee. leaning on the hood. The two soldiers watched 
Santiago. 
"Watch out," 1 whispered, to no one in particular, "he's craz\ " 1 put m\ hands on 
the steenng wheel, readx to guide us where\er the soldier pointed. 
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They sent us south to Mombassa to recuperate. 1 had a new found respect for the 
world being as they could send you away during a war to rest Our flight followed the 
edge of the ocean, not in the direction that we'd tried to escape, but still, it was the edge 
of the ocean. We covered more miles in the first ten minutes of tlight than w e'd been 
able to cover in a month. Within ten minutes we were well outside the cit\. safe at so 
many thousand feet. 
The\ "d given Santiago medicine which took care of the infection in his neck. The 
bullet had passed clean through, they said. There was nothing out of the ordmar>' 
considering he'd been shot. We'd done well with the wound, with the world, and with 
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the war, they said. It's not hard after all. [ wanted to tell them, we're all a \\ar. 
and we ' re  all, spiritually, missiny Hmbs, or wounded, or such. It vou can t heal \ our- j l f .  
who can you heal'^ I tried to create a joke out of the past, but I had nothmg on :he nature 
of reality. Zeller and the old man that I'd shot kept me awake most mghts of 
Santiago drank himself crazy and tore the hotel room up sa\ mg that he was going to tlnd 
those  chi ldren.  He was  gomg to  make i t  a l l  be t ter  he  sa id .  He was  going to  make up for  
it. Why bother, I thought of asking. 
Before we went to Mombassa they gave each of us a Purple Heart. I'd alwa\ s  
wanted one.  As long as  I  could  remember  I 'd  wanted a  decorat ion to  show that  I  was  
hero in case I didn't believe myself, or in case I needed validation. 
Santiago said the medals reeked of the children we'd killed. You can get a license 
plate, Santiago joked, that say's you're a recipient of the Purple Heart, so sit back and let 
your dick get hard. It's a tough place, he said, we're all d\mg to tight and fuck—so take 
it or leave it, but just give me a decoration to prove that I came out alive 
But before they let us go, and before they ga\e us the medal, they called each 
of us, alone, into the operation tent. And then they debriefed us. "What happened." they 
asked. "What went wrong'^" 
They were eager to understand and to care. A chaplain was there, a psychologist, 
all that was missing was our mothers, or someone else to hold our hand. They didn t ask 
for an apolog\. they just asked for the truth. But it worried me. because someone wrote it 
all down. I told them the truth, until I got to the part about Zeller, then I lied. I told them 
he was dwnn when I found him. I told them 1 lifted him alone into the truck That he 
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was heavy. That he weighed a ton. The\ knew enough not to behe\e. The;. kne\v the 
truth, but thc\ passed over it in moments of silence and long doubtful glances 
I gave them a catalogue of all the times Fd almost died. It became important for 
me to share this with them—when would I ever again have such a captive audience, such 
a caring audience, such a knowing group of supporters standing behind me e\ er again. I 
told them I was no longer mvincible, like Td always thought. They liked this. Thev 
knew enough to know I'd learned the lesson that I was supposed to learn m war. They 
told me there was aKvays more to come. 
They asked for specific details and locations for fmdmg the dead that we'd left 
behind. I told them what I knew. Apparently, they'd already found Zeller. he wasn't 
hard to reach, and now all they needed was Cooper They told me that Fizer and Heath 
were dead. That they hadn't found their bodies yet, and that they'd been drug through the 
streets by their dicks along with all the others who died m the helicopter crash. The 
missing and the dead were coming out of the woodwork, they assured me. Only. the\ 
didn't phrase it like that, 1 wanted to ask where they found a few others, some of those 
that I didn't know. They must have paraded Heath and Fizer through the town. I realized, 
beating their empty bodies with sticks and rifle butts like they w ere pmatas. and then, and 
onlv then, to leave them on the outskirts of town, probabh on the trash heap. 1 w anted to 
ask them where they might look, but then I realized that they'd think I was obsessed So 
I left it alone. 
"Will you ever think of this again," the chaplain asked politely. "I mean, do > ou 
think this is something that is going to bother vou'^" 
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I smiled back, weakly, as if to let him know that I alone had come out alr.e 1 
L 'ave  them t ime to  ponder  my smile ,  t ime in  which they could  wai t—it  fe l t  l ike  that  was  
what they wanted me to do. But then I knew if I answered the question wrony: something 
would happen,  l^hey 'd  probably  send me to  Wal ter  Reed Hospi ta l  where  i t 'd  turn  out  I  
rea l !}  had been crazy as  a  shi thouse  ra t  a l l  these  years ,  The> d  give  me a  middle  cel l  ^o  
that there wasn't even a wall between me and the outside world. There would just be a 
wall and another crazy person, and another wall, and another disillusioned soul, and on 
and on. I wondered what kind of answer they wanted. They were older than me by ten. 
even twenty years. They were in their thirties and forties, and each one of them had the 
kindest eves Fd ever seen. They smiled and acknowledged everything I said with 
warmth and emotion. They were the nicest people I'd e\er met in a war. When I reached 
their age I didnT want to be talking about the war. Looking at them. I thought that I 
might forget about it. That when I went to college, if I went, Fd tell them I w as a little 
older than the rest of them because I'd spent some time in Europe, backpacking. Fd tell 
them Fd smoked opium and drank absinthe if they seemed like the\ might be alright w ith 
that. Fd tell them. It's a hanitifulplace, the world. Sitting there it all ran through m\ 
head. Anything they wrote down was incrimination enough, more news for the 
permanent record. 
"No," I said. "TTl never remember it all." And then I smiled again. politeK . to let 
them know that I alone had come out alive, and because I wanted to lea\e Then I was 
embarrassed. I was alwa> s letting m> self get embarrassed. 
Thc\ didnT e\en ask about the Hum\ee. Turns out it was mine to steal all aiong. 
The Humxee had alwa\ s been mine to steal and would alwaN s be mine to steal. Thev 
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asked me if I  wanted to call home on one i)f the pnorii\- linos sc ;  as ioc  for officers anc 
non-combatants. They pointed to a phone m the comer of their tmy operations tent— 
hidden in a corner among all those strangers. The\ said that the> "d airead;. notified m_\ 
parents that I was fine but that they were sure my parents would lo\e to hear from me 
subsequently. I had to get out of the tent so I told them I was starv ing and that I'd call 
my parents as soon as I ate. I was too shaken up to call them right then and there, 
I asked them what the plans were for Santiago and I. I was hoping that thev 
would say they were sending us home, and that they were done with us and that our 
services were no longer needed. But there was no such luck. They said there was an 
island offshore that they had plans to send us to. It would give us a break from the 
action, time to recuperate, the chaplain said. They didn't say it would give us time to 
prepare for our reentry into society, which was the notion that must have been implied. 
They didn't say that it was time to chase away the ghosts, real or imaginary. Thev didn" 
say it was up to us to form new memories 
I liked the sound of going to an island to recuperate. It made it sound like a club 
a place vou went for holiday, seclusion, we were the rich and royal and this was our 
chance to escape and put our minds back together while getting our bodies in shape I 
was already fonning a plan. With letters to write, and books to read, there was much to 
catch up on, and I should have no problem wiling awav the day 
When 1 was standing to leave they asked me about Santiago. 
"How IS he taking," the Chaplain asked. Ev eryone was intent on the question. 
"After all, he lost his whole squad " 
"'.Ml but me," 1 said. "'He's taking it well. He's strong ' 
When It was over. I went and sat in a tent the} d setup tljr the -(iiJiers to watch 
movies m quietly and comfortably. There was a V'CR and a wall of moMes anu e'. cr. 
time a movie ended people would get up and lea\e and more people would come in and 
the bravest person m the room would put on whatever movie he v\anted to watch. fV, a 
caring person might ask what others wanted to see I wasn't bra\e enough to stand up 
and pick a movie from the wall. I wasn't brave enough to ask what others wanted to sec, 
but I told Santiago he could meet me there after the\ briefed him as well. 
There was a black and white movie on about barnstormers. A woman stood on 
the top wing of a plane as it rolled over in a barrel roll, blowing her scarf back, her smile 
tight. The pilot's eyes were piercing, even behind the goggles. In another scene, a 
trapeze was lowered from one plane to another and a woman waiting on the wings, 
dressed in sequins, a tiara, tights and a suit with cupped, pointed breasts, leapt toward that 
swing, caught it, and swung her body into an acrobatic pose at how many miles an hour 
ITl never know. In between the stunts and aerial feats, there were men and woman trving 
to get each other to fall in love with them. The planes were the men s dueling pistols and 
the women's stage. I couldn't tell w'ho liked the arrangement more. 
Santiago found me in the television tent. V\'e watched the end of the movie and 
then left when they went to put in another t"ilm. Santiago said he wanted some coffee, so 
we went to the mess tent. I thought it was too hot for coffee. VK'e sat outside, under a 
canopv, at some tables they'd setup around the mess area and Santiago sipped at his 
coffee slowK It was in the shade at least. 
'"What did vou tell them," I finalh- asked Santiaao. 
"Never marry a v\oman that's had sex with more than four people."" ;ie -dul 
I could see the wall of the city that I'd thought uas  full of e-.es. 
"I told them what they wanted to hear,"" he said. "1 told them \ou were a hero "" 
He took a sip ot coffee. ""That I was hero. I told them we were all heroes at one time or 
another." 
I didn't need to ask him about Zeller. I knew he didn't tell them. There was no 
reason to. 
"'I told them that we sure shot the fuck out of some people."" he said. "'\nd the\ 
shot the fuck out of us too. And that I know^ that we should be even for some reason but 
that I still don't feel it. I told them we're still lost."' 
I tried to really see how we were still lost. I thought of accepting it without 
questioning. "They're worried that you took the loss of your squad pretty hard. " I 
wanted to ask him whether or not this was true. It seemed true in all of his movements 
and the dark bags under his eyes. 
"They asked me the same thing," he said. 
"And'^" 1 said. 
"'And they don't know,"" he said. 
The night before we left for Mombassa, Fd called my parents. The line of people 
waiting for the phone was usually long and winding. Generalh it snaked through the 
camp, behind the chow hall, between the bunkers, past the shower point, around the 
shithouses, and on and on almost across the runv\ay and onto the beach beyond I alwav's 
thought of the pearlv gates when I saw that line. But we were being monared that night 
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so I was full of hope that the line would be shon. As soon as the monars lar.on-' I 
rushed to the phone line, slipping past others rushing toward the bunkers. \h' gamble 
paid off There were only two people in front of me w hen 1 arn\ ed at tne small wc^i den 
shack that served as our phone booth. 
Phone calls were free on the military lines if you could get through, but most of 
the time they didn't actually work, and when they did >ou felt like \ou were a child on 
the old can and string. Getting through to anywhere was alwavs a chore—you had as 
equal a chance of reaching the North Pole as you had of reaching >our family It was a 
task as daunting as the search for the Holy Grail. First you had to get through to one of 
the military operators in the theater of the w ar—this was nearly impossible if\ ou w ere 
on the enlisted men's phone; the generals and other officers, and the higher \'COs and 
those that worked in the Operations tent all had access to numerous private phones spread 
out throughout the camp which took pnorit\ ov er the regular run-of-the-mill-man's 
phone. All men were not made ec]ual. Generalh the phone was busy the moment \ ou 
picked it up, so you just had to wait until it crackled to life for you. .After I had the local 
operator on the line I begged her to put me through to somewhere. She dropped me in 
Germany. From Ramstein things became a little easier, and the people a lot nicer. The 
further \ ou were from the war the rate at which your happiness and pleasure increased 
was immeasurable—it was straight out of John Stuart Mills. 1 begged for the man to put 
me through to another operator somewhere m .America, He asked for another air force 
base or an anny base that was close to my home, still, I could end up anywhere. 
Finally my mother answered It would be the greatest understatement of all time 
to say that she was glad to hear from me, She praised e\er\ known deit} and in\ente>^ a 
few for the occasion. 
I asked my mother if she"d seen me on the news. She said she hadn't She -.aid 
she didn't even know I was missing until the militars called to inform her that I'd been 
found. Nobody back in America was talking about the war. she said She and m\ father 
were only able to find out about it through vague news reports m foreign newspapers. 
"You're okay'^" she asked. 
"rm fine," I said. Mortars landed in the camp around me. I watched them like a 
child might watch lightning bugs. 1 was afraid until I realized that I probabK' wouldn't be 
struck down while talking to my mother. It wouldn't bode well for the other side if I took 
one for the team while discoursing with my mother. 
•"Everyone's fine." she said. ""We're all a little worried for you. but we're oka\-
We're praying for you ' 
"I know," I said. 
""Can we send you anything'^" she asked. 
can't really think of anything right now." 
Back home winter was beginning. .\nd between us there were other seasons on 
other shores and in other hearts. I was an ambassador on a separate shore, a thousand 
seasons from home. 
.-Xs mv mother listed the things that she might send, a mortar landed on top of a 
warehouse next to me. The corrugated structure rattled from the impact. .My mother 
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asked what it was. I told her it was a hehcopter starting up for a nighi mission. I told her 
they were loud. 
Even though we vvere under attack, there was still a time limit on the phone. 
Many operators would cut you off automatically after fifteen mmutes on their line. The 
further you got from the war, generally the less they cared about this limit. But our local 
operator was always quick to pull the plug. So as soon as you began talking to someone 
you always felt that distant hand ready to yank the plug on your call. No matter how hard 
you tried to tell yourself you were talking to those back home, that this was \our mother, 
and this was your father, girlfriend, wife, child, and on and on. time was alwa\'s taking 
vou further away, ready to abandon you again to the war and an empty line. I realized 
then that this was a problem in my life, waiting for people abandon to me. E\ery time I 
fall in love Fm waiting for her to leave. 
"How"re the others," my mother asked. She knew everyone in m\- platoon. She d 
sent us cookies almost once a month since Fd been at Fort Drum. She'd talked to all of 
them on the phone at least once. 
"They're good," I said. Now wasn't the time to tell her. Maybe she'd find out by 
watching the news or reading the paper. But now wasn't the time to tell her. I'd let her 
know W 'hen I got home. Or I miaht never tell her Suddenlv, and I don't know wh\. but I 
had the urge to assure her that I had ne\ er shot anyone. I tired in their direction. Fd tell 
her. if she ever asked. After that, I'd say. I don't know what happened to them. Fm a 
horrible shot, Fd console her. Fm good at hitting walls and trees, things of no 
consequence, but that's about it. 
I cll them to make sure they call home/" she .^aid. It must be the harac^t thm_'m 
the world to be a mother, 
I told my mother we might be cut off soon. I told her 1 loved her. She said she 
loved me. It was all she could do to let me talk to m\' father. 
I could tell by the way that he talked to me that m\ mother was probabK cry ing 
She was probably tearing through the cupboard to tlnd the ingredients to make Santiago 
and I some pumpkm bread. She knew Santiago loved her pumpkin bread, and he did. 
Whenever she'd sent me a package at Fort Drum she included a loaf for Santiago. He 
was my squad leader, so she must ha\ e imagined him as a kind of mentor, a father, but he 
was more to her, he was a protector, perhaps even a mother figure that she felt at home 
with. She never even met him. She'd talked to him a few times from when we all drank 
together in my room. I had a nice stereo, a nice television, and a wonderful collection of 
music and movies that everyone could appreciate. Still, I was sure that Santiago had as 
much sway in my household as a doctor might. 
"She hasn't been sleeping," m\' father said. "How much longer do you think 
you'll be there 
""1 don't know," I was homfied by the thought of m\ mother awake at mght 
worrying about me. It was dark out b\ night. Someone had penciled on the wall of the 
makeshift phone booth, I;^,)i()rancc is hliss. Beside this was a drawing ot a rat. Someone 
had penciled in the name of the commander of the war. There was a likeness there, 
something that played about the eyes. 
""Don't be a hero," my father said. "Just get back to us 
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"I know." I said. V\'c said it all the time to each other. Don 'i be J hero .-Vnd 
nobod\ reallv wanted to. It was our mantra to stay ali\e It showed that you hau pcn\er 
over the very idea of glory. It showed that you were a rational and logical human bemg 
that wanted to stay in this world. But they made movies about heroes Heroes wont into 
politics. Heroes got laid sometimes. Heroes were remembered fore\ er Or for a few-
days at least. But Fm always getting it wrong. It's not like they handed out 
constellations to heroes anymore. Elvis, and his obsession for white panties with pubic 
hair peaking out, Elvis and his Don"t-Be-Cruel mantra, didn't even earn a constellation. 
Who was They were all taken. The sky was already full of all the gods and heroes 
that you could ever want. And what had they done for us, I wanted to ask my father. 1 
wanted to pencil on the booth. 
"They never said you were missing, " he told me, which was probabh a blessing. 
I thought about Zeller and the others, how their parents had a few more days of happiness 
because of the delay m information. There were some things you could never give back, 
so gi\ e them an extra dav, I thought. "They showed them dragging that gu\ through the 
streets," he said. 
"Wow," I whispered, I don't think he heard me. 
"I don't know where." he said, "but I think \our mother saw it."" 
I didn't say anything. 
"Just come back to us," he said. 
"I will,"' I tried to assure him. 
"It'll be okav," he said. "We've ahvavs been okav before." 
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He was right. We'd always been oka\' before .As a famil\. our luck alua>s ;:eld 
out. Vly brother had survived cancer, and, as I pra\ed each da>. would continue to 
survive. My brother's cancer only scared me in the fact that I knew he had to face it 
alone. I )()n '/ let him it alone._ I used to catch myself praying at night. Our familv had 
survived while others had gone down in flames. It was hard not to think that ours had 
survived in place of theirs. What did we owe them, [ wondered. Probabh nothing. It 
was all a tluke. Just don't let him go alone—let him go in love. 
"1 love you. Now talk to your mom again," he said. 
One of the operators came on the line and told me that I needed to wrap it up 
"I love you mom," I said. 
"I love you too," she said. 
Then there was silence on the line. It made me feel worse than before .As is 
perhaps the case with all long distance calls, it made me feel worse. It was like I'd onh 
caught a notion of the individual, as though I'd only had an idea of what they were, and 
that was wrong all along. I can't imagine how long distance calls can make someone feel 
better. 
The mortaring had stopped while I'd been on the phone. I hadn't even noticed it. 
But it was horribly quiet. Almost peaceful. The only time it was e\er quiet was after an 
attack. Otherwise the night was fighting to get inside your head and to settle on \our 
soul. Of course the night was all a matter of nothing and could be explained awa\ 
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PART T\\ O 
TEN 
The platoon assured us replacements—they called them a second n)riitu»i 
Except for Santiago, the first rotation had consisted mamly of people that were single. 
The replacements would probably come from our platoon, so the chances were that we d 
know most of them, unless they sent someone new. Still, they'd be from different 
squads. We'd be like Frankenstein, pieced together, a patchwork of others. 
Who knows why, but somebod> ordered that the caboose be moved from its 
remote location. It had a strange appeal, I guess. They asked us to mo\e into it as soon 
as possible. We were gomg to stay there while they got ever\lhing ready for our mo\e to 
the island. It was placed on the beach bet^\een the Italian and Pakistani camp Santiago 
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and I had a nice laugh the moment we saw it. Santiago put his bag on the tloor mside the 
caboose. It looked completely different now that it was right side up. The table scr. ei a 
purpose again. The holes that we'd made had been tlxed and now there were six cois 
already setup in the caboose. We were silent for a time, looking around at e\ er\i:hing. 
think I might sleep outside," I finally said. 'Tt's stuff} m here.'" It smelled like 
rotten fish and rice. 
Santiago put his gear on the table. "Which corner would you take if you were 
going to sleep in here'^" he asked. 
"Anything near the door," I said. "Nothing in the back." 
He nodded and put his gear down on one of the cots closest to the door. 
We moved one of the cots outside and placed it next to the caboose. I sat dow n 
and leaned back against the caboose The ocean was beautiful m front of me. Santiago 
went inside the caboose and sat on his cot. He was quiet in there. Neither of us 
unpacked. We'd just be packing up again when the word came down that we were going 
to the island. 1 watched the ocean and thought about falling in love The sun was warm 
and the breeze was cool and soon I fell asleep. Going into sleep, I thought I'd have to 
remember the moment, because I might like to remember it later 
Santiago's heavy step on the floor of the caboose woke me up. I could tell Td 
been asleep for some time by the stiffness m my neck and back from leaning against the 
caboose. That and the sun had moved on to the other side of the caboose, Santiago was 
stretching and yawning when he stepped around the comer. 
"Damn," he said. "I'm more tired now than when I fell asleep." He sat on the 
end of mv cot. 
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"•The\ "re moving us to that island becausc the;.' don't uant us arijund. " he saic 
"What do you know about thaf^"" 
"Nothing." I said. "Still. I might like it." 
"They don't need us around to remind them that survuors are the exception in 
any war," he said. "They're trying to forget us to death." 
I wanted to tell him that we didn't have to go to the island. That maybe if we 
asked they'd let us stay in the camp, or, better yet. they might even send us home if \\c 
put it to them. Weren't we privileged, after all ? We'd come out alive But I knew it was 
worthless and futile. Still, he should have asked. He should have begged. He was the 
leader of our shit gang. 
"Maybe they want to give us a break," 1 said. "We're due for a little rest. It's our 
turn to pull the easy mission." 
"There'll be nothing to do out there but think," he said. He was watching the 
ocean—thinking about sharks, ghosts, who knows what. 
I just wanted him to stop talking, to stop thinking, to stop reminding me about 
everything that had happened. His presence reminded me. .^nd then Fd thought about it 
long enough so that I couldn't go back to sleep. There was time enough in this world to 
be scared later. 
"Fuck 'em." he said. It was his easy answer to everything, ""^'ou want me to 
bring vou something back from the chow half" 
It was a long enough drive and a long enough wait that I knew he'd be gone for at 
least half an hour. "Whatever vou get, get me some as w ell." I said, an.xious for him to 
be gone, an.xious to be alone. 
Shane had been in our platoon before we left for the war. but while \se werj 
away, he'd been assigned as the general's dnver and had arrned m the country when the 
general came over a few weeks after we'd tlrst arri\ed. The general was sta\ ing at the 
airtleld that night, so Shane asked for his permission to stay out at the caboose with 
Santiago and I. Shane was one of my best friends in the arm\ He was tall w ith dark hair 
and an Italian complexion. He'd attended a commumt\ college for a few semesters, and 
backpacked across Europe before joining the army He brought a case of grape soda. It 
was good to see a friend 
Soon we were talking about those that might come over as replacements The 
more we talked, the more we were really talking about and recognizmg those that weren't 
there anymore. They kept coming back into our conversation ev en if we weren't talking 
about them. It was like we were parents all of a sudden. cr\ptic around the children so 
that we could really talk about what was going on in our lives. The more we changed the 
conversation, the more we grew quiet, the more they grew m clant\ It had something to 
do with the fact that thev were all we ever knew together. 
It had been dark for awhile. They hadn't set our caboose up with any kind of 
lanterns for light, so we sat there in the dark, listening to the waves and tr\ing to do our 
best as friends and accomplices to keep the world outside awav^ "What's the tlrst thing 
vou'll do when you get back." Shane asked. 
"Turn on all the lights," 1 said, "wherever I am." 
"Sounds fun," Santiago said. 
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'Td like to open the refnyerator in my room and just stand there looking at cold 
beer and food, God, a cold can of Coors sounds good. Think I'll call \ 'incc tomorrow 
and ask him to stock the fndge " Vince was my roommate back at Fort Drum. He 
worked in the commander's office, so he didn't have much a chance of making it 
overseas for the show. We were quiet for a time. The sound of the sea came back to me 
and I wondered v\hen it would leave me. There was something I was supposed to know, 
something that I'd heard before, or maybe read, about the ocean reflecting the world 
outside and world inside. It had to do with memor\, I thought, but all I really wanted to 
do was skip a few stones into the middle of the breaking waves. It was Santiago's idea. I 
wanted to ask him whether or not it was still out of tune. 
' 'My kids won't even know who I am when I get back," Santiago said. 
"That's a good way to start all over again," I said. ""Ma\be even try and make 
ever\thing okav." I'd once heard that Santiago had lost some rank somewhere in the past 
for hitting his wife. But I didn't believe it. Rumors too often ruled our life for no reason. 
"Nothing wrong with starting over.' ' Shane said. "T don't remember when m\' dad 
came back from Vietnam. Would have been nineteen se\ ent\ I was onl\ a few months 
old. All I reallv remember about him before he found a new wife and had some new kids 
was that he had a friend with a wooden leg who used to swap that leg out with all kinds 
of crazy things. He had the end of a baseball bat he used to wear that w as painted like the 
American flag. I think he might have had a golf club, but I'm not sure about that one. I 
really just remember that bat. the way he'd pull up on his Harley and that bat wouldjust 
be resting on the controls until he stopped and then he'd plant that bat on the ground. 
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They used to sit in the backyard all night, don't even remember if tnc\ realh e-. cn talked 
f guess they had to. it seems like they used to laugh a lot."" 
•'Yeah," Santiago said. "That's what we're all supposed to do after this, right'"'"" 
But I imagined him already thinking about his children. I couldn't remember how old 
they were, maybe one and two. I know they were >oung, still tiny The onl\ time I'd 
ever met his wife and their babies was the day we left for the war, standing outside 
company headquarters waiting for the school bus to pick us up. It makes me feel bad that 
I remember the moment more for the school bus than for all of the families and friends 
watching their lovers and husbands and wives and mothers and fathers leave It was a 
regular teaqerker. The single guys stood off to the side smoking and backslapping to 
make ourselves feel wanted. It was all about the moment I realized we'd be riding on 
school busses. I saw a whole ileet of them in the distance going to another company and 
I remember thinkmg how shit it was of the army, how embarrassing it was that they 
couldn't even get us nice busses, coaches, something other than the large yellow buses 
that took children to school and stopped at railroad crossings. And it was worst than that 
because when we did get on the bus. we still had our rucksacks and the seats were made 
for children. I'm a tall man. skinny, but with long legs, and I couldn't fit in the seat, and 
there were two of us to each seat of course, and neither of us could reall> fit. The aisle 
was full of evervone else's shit by the time we got on the bus. They made us sit with our 
rucksacks in our lap, but my legs were too long so that I couldnT e\ en fit m\ self in the 
seat, so I had to do a kind of isometric half-standing half-sitting o\ er the seat, ass not 
even touching an\thing, back pushed against the back of the seat. M-16 awkward and 
dangerous as it clanked about m\ side. And it was a two hour dn\ e like that I 
remember that more than all of those families—probabK because mine \\u-n t there 
Although my mother and father and brother loved me, they couldn't be there, and 1 
wouldn't have expected them to be there. The anny onh gave tuent\ -four hours notice 
of the date we were leaving, and they lived in Kansas and ue were m New \'ork. We d 
been in suspended animation for over a month waiting to leave. I remember the seating 
situation more because I had no wife or lover to wave me away into the distance and 
make it all seem so cruel, romantic, or whatever it was that you were supposed to feel as 
you left for some foreign war. But there were so manv more wars we left behind. Those 
that were married worried that their wife or that, perhaps even they, might commit some 
sin of lust. Everyone, in their head, was fighting to tlnd out if they were a hero, quick 
enough to live and smart enough to stay alive. Or maybe they were worried it had 
nothing to do with speed and intelligence. Mavbe it was all cruelty that kept some going, 
luck others, maybe it was always luck—after all, we were always saying. If it's nor vuur 
rime, then it's not your time. For me it was the seating situation. 
But Santiago's babies—I couldn't really remember what thev looked like as I 
listened to the sea and the shore. I'm sure they were beautiful. All babies are, I guess. 
On that dav I'm sure they were tiny and tired and wrapped up against the morning air. the 
sun, wrapped up against everything that you wrap them up against. 
I was tired of listening and thinJcmg all the time. If it were one or the other, I 
thought, I'd rather live m my head than the war. 
'T don't even know if she's still there," Santiago said. "T never know what she s 
thinking. She probably took the kids and went home. I just wish I knew what she was 
thinking sometimes." 
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"None of us know what an\'one else is e^cr thinking.'" Shane said "How cc-uiu 
wc'^" Shane opened a can of soda. "Why would you want to know 
"You're probably right." Santiago said. "She should ha\e been home when I 
called." 
I hadn't even asked whether or not he d gotten through. I hadn't though of it. It 
made me feel horrible that I hadn't even bothered to ask. But it was hard to feel 
sympathy for a man that had fucked a woman w ith Cooper dead and his babies at home. 
"Most of us are too busy thinking about ourseKes." Shane said. 
"Maybe you just missed her," I said, trying to help. "Ma\be she's there right 
now, maybe she sits there all day thinking you'll call at any moment. I bet when she 
leaves the house she's mortified that she's missed your call. She probably beliexes that 
the phone is ringing the moment she leaves the house to go the store" 
Most of the married men were more worried about finding something to fuck, so 
that they seemed like they rarely dwelled on the fact that their wife or lover might be 
doing the same. Of course, when they did worry about it, it was w ith a kind of lethargic 
panic. It wasn't pretty to watch or feel. You could see around their eyes. The worry of 
the appetite of the flesh, of the failure of the flesh, is nothing like that. It's all a matter of 
looking inside and questioning. 
"She's probably been out fucking Jodie." Santiago said, and he laughed. 
I couldn't remember the last time I'd heard him laugh. You could laugh \ ourself 
to death in a war. 
"Damn Jodie."' he said. 
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Jodie was the mvthological scourge and usurper  of maidens and girlrV:jrds and 
wives and mothers in all the cadences and rumors \\>j"d e\er heard Jodie wa- alwaxs 
portrayed as from "back on the block,'" which didn't really bother mc because I was from 
the suburbs of Wichita, Kansas. Jodie was always back on the block tuckmg \ our 
woman. Jodie, it was clever, the questioning and touch of femininity with which his 
name was uttered, as though he bore both dick and \ agina. He had an all seeing power to 
get into any women's pants. He knew tricks most men couldn't e\en understand. 
""She's alright," I said. ""You should think about how \ou can be a better father 
and husband." 
Santiago lit a cigarette. 
"But what do 1 know'^" 1 said. ""You'll worry about it no matter what I say What 
the fuck do I really know'^ My advice is cheap. My mother always told me I could be 
the next president. And I can't wait to start telling my children that. Tell your children 
they can be the president if they really try " I was talking more to Shane, trying to joke 
with Shane, but it made Santiago laugh. '"In your children's case though, \ice-president, 
because mine will be president." 
"T'll shoot \ou if you're e\ er president," he said. 
""Fair enough." I said. 
Santiago stood and moved to a comer. He lit another cigarette, cupping it m his 
hand to keep as much light hidden as possible. 
""When I get back I'm going to the finest restaurant in town," I said. '"Maybe I'll 
take the masor's daughter." It was a show for Shane. I wanted him to know I was 
an.xious to li\e. "1 dated the mavor's daughter a few times." 
"'Shut up." Santiago said. 
"No way." Shane said. 
"Really. I dated the mayor's daughter once," I said. 
"Bullshit," Santiago said, "hou big is your town, twelve people"'" 
Shane was laughing. 
"Quarter of a million," 1 said. "Actualh , 1 don't know if she was the mavor s 
daughter or the governor's daughter." 
"Big difference there," Santiago said. 
"He was in politics. I know that." Fd heard the story- some\vhere else, and I 
wanted to see if I could pull it off as my own. 1 pictured a girl 1 knew , and her house 
because she was relatively wealthy. "They had an elevator in their house because her 
brother was retarded and in a wheelchair. 1 tried to fuck her once while her brother was 
in the room with us watching TV. We were behind the couch." 
"You're sick," Shane said. 
"He was off to a comer of the room, unaware and drooling. It was late. He was 
watching some horror movie. I don't even think he really knew what he was watching. I 
don't know vvhv he was in the room with us, maybe it made her feel safe, maybe it made 
her parents feel safe, maybe that was the only TV He laughed a lot at stuff that didn't 
make sense. And I'm not just saying that because people say that kind of thing about 
retarded people. I mean, seriously. Tve got nothing against them. They make me kind of 
sad in a way. Guess they're as happy as the rest of us though. Maybe even happier. 
.\nvwav. she just held me in her hand," I didn't know wh\' I was telling them this, it was 
true, the part about politics was a lie, but the storv. the feelings, the situation was true. I 
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guess  I wanted to feel l ike we were fnends again. Still, I  didn t  want them to reall> know 
anything about me. Santiago most of all. I didn't want him to think about Jo> That w a.-
her real name, Joy. Yet I didn't want him thinking about his babies and the war .^o 1 had 
to tell him something. Joy and I were both sixteen when this happened. She had 
beautiful green eyes. 1 didn't tell them that we both had our pants off that it was the fir'^t 
time Fd ever had my pants off with a woman. I didn t want to admit that at that age I 
was a child, and that I must have had no respect for her, to put her m that situation. Of 
course, she was there with me, and 1 can't remember which of us reallv initiated it. 
Probably both of us, but it seemed cruel in retrospect, even embarrassing. No. it seemed 
lonely. Memory, what the fuck do you do with it. It's the worst ghost I know lean 
never remember the happy stuff Instead, I'm stuck with moments that make me feel 
lonely and ashamed. I think too much in the moment. Joy should have been perfect for 
me at that age. "'She just held me in her hand asking me to wait. I waited myself right 
out of that one." I didn't tell them how I showed up drunk at her brother 's birthday party-
How we were onlv sixteen and how stupid this was. .A friend and 1 had stolen some wine 
from a grocery store. We also had a little marijuana that my friend's mom had given 
him. .Ajiyway, Joy never asked me back. 
"Alright," Santiago said. 
"'Anvwav," I said, trying to think of another story that would pull Santiago out of 
his spin. 
Shane was laughing at Santiago and I. He must have found our worries amusing. 
"That's good stuff,"" he said. 
"T'm going tor a walk."" Santiago said, picking up his \1-16. 
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" J here s ii phone in the Humvce," Shane Naid. It's rj>-crvcd for th^ _'eneral. but I 
use It all the time to call home. You get immediate priorit\. so you don't ha\e to wait."" 
"No,"" Santiago said. ""I couldn"t stand it if she wasn't there again."' And he 
walked out of the caboose. He didn't even put on any of his Ke\lar. 
"You heard from Lura," Shane asked. 
"No," I said. '"She told me not to write. She said I couldn't decide between her 
and the alcohol. This was before I tried to quit. You saw how that went. God, we'll ruin 
our life for nothing. Jodie's all over Lura and Joy."" Jodie would follow them forever. 
He'd quit drinking for them. 
Shane took a bo.x of Tangerines out of the back of the Humvee. "These should be 
good." I hadn't seen fresh fruit in months. 
We walked down and sat on the beach in front of the ocean. 1 pealed a tangerine, 
and then I was sad that I'd told them part of the stor\ about Jo\. .-Mil could realh 
remember was her brother laughing at some horror movie, and her and me anxious and 
ashamed, waiting in the dark to lose our virginity And the moment never arrived, 
forever in time we're still there waiting. Suddenly. I hated the stor\ because now it was 
in my mind with Santiago's babies, and I couldn't understand how I had let this happen. 
And I thought about how I'd always be in that stairwell or somewhere in the war waiting. 
1 couldn't remember what it was I was trying to do, why it was I shared the story with 
him, even if it was disguised in the pretense of lie. He had no reason not to belies e me 
.As a matter of fact, I think he always believed me. He was alwa_\ s asking for a stor\ . 
searching for one he hadn't heard, or asking me to repeat one I'd told him before 
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We ate tangerines in the night, in front of the ocean, under the moon and stars 
Our proximity to everything was a matter of loneliness and distance. We talked about the 
girls we'd known and what we were going to do when we got back. We made plans that 
held more finality in their making than they would e\ er hold if they came to fruition. 
London, Paris, Rome, and Athens were promised. I tried to think of each in turn, but 
instead all I could see in my mind was a city spread out at night, lights blinking, 
wavering, and shifting as though it was, now and then, hidden by water. We fell asleep 
on the beach. 
In the morning we were surrounded by tangerine peals. "What a sight," Shane 
said, when he awoke. Looking out at the ocean then down at the tangerine peels and the 
occasional empty can of grape soda, he smiled. "Not a bad night." 
He took a toothbrush out of his rucksack and brushed his teeth on a ledge of rock. 
He stood and looked out at the water for a long time, and I left him alone. He was from 
Anaheim, so I imagined all that water must have remmded him somewhat of home. He'd 
surfed now and then before he joined the army, and he was always promising to take me 
west and show me how to stand up on a Pacific wave. 
Then he was leaving and it made everything worse. I wanted to tell him that I 
could be alone with Santiago anymore, and that I was actually kind of scared of the man 
lately. "You take care of yourself," he said, standing beside his Humvee. It was still 
early, and none of the other camps were making any noise. He"d make it back just in 
time to go to breakfast with the general. "Fm sure your mom would tell me to gi\e \ ou a 
hug," and he was right, he'd spoken to her before, those were the kinds of things she 
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asked of everyone I met. So he gave me a hug. "Fm glad you made it. I was worried 
about you." 
I watched as he circled the end of the runaway, running downhill and out of sight 
toward the hospital that was up against the wall that ran around the city. The dust the 
Humvee kicked up kept rising into the air. It never seemed to settle back again. 
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ELEVEN 
A dead shark washed ashore in the night. It was well over t\vent\ feet long, and 
about half the size of the caboose. Sitting on a ledge, not far from the shark, I threw a 
rock that landed short. I was well awa\ from the shark's head, sitting to its side, so that 1 
had a whole lot of body at w hich to aim the rocks. The shark was parallel to the \\a\ es 
The shark" s head pointed in the direction of the caboose. Santiago walked around the 
shark, making a wide circle around its head. I wanted to peer into its mouth and e\es. but 
1 knew I w as too afraid. Santiago bent to one knee on the side of the head facing the 
land. The delicate foam tips of the wa\es touched the shark and Santiago s boots The 
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foam carried a lot of sand in it. When Santiago stood up. his kne^- uer. co\- jrcd -Mih 
a f ine layer  of  sand.  He moved around and looked over  the t in  m the direct ion of  the 
caboose.  He used the f in  as  a  s ight .  I  thought .  I  s tood and walked doun to get  a  bet ter  
look. 
""Wow," Santiago said, not turning from the shark, but talking to me. "This thing 
could do some damage." Santiago sat in the sand at my feet. "It's time to go," Santiago 
said. The boat was ready. He'd seen to it himself ""Fuck the replacements." he said. 
"WeTl come back for them. They can call us on the radio." 
"It"s at least twenty feet," 1 said. 
' 'It 's huge," he said. ""You wouldn't want to meet him in a dark al le \ ."  
I was at the airfield again, waiting on the replacements. 
"Hev, Candyass." Coleman, one of the airfield guards, called out as he and Smith 
walked toward the Humvee where I sat. 
The patched together surface of the tarmac, never a uniform color, reflected the 
sun as well as a mirror might. The heat exuded was close to unbearable. So much heat 
coming off made me think that fires were busy consuming things below the surface. I 
imagined the huge mirror-like surface vibrating to the hum of the earth, dashing and 
dotting messages out into the unknown. 
Pock marks in the tarmac showed where mortars and RPGs that the Somalis 
fired most nights had gauged the surface. The metal was jagged and turned up m these 
spots like a stick had been poked through from below, which ga\ e it all the appearance of 
the rounds having been f i red f rom underneath,  f rom the inside out .  I  parked away t rom 
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any craters, in a spot that hadn't been touched yet. Lightning aluays hit iwic^ "rou 
heard the stones all the time, some guy hit by lightning in a field in France duriPL^ the 
war, and subsequently, twenty years later, he's hit in a park in Nebraska The lightning 
always roaming for those it knows. 
These craters and the color of the tarmac reminded me of the surface of the mocm. 
When v\as the last time we walked on the moon, I tired to remember. Had thev ever 
walked on the moon in my lifetime, I thought watching Coleman and Smith shuffle mv 
way. It's just one more thing that we can bemoan to separate the generations. One more 
thing we can point to when saying that the past failed us. We went to the moon, but what 
did we leave, another flag, another marker to remind us. to make us behe\e that we alone 
are distinct. I'm all for starting the years again at zero. Tm all for renaming the calendar 
after something other than every flavor-of-the-month god that failed us. 
We'd met before, Coleman, Smith, and myself Coleman sat down in the 
passenger seat, while Smith sat m the back passenger seat. Each day they came and sat 
with me while we waited on the passenger plane. 
"Not today, Candyass," Coleman said, "^'ou're not leaving today. You need to 
get vour name on the list." He tapped his clipboard on his knee. He knew the name of 
everyone leaving that day. and he usually had the manifest for all arriving passengers. 1 
never asked to see it, and he ne\er offered to let me, 1 didn't need to see the list I was 
happy thinking that I had a mission, waiting on the incoming replacements. Plus. I 
thought. It would be nice for those from the platoon to find a fnendh' face waiting for 
them. It was better that I gue them a nde than they nde on one of the cargo trucks that 
was always parked and waiting beside the pock marked temimal. The dn\ers were 
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usually asleep when 1 peered across at them. A few had on headphone'^. liNtcninL- to 
something 
"Why didn't you tell us that \ ou were the one that got lost m the cit\. Candya.;-'^"" 
Coleman asked. 
"Didn't really think it was important." I said. 
"Damn,"" Smith said. He said it the wa\ } ou do when you remember a fnend that 
was killed in a car wreck. 
"We've never even been into the city,"" Coleman said. "We can see it from 
here— 
"And smell it,"" Smith said. 
"—And smell it. but what's it like?"" Coleman asked. 
"It's big," 1 said. "\'ou"ve seen the maps. It has everything a cit\ needs, hotels, 
stadiums, homes—and tents on the outskirts. " 
"I know Coleman,"' said, "but what's \l fee/ like when an arm\ "s not here^"" 
Smith nodded. 
"What do you mean !'" I asked. 
"Is it like Mad Ma.x," Smith asked. We laughed at this. 
"Something like that." I said. 
"No, really," Coleman said. 
It w ould have been easier to tell them about the surface of the moon, or to explain 
love to them. It would have been easier to invent a new calendar, and go back to >ear 
zero, because Somalia was real. Somalia hummed along with the bod>' electric when }0u 
tried to block out all the noise at night and listen for silence. 
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It's a scary fuckiriL' place, I uanted to say But I knew that the;. :nainh. 
thinking about  the chi ldren.  That  they were realh '  asking af ter  death—what  i t  was l ike ro 
shoot somebody, to see them shot, and to see >our triends and acquaintance^ shot and 
dying. They didn't really want to know about the city. You re lucky sometimes. I could 
have told them, when those around you die. They show \ ou where the enemv's hiding 
' 'You been to the beach?" Coleman asked. 
"1 don't understand why they don't let us go on a convoy." Smith said, "•.•\n\bod\ 
could do this job for a day—even you, Candyass. I'd sure like to see it from the inside. 
See that stadium. Bet it is one eerie looking place " 
We sat there and thought about the inside of the city, the eerie stadium and 
marketplace foremost in my mind, 
"1 hope I get some mail today," Coleman said. "Nothing beats a letter from the 
ladies." 
A TWA plane landed. They were flying them in on civilian airplanes now. 
Comfort was key. They usually showed a film on the tlight over. Sometimes they got an 
airline meal, which was alwavs better than an fvIRE. Other times they brought a bag 
lunch. Those that got off the plane were from another division, the Screaming Eagle. 
None of the replacements from my platoon were on the flight. Coleman and Smith sat in 
the Humvee with me and watched as the soldiers climbed into the cargo trucks that were 
waiting to take them to the mam camp. There uniforms were new. pressed. There 
weapons glinted in the sunlight. 
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One of the soldiers from the trucks brought Coleman ^^hat looked like a set of 
orders  for  the flight. Coleman put it under the manifest list on the clipbc^ard. T he b()lu!er 
went back to his truck. Coleman looked at the manifest list for a time. 
"Not today," Coleman said. ""Not toda_\'"" Then he and Smith went back to the 
shade of terminal. 
He didn't have to tell me. And he didn't need to keep telling me. I knew it'd be 
easier to beg my way to the moon than to beg my way out of here. 
When I got back to the caboose there was a crowd of soldiers standing around the 
shark. Santiago was sitting on my cot watching them. 
""Don't go in the water," Santiago said. 
"What," I asked. 
"Tt's something else they forgot to tell us," he said. 
"There's always something," I said. 
Santiago said that their friend had been attacked by a shark a few da\ s before He 
had been swimming with his friends when a shark bit into him, teanng his left arm off 
Another soldier in the group was cut, where he said the shark's tin caught him. when he 
tried to grab the dying friend. The soldier with the missing side was dead b\' the time 
they brought him ashore. 
The soldiers stood around the head of the shark. One of them began hitting it 
with his rifle-butt. He aimed the blows at the mouth, tr\ ing to knock the teeth out. He 
swung the ritle, missed the teeth and hit it full on the head, it took the sound fore\ er to 
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reach us, the image already settled in my mind^ The man got the teeth r.c -aanted I hcar^ 
him say that he was going to make a necklace out of them. Prett\'. I thought. 
The next day it w as closer to the caboose Insects and crabs filed out of the sharks 
gills and mouth. It might ha\ e grown in the night. Santiago squelched a cigarene out on 
the dead animal. He walked around it once, inspecting. 1 sat on the reef again. 1 still 
wanted to walk around it and look m its eyes. 
'Tts eyes are gone," Santiago said One more dream was gone. 
"How's your boat going'^"" I called to him from m> rock. I knew it was done, he'd 
told me it was done, but I wanted to hear him talk about it. I was hoping to get him 
excited. To bring him back from wherever it was he wanted to go these da\s. He'd been 
silent since we returned to the caboose and the city. He was thinking too much, 1 could 
tell bv the way he stabbed at his food. By the way he was sucking the sodas and the 
cigarettes down. 
""It's going," he said, looking from the shark to the ocean. "I alwa\s wanted a 
boat—the ocean," He walked toward the ocean which seemed to run up the beach to 
meet him. He was out a ways. "You ain't much of shit m this world unless you sailed 
the seven seas." he screamed back at me over the wind and water. He pissed into the 
ocean. 
Late in the afternoon, a group of engineers arri\ed and began loading sandbags. 
They were building a ziggurat of sandbags. Vv'hene\ er the engineers took a break they 
gathered around the shark and tned to stare it back to life. They kicked at it with their 
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teci Some put bandanas over there nose and mouth. Someone had a camera. He tooK 
pictures of different men posmg with the shark. Ever} time they looked at thu^e pictures 
they'd be trapped in the war again. Forever trapped with a big shark and a stupid gnn on 
their faces. 
I wanted a camera. I thought about all the poses one could strike. The foot on 
top, gun in hand—the trophy kill. The head next to the mouth—the lion keeper. Ma\ be 
even a picture of me distributing pieces of the shark to the starr ing—saving the masses 
After the pictures they pried teeth out of the animal's mouth, 
"A dead shark's mouth can still snap shut," Santiago called down to them He'd 
just walked outside. '"Retlex," he called. But they either didn't care or didn't hear. 
"T stepped on a dead bee, once," Santiago said, taking a seat in the sand. '"It still 
stung me." 
Santiago called headquarters and told them about the shark. He told them that it 
was starting to smell. That it was attracting wildlife 
They told us to wait a few more days. That the tide was sure to carr\ it out. 
Someone called back a few minutes later and asked us to sa\ e them some teeth. They 
also wanted the dorsal fin because it held medicinal powers. Santiago said he was going 
to set it on fire soon. I asked him not to. 
That night I was listening to Zeller's Walkman when the tirst mortar hit. I was 
watching the shark and thinking about moving into the caboose t'or the night. When the 
first mortar hit it scared me something good. When the next mortar landed 1 went hollow 
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inside. Sorry for myself all of a sudden. The island they were promising to send us to 
wasn ' t  c lose enough and we weren ' t  there  yet .  With the prospect  of  escaping this  c lose I  
couldn't believe they'd still shoot at us. A tougher man would have shrugged it off It 
was enough now to take the soul out of me. 
I walked into the caboose to put my gear on. Santiago turned his flashlight off. 
He was writing a letter. 
Two more rounds landed north of the caboose. They sounded like the\ were nght 
on top of us. 
"Maybe you could write her a letter for me/" he said as we put our Ke\ lar on. 
' 'You're better at these kinds of things." 
"I'm always falling m love," I warned him. "I might like the idea of her. Never a 
success—always falling." My life is one long once upon a time about the loss of love. 
"Pretend she's that girl you're always writing," he said. 
"Fair enough," I said. "Right after I jerk off." 
"Nice," he said, shouldering his M-16. 
•'How'd you know I was writing her." I asked. 
"Who the fuck else are you going to write," he asked. "Nobody spends that much 
time writing their family." 
Another mortar. Closer. The caboose rattled, sand and rocks struck the top of the 
caboose. Santiago and I looked at each other. 
"I might write mv mom every day." I said, as I followed him out ot the caboose. 
"Aren't you the patron saint of all sons," he said. 
"Maybe I'm the patron saint of strangers," I said. 
The caboose rested among dunes and hills. Still, vou could it from t've height 
of the city Santiago and I ran up the beach and settled on top of a dune. We Cijuld 
into the Itah'an camp. Three mortars landed in quick succession. They were walking the 
rounds into the Italian camp. 
The whine of helicopter turbines sucking at the air began on the Amencan stretch 
of the airfield. They were starting up the Black Hawks and the Cobras. The helicopters" 
blades slapped and pounded at the night. They made your chest feel empt\-. the body a 
receptacle for their sound. You could smell their hot exhaust in the wind, which was 
whirling the air, mi.xing the smell of spent fuel w ith the smell of ocean. 
Another mortar and a secondary explosion opened the Italian camp m light. The 
Somalis had hit a helicopter. Fuel tanks full, it doused everything around it. Under the 
glow of tlame, nothing looked real. It was saturnalia. People came out to struggle to 
contain the fire, to keep it from spreading to the other helicopters. The men circled the 
f lames spraying foam onto the f i re .  They were orchestrated around the f i re .  Mo\  mg as  
one, they danced in slow circles, spraying foam at the base of the flames. I couldn't help 
but cheer them on. 
"Jesus," Santiago said. I turned to him. He was looking through a set of 
binoculars. ""Jesus."" He must have said it fifteen times before he handed me the 
binoculars. "People are dying." 
When the American helicopters took off the Somalis stopped monanng. The 
Somalis weren't stupid. They knew that we could find them. That we could tnangulate, 
.And that we had equipment to pick up the traces of heat and the residue of gunpowder 
We could pmpoint it to a block, and fmalh to a house. The\ d hurp^- women and 
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children outside to surround the buildings from which the> d fired The Air.cncan 
helicopters would tire a few warning tlares, nothing else The Somalis \^ould be mo^in^ 
the mortars as we spoke so that it wasn't even worth sending a team to tn and contlscaie 
the weapons or catch those that were usmg them. 
The Italians had the tire under control. I handed the binoculars back to Santiago. 
Santiago called headquarters on the hand radio to tell them that we were tine. 
Tracer rounds began arching out of the Italian camp toward the citv It was the 
only point they had to fire at where there wasn't another UN camp between them and the 
city. It was a small opening, but they were pouring a lot of fire through it. For all I 
knew, nobody lived in that section anywav. When we'd passed through it there was 
nothing but abandoned factones and warehouses stripped of everything essential. 
Santiago and I watched with delight. It v\ as hilarious, the futilit\ of their need to 
escape, their need for retribution. It was a communal outburst. Everyone in the camp 
must have been on the line firing uselessly into the city wall and buildings. 
They started firing in every direction. Rounds popped over our head, some going 
out to sea and some into the Pakistani camp. Because every third or forth round on 
average in a soldiers' magazine was a tracer you could easily see what people were 
aiming at. You could see when they were tiring wildly and when the\- were gathering 
their bearings. Rounds hit our dune and the ocean and ricocheted straight up toward the 
sky. 
Santiago and I slid to the bottom. We leaned back and watched the light show. 
The wind was humming through the dunes, blowing sand into our ev es and down the 
back of our necks, so that it gathered with vour sweat and made moving imtable. 
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We listened to the radio. Headquarters was teUing everyone in the Amerxan 
camp to get to a bunker and not to return fire They repeated this ^e\eral times The 
main guard point between the Italian camp and Mogadishu called headquarters. The;, 
were under heavy tire from the Italians. The bunker wasn t set up as uell to protect from 
an attack from behind. The soldier said the Italians had shot the .50 caliber's ammLinition 
can and it had exploded. Both of the guards w ere wounded. You could hear the panic in 
voice. They were callmg for permission to defend themselves. Headquarters told them 
to hang tight. Headquarters assured the guards that they were on their \\a\ and that they 
were working everything out as quickly as possible with the Italian camp. It's hard when 
\ou don't speak Italian, the radio operator at headquarters said. The guard said his triend 
was m shock, that most of his friend's knee was gone. 
It was a bright night. There wasn't a cloud in the sky. Just stars and moon. You 
could see up to a mile away, I gauged. 
The Pakistani camp fired back. A few rounds fingered the dirt ne.\t to Santiago. 
Shit." Santiago said, pointing his weapon at the Pakistanis. V\ e w ere m their line of fire. 
By now the Italians and the Pakistams were e.xchangmg serious fire. You couldn't count 
the stars through the tracer rounds. 
Santiago took a flare out of his pack. "Follow me." 
We ran along the edge of the ocean. I thought it was beautiful breathing m all that 
niiiht air. Santiago dove to the ground and raised his ntle so that he looked like a plastic 
soldier. He began tiring at the ocean. I stood, watching. The rounds hit the wa\ cs and 
ricocheted up toward the moon. You couldn't hear them hit the ocean. All \ ou could 
hear xs as the surf continue. He jumped to his feet and started running again 
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We hid behind some rocks and Santiago launched the flare o\er the Pakistani 
camp. The tlare swung gently in the breeze. It cast the Pakistani camp in shad0\"vs and 
metallic silver light. It looked like another world. 
Santiago stood and fired from the hip at the Pakistani camp. For the sake of 
fairness, I took aim at the Italian camp and fired into the line of helicopters We might 
have hit somebody, so we ran to a ledge of rocks right in front of the cabt-^ose. The shark 
was there now, on the beach directh' in front of the caboose. Hiding behind the rocks, w j 
both looked at it. I couldn't think of anything to say I wanted the ocean to take it awav. 
I took out my 9mm because I knew there weren't any tracers in the magazine and 
emptied the clip into the shark. Santiago did the same with his '^mm. 
I looked up the beach in both directions. Nothing but the ocean moved as far as I 
could tell. Nobody was coming so I sat back. Santiago stretched himself out on the sand. 
He placed his Kevlar like a pillow. He put a new clip in his 9mm and held it across his 
chest. 
He was only a few feet away but his thoughts were forever out of my reach. I  
wanted to ask him what he was thinking about. Hav e you ev er thought of suicide, I 
might ask. Not in the sense of actually pulling the trigger, of actualh' ending it all, I just 
mean think about it. the way you might think about winter in the midst of summer. Just a 
thought. Nothing that holds consequence. Our life is just as much the moments left out 
as the moments contnbuted—the moments chosen. You know you can't shoot a ghost. I 
thought. But perhaps you can if you shoot yourself in the fucking head. It's never an 
eas\ question to answer I kept my mouth shut and leaned back against a rock. I looked 
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up the beach. I took our silence as an admission of guilt. We take our silence 
everywhere. 
The following morning the shark w as  still on the beach in front of the caboose. 
Tiny black pecks marked the spots  where the bul le ts  hi t .  I  d idn ' t  walk to  the opcos: te  
side to look at the exit wounds. They were always larger 
"Something big took a bite out of it." Santiago said, standing on the side of the 
creature that faced the ocean and that I couldn't see. 
1 looked across the shark at him. It smelled horrible. 
"It's all tore the fuck up," he said. 
We walked back to the caboose and sat on my cot. Evervlhing looked normal in 
the Italian and Pakistam camp. 
"Never shot a shark before." Santiago said. 
"I've never even been fishing," I said. 
Santiago thought this was the funniest thing he'd ever heard. "Ne\er been 
fishing," he said, laughing and doublmg over. "Oh my god," he said, "that's a good one. 
Josh has never been fishing" 
""This fucker stinks," Santiago said, handing me the radio. ""I'ou call them. " 
"You're in charge," I said. 
"Yep," Santiago said. "So you can call them." 
They were busy from the night's action but I fmalh' got through to Sergeant 
Jones. V\ e knew him well enough to ask the ridiculous questions and expect a decent 
ans\\er. 
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"•What'd you see last night'"*'" Coleman asked. "We heard there was lot of rlre :n 
your area." 
"I didn't see anything,"" I said. "We were hiding."" 
"You should have said we were sleeping,"" Santiago said. 
"Hiding,"" Coleman said, like he liked this. I could only imagine the stupid 
expression on his well-rested face. 
"When are going home,"" I asked. 
Coleman keyed the microphone just so that we would hear him laugh at this 
When the radio finally went silent, I said, "There s a shark. It's dead and it's 
been here for a few days. It's starting to rot and it's right m front of the caboose " 
"A shark," Coleman asked. 
' 'Dogs are interested in it,"" Santiago said. "Tell him dogs ha\ e rabies ov er here 
and if I get bitten by a third world dog it's his ass." 
"A shark," Coleman said, again. "Can you get me some teeth'^" 
"Dogs are interested," I told Coleman. 
"How hard is it to get the teeth out'^" he asked. 
"Coleman,"" I said. "I want this thing out of here. I need this thing out of here. It 
smells and it"s rottmg in front of the caboose."" 
"Tell me who picks up dead sharks and I 11 call them tor you, he said. 
"Coleman, please, " I said. 
"This one falls under act of god. friend, " he said. 
Then it was Lieutenant Marks breaking into the con\ ersation, "W here s Sergeant 
Santiago"*"" 
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"Anyone but Marks," Santiago laid. "'Tell him I'm fending dogs off" He NioKcd 
at the shark 
""He's down by the shark/' I said. 
'"How big is it," Vlarks asked. 
"Twenty feet," I said. 
"ril take care of it," Marks said, and signed off. 
Santiago went into the caboose and started kicking at the cots and thro\Mng thinL'S 
about. "He'll ask us what we're doing."" In mock answer, he said, ""We're waiting to go 
to the island." As if Marks were answering he gave a mock reply, '"Well \ ou can fill 
sandbags while you wait " Then it was Santiago again. "Piss on that " 
• 'We're fucked if they want to see our weapons." I said. 
Santiago came back and stood in the door of the caboose and looked at the beach. 
"Damn," he said quietly He was serious again. "Walk down and look for casings" He 
looked at my M-16. "Give me your weapon and I'll start cleaning them while \ou go 
look for casings." He took my M-16. "Damn," and then he turned and walked back into 
the caboose. 
Marks arrived with the colonel and several other officers. Santiago and 1 watched 
them from the doorwav They walked around the shark, pointing out the bullet holes and 
bites. The shark didn't seem to smell as much as the day before. The Colonel seemed 
distracted as he looked at the shark. He only nodded or shook his head when someone 
spoke to him. He and Marks walked up to the caboose 
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"There's a case of grape soda for you boys in m}- Humvce." the Colonel saic He 
pointed Marks toward his Humvee and the soda. When Marks \\as 2onc ne sai "'Looks 
like you took some hits last night. There must have been some senous tire for that thing 
to come out of it looking like that." He looked from Santiago to mvself and smiled 
lightl v He turned and looked at the ocean. "It's beautiful." The breeze off the ocean 
made it hard to believe that anywhere else on earth wasn't touched or trembling b\ the 
sea. 
"[ don't know what the ocean does to us," the Colonel said, "but .she does 
something." The Colonel took his helmet off and ran his tlngers through his hair. He 
looked older with his helmet off I couldn't imagine a life of war. He had gray hair. The 
longer he stared at the ocean the more the lines on his face stood out. He'd been etched 
by decades of combat. I'd seen the man run the ranks with those of us under his 
authority. He'd gone through the air assault and airborne refresher courses with the rest 
of us. I never expected him to be that old. I wanted to ask him how it happened. How, 
in leading a life of war, time could ever catch up u ith him. You can destroy everything 
but time. 
Everyone told stones about the Colonel. I wanted to ask him if they were true. I 
wanted to ask what he'd heard about Santiago and I—whether or not he had an\thmg to 
compare or whether it all paled. He wore a combat patch from the Third Cavalr\' 
Division. He'd been in Vietnam, a Cobra pilot. Santiago said flvmg helicopters in the 
war wasn't the same as what we did. It wasn't the same as taking it to the streets, as 
taking it to the enemy, as getting to know them on their turt'. The}\' 's up r/ierc. Santiago 
once said, pointing at the sky. and there's J<nvn here And they '••e not (he same 
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Marks put the soda inside the caboose He walked down to get his pictures like 
the other officers. We should have loaded our dead shark on a tlatcar W'e ^nuld iia'. e 
sold tickets in a traveling show. I could drag out burnt babies and dead bodies to 
culminate the experience. 
""Have a soda," he said. "Take a load off," he looked back from the ocean and 
grinned at us. 
Santiago took a seat in the door of the caboose. I  passed out the sodas among the 
three of us. They were cold. 1 couldn't remember the last time Fd had a cold drink. 
Everything was warmed by the sun in this place. Everything was either tepid or close to 
boiling. I wanted to spit everything out in this place. 
'"I read the report last night," the Colonel said, 
1 knew he was talking about the time we'd spent lost m the cit_\ But he'd onl_\ 
read half the story and that one was full of inconsistencies and lies I wondered how 
much of the truth he'd come across or discovered in that report. He'd seen a lot in all of 
his vears, and I knew he wasn't stupid. 1 wanted to know what he believed these events 
would portend. With only half the story he still knew more than w e did. I expected. He 
misht have said: One vccir oj bad luck for each persun you killed; or Dnc lifetime of bad 
luck for cach. 
"'I'm sorr\'' that we couldn't get \ou out," the Colonel said, "'^ ou sure as shit 
made a mess of it. " 
""What did you expect us to do." Santiago asked. 
"Handle yourselves a little better." the Colonel said. He stretched his legs out m 
front of him from his seat on rn_\ cot. He'd been looking at the ground, but now he 
looked up and looked in Santiago's eves. "Licb are thin." He looked bacK lo the lUher^ 
standing around the shark. He let it settle for a long time then he stood up "That jead 
boy," the Colonel said, '"what was his name," and he looked at Santiago. "Zeller"" 
Santiago nodded. "They pulled an M-16 round out of his stomach." He leaned his head 
back and fimshed off his soda. He looked at the empty can. The Colonel nodded. 
"Nothing will come of it." he said. "Nothing ever comes of it." 
'The engineers will be here this afternoon and the\ T1 take care of the shark," the 
Colonel said. "I told them to take care of this." He stooped and picked up a piece of 
shell in the sand. "We need you out on that island soon. The rest of your squad w ill be 
here tonight. Get the boat and be out there by tomorrow." 
Santiago lit a cigarette. I asked him for one. It sounded like it would go well with 
the grape soda. 
"Put those cigarettes out," Marks said when he approached up the hill. "You can 
smoke when we leave." 
'it's all right," the Colonel said, "Everyone needs a vice " He turned and looked 
at me, "My wife asked me to quit. She said I was to live to see my grandchildren." He 
liked this. The idea made him smile. I knew he wasn't smiling for me as much as he was 
remembering, probably smiling because of her. "Are you married." he asked me. 
"No, sir," I said. 
He nodded. He looked back to the ocean. "You'll be married soon enough .\nd 
you'll quit smoking soon after that. So for now. you're forgiven" 
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The officers were long gone when the engineers arrr. ed. I stood on top of a  hi!l 
and looked out  at  the is land.  There were close to twent\ '  en ' j ineers .  None of  them cair .e  
up the beach to ask us how v\e were and we didn't go to them. V\"e were onl_\ an hundred 
feet apart. They walked around the shark for a long time. The\- took their pictures and 
pned out what was left of the teeth. They parked a flatbed next to the shark and tried 
lifting the creature with a forklift that they'd brought along but the shark was too large for 
the tiny forklift. The back of the forklift lifted off the ground as it struggled to heft the 
weight of the dead shark. After standing around and discussing the situation for close to 
an hour, they called for another, larger forklift. They looked up at us with a kind of 
distrust, perhaps knowing that it was us that had put them to work. About half an hour 
later, a larger lift came lumbenng down the road, its weight swaying w ith the bumps. 
Positioned next to the shark, black smoke poured from the forklift"s smokestack as it 
labored its forks through the sand and into position under the shark. They lifted the shark 
slowly. Six or seven were gathered about it to make sure that e\er\ thing was tine. 
.About four feet off the ground the shark burst open. The skin retained its shape but the 
insides poured to the ground. It was a thick putrid jell\ I could tell it had gotten into the 
boots of those close b>, I felt for them. The stench w as unbearable. 
Santiago was shaking his head. He was trying not to laugh. He walked into the 
caboose and I followed him. I could feel the engineers looking at us like it was our fault 
that the shark had died and washed ashore, rejected by the sea. 
Santiago lit a cigarette, to get rid of the smell, he said. Not that he needed an 
excuse. 
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They must have hated us by now. I thought about takmg them some of the grape 
soda. I picked one up to check. It was still cool. There were too man\ of them though, 
and the grape soda tasted too good with cigarettes. 
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TWEL\^ 
"'I fucking hate this place,"" Kennedy said, after two weeks on the island. Tossing 
his lit cigarette into the air and kicking it toward me. I was sitting on m\ cor. The 
cigarette hit my arm then landed on the ground in front of me. The ashes burnt m> arm. 
I stepped on the cigarette but made no sign that it had hurt me. Santiago looked up from 
a magazine that he was reading at Kennedy. 
"Tfd be so much better if you weren't here,"" I said to Kenned}-. tr\ing to make it 
sound like a joke, only it didn"t. 
"Fuck you,"" and he meant it. Kenned> could ha\e easily broken me in half He d 
been recruited to pla> football at almost e\er>' major .American uniNersm with a decent 
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footbali program. He had all of his recruiting letters framed and hanging in his room at 
the barracks. Only he had the misfortune of coming from a family where it was tradition 
to join the military' out of high school. That and he had the misfortune of falling for hl.^ 
families lies and joining. 
"Tt'd be a lot better if none of us w ere here," Santiago said. "So shut the fuck up " 
Santiago could ha\e easily taken Kennedy. "I guess it's our turn to cut some more of the 
path," Santiago said, looking at me. "You three go for the supplies." 
The anny had quit bringing our supplies after the first week so we made Benny 
take us in the boat instead. Santiago made our hourl> radio checks, other than that, he 
said nothing to those at HQ about the island. The island should have been a paradise, hut 
we were there, that was true enough, so we somehow managed to mope it up. 
We called Kennedy "Socks" because he once lost his M-16 on a training mission 
at Fort Hood. I had the fortune of losing mine after an explosion so they left me alone. I 
still had my 9iTim though, the murder weapon. When w e came out of the tleld and out of 
training. Sergeant Santiago made Socks carry a log everywhere with him, twenty-four 
hours a day, seven days a week, wherever Socks went the log had to go. The log 
represented an M-16, and was a reminder about the \\ eight of loss. If you lost something 
in the militarv. thev not only made \ ou pa\- its monetary value, the\- made >ou pa\' back 
all of its spiritual and kannic value. But we called him Socks because the lieutenant 
made him w ear his LBE w ith socks full of rocks in the ammunition pouches as another 
reminder about the weight of loss. .And one da\ , we were sitting in Cooper s room 
plaving poker,  when we heard Kennedv walking down the hall .  You could hear  the rock,> 
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rubbiriL' and clicking together. Poor Cooper looked around the room, smileu. ano saio. 
"fJl" Socks."" And it stuck. 
Everyone was renamed m the ann>. It was far easier to lose a nickname than it 
was a person. There w ere a lot of ways to disappear in the arm> : transfer, end of ser. icc. 
missing in action, or killed in action. 
There was an older, earlier path across the island. But overgrowth marked its 
abandonment. We were cutting the trail because there was nothing else to do on the 
island. Santiago needed something, anything to keep him busy, to keep his mmd from 
the long and lonely moments between one morning and the next. The further we cut the 
trail into the island, the more I thought I could feel the path growing over behind us. It 
felt like walking in mud, how each time you lift a foot out of the mud, the mud alwa_\s 
manages to suck the earth shut where you've just been. 
When we made it to the center of the island there was a clearing w ith a large 
mound where several paths seemed to converge ""Well what do you know. " Santiago 
said when we walked into the clearing. He took off at a jog and ran up the side of the 
mound. It was the highest point on the island. I swung my machete and it sunk deep into 
a young tree. I left it there as I walked after Santiago. "Wow."" he said when I reached 
the top. And the view was beautiful. There was the ocean and the continent 
unobstructed. We sat down and smoked a cigarette The wind was loud in that place. I 
leaned back and built mansions and dragons out of the clouds. 
"What" 11 you do after this."" Santiago asked. 
"T don"t know,"" I said. 
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""You know we won't talk to each other anymore," he said. 
1 couldn't tell if he was joking or not. 1 thought it was just SantiaL'o being 
melancholy Santiago. Losing most of his squad gave him a linle libeny. I thought. The 
others were afraid of him. The army was afraid of him. He 'd been tainted by bad luck. 
And I was in on the lot, 
"They don't tram us for after the war," he said. "How could theV?"" 
"Why would they'^'" I said. 
'They'll get rid of us when the war is over," he said. "They'll find a wav to get 
us out of the army." 
"I hate the army," I said. 'T only did it for the college money. I'm getting out at 
the end of next year anyway." 
'They'll get rid of me," he said. "And I'll be stuck with this forever." 
I stood and walked down from the hill, looking around. I couldn't listen to him 
anymore. I found a cave on the backside of the hill. If you bent at the waist there was 
enough room that you could squeeze through the opening. 
Santiago walked down and looked into the cave as well. He took out a smoke 
grenade. "This'11 scare anything out of there." 
We hadn't found any large animals on the island. Compared to the continent it 
was uninJiabited. There weren't even spiders or insects that I could find. We never heard 
birds. "Fm not sure I want to scare anything away." I said. "We could just leave it alone 
and get back to cutting the path," 
He smiled at me then pulled the ring and tossed the smoke camster into the ca\ e 
We each put our back against the hill on opposite sides of the door, crouching a little. I 
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locked a round home in the chamber of my new M-16. Santiayi) did the sam^ Vellou 
smoke rolled from the opening. I trained m\ weapon up a narrow path that camc out of 
the cave but nothmg made itself clear m the smoke If an\ihing was livin;j and hidm;j m 
the cave,  i t  rode out  hidden m the smoke—another feat  of  magic.  I t  took forev er  for  the 
thick yellow smoke to clear. Santiago stood in the entranceway His flashlight barel>' lit 
the darkness. 1 could still see coils of smoke clouding the ceiling inside the ca\e It w as 
horribly dark in there. He peered inside for a long time. He stepped back, ".After _\ ou,"" 
he said, sweeping the beam of light like a doorman showing the \\ a\ 
"Fuck that," I said. "I'm not that interested in exploring anymore."' 
He went back to peering mside the cave 
"Look," I said, "let's just get back to work." He ignored me. He was intent on 
the darkness inside the cave. "'I'm not a big fan of spiders," 1 said, hoping to scare him 
out of the idea of going in the cave. "And that place looks like it has a few spiders. Big 
spiders. The worse kind." 
He pointed the light at the ceilmg of the cave. 
I clicked mv weapon to safe. This must have reminded Santiago because he did 
the same. I pulled the charging handle back and ejected the round into my hand. I 
removed the magazine and put the round in it. 
"I think there are graves m here," Santiago said. 
"Oh, come on," I said. "We got work to do. 
He moved into the cave, drawn by curiosity. Stepping to the entrance, 1 bent to a 
knee for a better look. The ceiling was low enough that Santiago had to stoop as he 
walked around. I kept looking over my shoulder. The scent of fertile earth filled the 
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cave. T he smell reminded me of night drives past lush fields in Kansas .\t the tim>, 1 
thought it was a scent so bountiful it could onl> be endured 
think they're detlnitely graves," Santiago said. "Six of them," 
I ran my tlnger along the stock of my M-16. The metal v\ as cold. I w anted to 
press my forehead against the cold stock "Let's finish the trail and go back and plav 
some cards or something," I said. I wanted to get him out of there. 
""What do you see," he asked. 
"'Nothing," 1 said. "There's nothing in here. Let s go." 
"No," he said. "They're graves." 
I could see a little of what he did, but not as much because 1 stayed in the 
doorvvav, the sunlight across my back, making total acclimation to the darkness 
impossible. Santiago moved slowly between what he believed to be graves. He stepped 
over graves and walked between them, inspecting, the tin\- beam of light moving slowlv 
over the ground with each of his steps. 
"You ever bury anybody," he asked. 
"Haven't had a lot of experience in that area," I said, growing restless, uneasy. I 
lit a cigarette for something to do. "Yourself," 1 asked. 
"Where do you think their heads are'.^" He asked. "Foot end, head end," he said, 
moving the flashlight across the length of one of the grav es trying to make heads and tails 
of the situation. 
"Mavbe they're buried face down," I said. "Let's leave it alone.' 
1 was suddenly acuteh aware of the fact that it was onlv Santiago and 1 on the 
island. And nothing scared me more than he did. We knew enough about each other to 
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leave these graves alone. The dead held nothing on Santiago F^ur of him was fear 
enough. I wanted for the others to be back right then and thert 
""I can't wait to go to Kingston when we get back." I said. SantiaL'o Kned 
Kingston. He loved the prospect of adulter\. Desire should have brought him buck. 
'"Maybe Lura's waiting for me." I said. I was reminding mv sclf of something that 
felt like home. Lura's name was like a chann that could pull me back: another 
superstition. I was plagued by them. If I get Santiago away from the cave, she'd come 
back. If I missed all the cracks in Mogadishu, she'd come back. If I didn t step on anv 
shadows on the way back, she'd fall in love with me again. 
"What are you so afraid ot^" Santiago asked. 
"Nothmg," I said. I shook my head, not knowing what to sav or what he wanted 
to hear. I thought he might snap if I said the wrong thing so I thought it better to sax-
nothing, knowing that at times this was even worse. 
""What are vou so afraid of^" he asked, again. "This is our chance to make up for 
all the damage we've done." 
"•rm not interested," I said. ""I just want to cut some more paths." 
•'This is how vou get over Zeller." he said. 
"There's time for that later." I said. ""I'm not worried about Zeller anymore " 
He was drawing something in the dirt with his finger next to one of the graves. I 
imagined another finger, on the other side, reaching out and tracing along with his. I 
wanted to see what it was he was drawing, but I knew the moment that I crawled into the 
cave to look, the moment that I sat ne.xt to him. he'd just obliterate it. He worked that 
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"Come here." he said. 
I stayed in the doorway. 
"What are you so afraid of."" he asked. 
Endmg up somewhere I don't know. I wanted to tell him. People I knou- L'Oiny it 
alone without me. Santiago. 
"'You know what"s funny," he said. 
I missed the familiar. I longed for the known—a familiar touch, the scent of 
home, parents, and Lura. When I get back from this, I thought. I'll ne\er go an\ where 
again. 
"What do you think happened to them'^" he asked. He didn't answer his first 
question. 1 wanted to know what was funny. 
"I think the more appropriate question is, "Who are they '"" I .said 
He ignored me. 
""I wonder what happened to them," he said, bending over to examine one. 
' 'We don't know them,'" I said. "They could be anybody "" And I was scared 
because it meant that they could be anything, and because I could see his reasoning. In 
his mind they could be angels or devils, friends or foes, even those that ue had killed. 
"Let's leave them alone,"" I said. ""Maybe they want to be left alone. Did vou ever 
thmk of that'.' Whv stir it all up again." 
He gave himself over to explonng the cave. He craw led about and scratched at 
the earth. I sat in the doorway watching the sun bum the clouds aw a> Santiago couldn : 
lift those mounds out of the earth alone, and that w as the problem. I kept hoping that he 
would lift the whole thing and disappear into the sea He could leave me for the sea like 
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a monster might. The sea had the power to change e\er\thing But it was all out of tune 
in our world. 
It was a long time before he finally said anything again, "i wonder w hat the\ died 
of^"' He had dirt on his fingers from crawling and prodding. He was squatting over one 
of the mounds. 
"Wouldn't it be nice if we chose our ov\ti way'^" But then I was quiet because I 
realized that I wasn't being lighthearted, that I wasn't detracting from the moment. And 
also because I realized that we choose our afflictions. We always choose what will waste 
us away. They're not visited upon us, or broken into the stone; they're always there, 
waiting inside like the figure of the slave waiting to be freed from the marble. Endure 
affliction, anticipate affection, I'd been wrong all along. 
"T can't wait to go college," I said, longingly, to myself I didn't think Santiago 
was listening but I was eager for the sound of my voice—sometimes we need to be 
reminded who we are. 
"At least you have that," he said. He'd taken out his bayonet and was poking into 
the dirt between two of the graves. 
You're Carlos Santiago, I wanted to tell him. 
"T keep telling myself I can't die yet," I said, hoping to say something that would 
help. '"That I have to finish this so that I can go to school." 
"What are you going to die of^" he asked. 
•"I don't know," I said. "Not this'^" I said, meaning the war. "My mom would be 
reallv upset if I died here." He laughed at this. He was listening again. "God knows w e 
can't let our mothers down. She'd be pissed if I died before I had the chance to go to 
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colleue. She's a big fan of the American dream. Fm supposed tost)mcthin- I'm 
supposed to forget this."' 
He shook his head, smihng. "We've knoun that all along "" 
"You're a tricky bastard." 1 told him. 
"At least I say something." And he went back to prodding the earh 
•"I've been looking at these maps," Santiago said later, holding the flashlight 
steady on the map in his hand. We were all sitting around the camp drinking some of the 
beer that James and Kennedy had bought from the Germans. "There's an island a little 
west of here that we can take them to." He held out the map and pointed at a small dot I 
stood and walked over to look. The dot was surrounded by nothing but numbers as 
though it were too small for a name. 
"'Them''^" Benny asked. 
"The dead," he said. "Those graves that Stantz and 1 found. \"ou don't want 
them here do you?" 
"And that dot," I said. "That's an island'^" 
Benny started talking to the others, they were trying to talk about something else, 
but I could tell they were listening by the way they took long pulls on their beers and 
looked around at the night. They were hoping that I could talk some sense into Santiago. 
"\'ou want to move them." I said. "Which involves digging them up." 
"They could be anvlhing out there." he said and he looked in their direction. The 
others looked at him when he looked awa\ "We can onl\ be who we are Besides, it'll 
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give us something to do. And I don't want them here The work will pick us up Cljar 
our heads." He called for another beer. James threw him one 
Benny was the captain of the ship. Santiago had swav o\er him, but Benn'.- was 
in charge of the boat. Santiago left and followed the path that led down to the beach. 
"That dot's an island," I asked Benny, handing him the map. 
"Maybe." Benny said. "It's worth a look. There's no denying, it' s  something to 
do. That guy needs hobby right now." 
I walked point as we crossed the island toward the graves. The sun wasn't even 
up yet. It was December. There'd be snow on the plains by now Time was a tlesh 
wound that just wouldn't be bandaged and I couldn't even remember the month of our 
arrival in Somalia. Time was a blur. I tried to remember my mother's, or father's, or 
brother s birthday, but there was nothing before the war. 
We moved with a body's length between us. Our M-16s and entrenching tools 
clicked like insects when branches and limbs slapped against them. 
In the cave the dead were nestled m a darkness of dirt and roots. We each paired 
up with our battle buddy and went about clearing away the layers to the bodies 
underneath. Santiago would often stop and stare into the distance, out of the mouth of the 
cave like someone had called him. Perhaps he realized that it was onlv the wind, or. 
worse, nothing at all, and then he'd go back to digging. 
When we took our thirst break and walked outside to smoke, James whispered out 
of Santiago's range, '"Somebody needs to call psycho back from the wild." 
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""What the fuck do you want me to do"*"" I asked. I uas afraid of Santia-'O. I ua? 
afraid of what he could do and what he could become. Callmy him back implied a le\el 
of  communicat ion in which 1 didn' t  want  to be a  part icipant .  I t  cal led for  a  Jialo2ue in 
which I had no understanding or experience. I took m\ gloves off Blisters were 
forming. I was no good with a spade, 
Benny and Kennedy walked over to us. Santiago stayed in the cave, working 
away, 
' 'Fuck this/' James said, loud enough that Santiago might ha\e heard. "If you 
don't say something, I will. You're second here, you need to sa\ something." 
"This is stupid," Kennedy said loudly. 
"Look." I said, ""just go along with it. This guy needs our help. It's the least we 
can do." I looked around at them. I hoped this plea was enough. They lowered their 
eyes to the ground and smoked quietly 
"I don't know," James finally said, "We're talking about dead people here. 
We're talking about digging up and handling dead people. That's kind of w eird," 
"People do it all the time," I said, "Resurrection men. they're called. People 
move graveyards for towns and rivers and to make room all the time. This is just one 
more case of making room," 
"This is a little different," Benny said. 
"This is our chance to help him." I said. 
"To help him," Benny said. ""Look in the mirror psycho-boy " ,Ajid he laughed, 
an ing me an elbow to back it up, I must ha\e looked offended, or scared of mx self. 
because he added, "T'm just pla\ing with vou, man," 
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"Why are you sticking up for him." James asked 
"Why not," I said. They didn't ans\\er "Is that island realh there''" I  aske..; 
Benny. 
"Maybe," he said. "You never know with these maps. There's no danger in 
looking though. We got a big enough boat that we could look around for a few weeks if 
we needed to." he started hurrying to the end because .Santiago was walking toward us 
"Hell, we could go somewhere else and get drunk for a time, it's not like anvone is 
checking up on us. " Then Santiago could hear us. 
"What do you do," Santiago said, "you stand tall." .\nd he stretched, reaching to 
the sky with his hands open as if to tear out a portion of blue to set aside for later 
"You remember that last kid I shot in the city"'" Santiago asked me. "It was 
impressive. One hell of a shot, on the run, I still hit him center mass." 
The others looked between the two of us. "You and Zeller shot them." I said. 
"Yeah," he said. "Zeller," he looked off into the wind again, listening. "Zeller's 
another story." 
"You should shut up now." I told him. 
He drew his shoulders back. "It's easy to point it all at me. to make fun of me 
But there's a little of me in all of you." He was always the same advice. He had nothing 
else to offer in this world. He'd said it before here, and it was also a lesson he'd gi\en us 
before to gain our friendship when we'd left him alone, outcast when he first arrned at 
our platoon. He was a lifer. We wanted nothing of the army as a career, so we left alone 
to his own devices. He was a fool, ignorant and betra\ed at every step of the wa\' 
•"All the same." he said, lookmg at me. "it was a tine shot." He turned :o tne 
Others. You can hold yourselves cheap because \ ou \e ne\er been there, he :-aid .\nd 
he turned back; to the cave 
"That^s bullshit," I said. But he decided to ignore me. 
The earth directly over the bodies was eas\ to move, as if it had been ioosened bv 
other, earlier hands. But ue had to chop at the ground around the bodies, adjustin'j and 
turning the heads of our e-tools so that they were more like a.xes. more for cutting V\ hen 
we finally uncovered the rough outlines of the dead, we put our e-tools aside and used 
our bayonets to break away the last clumps of fertile soil. Finally, we put ba\onets aside, 
took off our gloves, and used our naked hands. 
We took a break for lunch before raising them out from their holes I imagined 
that the dead knew our names and the names of the places that we called home They 
knew about our maps and charts, and the ship that was anchored in the lagoon. The dead 
wanted to be taken off the island. The dead were tired of our ceaseless wanderings back 
and forth across the island, from our camp on the east to our favorite stretch of beach and 
the guard point half a mile away on the west side of the island. The dead hated our 
movement, our sterile mobility and aimless motion, Santiago had me belieMng even 
when I didn't want to. Mogadishu had made me superstitious. So they wanted to go a 
little further west. Let's offer them cigarettes, I thought, watching the entrance of the 
cave. The dead would smoke them in a wa\ that the paper remained but e\ ery thing 
contained by the paper was a fine white ash, whiter than the paper. 
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There were six dead, arranged by height, and what we jokt;d was rank i'r:e\ 
looked to be laid out according to some past, perfectly symmetrical, organized plan. We 
sat outside the cave, outside the clearing, watching the entrance. 
"They're so shallow," Benny said. 
"Fd imagine it's because there're no large animals on the island," James said. 
"There's no one to dig them up but us." Kennedy replied. 
I wasn't eager to remove them from the cave They were kind of beautiful in 
there. Wrapped in what looked like a rust-colored canvas, with colorful scarves tied 
around their waists, the dead possessed a sanguine authority in the ca\ e. 
In the shade, hiding from the heat of the day, we washed our hands with a bar of 
soap and some water out of a 5-gallon can that Benny had brought from their camp. 
James handed out some beer that he had carried in his rucksack. And Kenned\ handed 
out the MREs that he'd carried. 
"What do you think they'd say if they could hear us," Kennedy asked, taking a 
beer from James. 
I didn't like the question. It was ridiculous. 
""Shut the fuck up and dig."" Santiago said. 
Kennedy poured some of his beer onto the ground. He looked up at us, "They d 
like that." Kennedy stopped, listening, waiting. We all listened. Kermedy held the 
silence. ""Shut the fuck up and dig,'" he said, in the same voice he might use to tell a 
ghost story. 
Santiago spread out his poncho for a game of spades. It was the only card game 
that we all knew. I sat out so that Kennedy and Benny could team up against James and 
Santiago. I finished a book that I'd tbund in camp. It '.^as about brother- uro kil'jj 
fathers because ot land, money, and women, although now. bccausc of death, arc ihc 
of the book in sight, none ot it mattered to them and thev all had repented Santiago quit 
the game. He lay on his back, looking up at the trees and sk\ . shadovvs settling then 
moving with the wind across his face. 
The dead were stiff, almost petrified. Yet they were light and mobile. The\ 
gathered easily in the clearing outside the cave as we worked hastiK' to wipe all the dirt 
away. 
"It's funny," Santiago said, standing over me and James as we lifted the last bod\ 
out of its hole, "we're all just a single pea in a single pod b\ this point. " 
And I knew what point he meant. 
"ThatTl be you one day," he said, looking at me, then he turned to James, "and 
you, and me," Then he lifted the body out of our hands, ignoring our help, and pulled it 
close to him, into his anns as he walked out of the cave. 
The dead had been beautiful in their holes. Now they seemed lazy and lounging, 
mischievous loiterers spread out in the clearing. They were no longer uniform or 
symmetrical outside the cave. No matter how hard we tried, w e just couldn't get them to 
line up right. They looked desiccated and shrunken. It was hard to believe that such 
things could have really whispered to Santiago. That such things could ha\e made their 
ca\e a dark maw, could make even the earth in their cave seem capable of being 
something feral. But it was only our need for belief that us tr\' to organize the dead into 
something that resembled unit) and dignit\' 
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We went out of our way to tour the dead through our camp as \ve carried them 
toward the boat. We took turns carrying the first two toward the camp. W e be^an 
singing songs that we all knew. We began to count cadence. 
"There s a song for every occasion, " I said. So v\e sang a song for moMng the 
dead. 
Benny jokingly showed them where we kept the cigarettes. He called out each 
man's cot, that place where we tried to sleep or write home 
"That's my duffel bag," James said. "The beers m those boxes." 
"And here's the extra batteries for the radio," Zeller said, kicking an ammo can as 
he passed it, "in case you want to phone home." 
The dead looked pitiful against the backdrop of ocean and sky on the western 
side of the island. 
"Some fresh air will do them good,'' I said. 
The next morning, we took medicine so that we wouldn't get sick and crossed the 
lasoon out into the ocean. Soon, we noticed the vast desolation of the sea. It v/as more O ' 
than we'd ever thought. Benny tried calming us down. There was so much space in 
which to set lost. The swells weren't that bad, but there were moments, when we were 
v^ell down in the swell, that the only sky was that directly above us and the horizon was 
nothing but a wall of water. 
We tried to get excited about the open sea. Movement, disguised as freedom \\ as 
better than nothing at all. Benny taught us how to steer a boat m the open ocean. He 
taught us to set and follow a course, and he showed us how to blow the horn and scare up 
185 
any birds that might have drifted out from the continent and settled on the v\ater Benn> 
told us stories about the frigid and harsh Nonhem Atlantic, and each of us looKcd to the 
other, hoping we were in a kinder ocean. 
Around noon the global positioning system staned resetting itself constant!), and 
the compass began turning wildly m its casing. We all looked to Benny 
"There are all kinds of things that will shake a compass," Benny said. ".And we 
might b e  p a s s i n g  b e t w e e n  s a t e l l i t e s .  L o o k ,  a s  l o n g  a s  w e  h a v e  t h e  s u n  a n d  t h e  s t a r s ,  I ' l l  
know just about where we are. We have enough fuel to cruise in any direction for about 
four days, and we all know the continent is that away. Just go get some sun and let me 
run the bridge," he said to Santiago and L 
"They won't leave us alone," Santiago said, as we walked down the steps to the 
deck. 
I looked at the boat which held the dead. The wind was beginning to pull back 
the tarp that covered them. The ocean was calm, the only breeze coming from our 
momentum. When I looked at Santiago, I thought he looked rather scared. I could see it 
in his eyes. 
The longer we sailed, the more I thought about the dead. The others began 
looking at the boat and Santiago and I with a sense of malcontent. They hated us. They 
hated the dead. There was a small storm moving across the ocean m front of us. The 
clouds were heavy with ram, but there wasn't any lightning. Benn\ said a nice ram at see 
was beautiful. 
"There's nothing out here," James said, when Benn} and Kenned}' came down 
from the bridge. 
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The tarp on the boat was all the way undone and was flapping in the wind. We 
knew nothing about knots. 
"Let's dump them here," Kennedy said. 
"They 11 never leave us alone," Santiago said. 
He'd lost his power over us. And the others lov^ered the boat with the dead into 
the ocean. The steady swell kept pushing it against the side of the ship. It was futile. 
"Somebody needs to take a rope." Benny finally said. "Go down and push the 
boat out enough so that it will break away from us. Of course," he looked at the deck, 
"you'll have to swim back. The swell's easy, a good swimmer will make it back, no 
problem. You'll have a life-vest. Or you can take the inflatable raft and pop it open 
when you're far enough away, and we'll pick you up in that." 
Benny picked a number between one and an hundred. I lost. I took of my boots 
and put them next to each other, at the base of the bridge, tucking my socks inside. I took 
off my camouflage top and folded it clumsily, dropping it over my boots. I stood m my 
underwear. 
They lowered me into the boat. I wore a bright orange life-vest that was too big. 
Looking up, as water slapped the side of the boat and sprayed across me. I realized how-
beautiful they all were. I smiled up at them and the clouds that were pushing in. We had 
a long bit of rope and I tied to the head of the boat. 
•'Don't worry," Benny said. 
It took me some time to get the boat away from the ship. I had never really rowed 
before, and the open ocean didn't seem a good place to learn. The dead took up most of 
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the room in the small boat as well. I wondered where they'd come ashore, if the\ came 
ashore. 
The rain began, easy and gentle. The ram sounded like a song on the u ater. 
When the line that connected me to the ship never grew taut. I realized that this 
was just one of the many signs that things weren't going to work out. Benn\ \\ a\ ed that I 
was far enough away They were yelling out that the rope had slipped. It floated looseh' 
in the water. I dropped the canister that held the life-raft into the water. I pulled the cord 
and it inflated weakly. I knew it wouldn't hold me. Something else had gone vvrong. 1 
k n e w  t h e r e  w a s  n o  w a y  I  w a s  g e t t m g  i n  t h e  r a f t ,  a n d  I  w a s  t o o  t i r e d  t o  s w i m .  
Those on the ship began pointing above my head. I turned and couldn't see 
anything at first. Slowly the swell brought me above the honzon. There it was, the spark 
of an island, soft and glimmering like the edge of the world. When I turned back to the 
ship, I saw them approaching quickly, the joy and fear of recognition in their e\ es 
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